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  The purpose of this study is to find the essential factors that support learning in 

the organization, the learning process, and the outcomes of the learning organization for 

the  electronics  industry  in  Thailand.  This  study  also  compares  the  differences  in  the 

degrees  of  supportive  factors  for  learning,  the  learning  process,  and  the  outcomes  of 

learning between companies of different sizes and quality certification status. 

   The  methodology  used  in  this  study is  the  mixed-method  approach,  which 

consisted of both quantitative and qualitative methodologies. For the quantitative part, 

a  total  of  182  Thai  electronics  companies  that  manufacture  transformers,  power 

supplies, electronics parts, printed circuit boards, monitors, hard-disks, and integrated 

circuits were used as the sample in this study. The surveyed data were analyzed with 

the SPSS program to find the frequency, percentage and mean of samples. This study 

also  compared  the  differences  in  the  degree  of  supporting  factors  for  leaning,  the 

learning  process,  and  outcomes  gained from  learning  among  the  samples  with 

differences  in  size  and  in  quality  certification  status.  This  study  also  applied  the 

AMOS program to analyze the model’s fitness regarding the causal direct and indirect 

relationships among these attributes with the empirical data. In the qualitative part of 

the  study,  six  in-depth  interviews  were  conducted,  and  the  interviewed  data  were 

analyzed  and  synthesized  in  order  to confirm  the  findings  and  to  advance  the 

knowledge of the learning organization. 



iv 
 

  The  findings  showed  that  the  degree of  supportive  factors  for  learning,  the 

learning  process,  and  outcomes  of  the  learning in  the  Thai  electronics  industry  were  at 

high  levels.  The  learning  process  of  the  Thai  electronics  companies  was  seen  to  be 

directly affected by the supportive factors for learning in the organization; and both the 

learning  process  and  supportive  factors  for  learning  in  the  organization  improved  the 

outcomes of the electronics companies. The study showed that leadership was the most 

significant  factor  among  all  of  the  supportive  factors  for  learning  in  the  organization, 

followed by an organizational supportive environment and employee characteristics. The 

study  also  showed  that  the  Thai  electronics  industry  has  focused  mostly  on  applying 

learning,  followed  by  the  sharing  and  gathering  of  learning.  Regarding  organizational 

outcomes, quality improvement was found to be the most benefit that the Thai electronics 

companies  gained  from  learning,  followed  by  productivity  improvement  and  process 

innovation. Finally, the findings suggested that larger-size companies had higher degrees 

of  supportive  learning  in  the  organization,  the  learning  process,  and  the  organizational 

outcomes  gained  from  learning  than  smaller-size  companies.  Additionally,  companies 

with  quality  certification  status,  mostly  large-  and  medium-size  companies,  had  higher 

degrees  of  supportive  learning  in  the  organization,  the  learning  process,  and  the 

organizational outcomes gained from learning than smaller-size companies. 

  The results of this study suggested that, in fostering learning in the organization 

for Thai electronics companies, management should especially focus on its being a role 

model and on the motivator role. Managers should establish learning policies that can 

guide the employees to learn as well as provide sufficient and appropriate training for 

their  employees.  Regarding  employee  characteristics,  the  management  should  develop 

the employees’ determination and positive attitude toward its company.  

  For  future  study,  after  several  years,  replication  of  this  study  with  the  current 

environments in the Thai electronics industry is recommended. Such a follow-up study 

would indicate whether or not the causal relationship model and its attributes have been 

sustained  in  the  Thai  electronics  industry. According  to  the  findings,  future  research 

could  focus  on  small-size  companies  in  improving  the  supportive  factors  for  learning, 

for  the  learning  process,  and  for  the  outcomes  of  learning.  Lastly,  it  is  recommended 

that  replication  of  this  study  in  other industries  would  bring  about  knowledge  and 

understanding of new organizational management models and the learning organization. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1  Background of the Study 

  

The  globalization  of  the  twenty-first century  has  transformed  the  economic, 

social,  educational,  and  political  in  a  profound  and  indelible  manner.  It  has  melted 

national  borders,  enhanced  economic integration,  made  geography  and  time 

irrelevant,  and  produced  the  new  innovation.  Globalization impacts  businesses  and 

affects their ability to remain the leader of innovation and sustainable growth. It also 

has created a unified playing field that connects millions of users across the world to a 

wide  array  of  products  or  services produced  around  the  world.  This  new  trend 

challenges  many  managers  in  seeking  an  effective  strategy  for  organizational 

improvement  that  will  help  their  organizations  in  adapting  to  an  ever-changing 

environment.  For  business  environments  under  this  competition  of  no  national 

boundaries due to technological advancement and the knowledge-based economy, an 

organization must always be ready to adapt. Adaptability and a good response to these 

challenges  is  a  critical  element  for  business  organizations  to  be  survival  and 

sustainable with competitive advantages. However, in order to survive and sustain in 

the  globalization  era,  these  organizations  must  not  only  adapt  to  this  new 

environment,  but  also  be  ready  to  face  various  turbulent  changes  and  fierce 

competition,  and  be  able  to  predict  the  actual  trend  of  environmental  changes  in 

advance.  This  requires  the  development  of appropriate  strategies  that  are  rich  in 

mechanisms,  and  it  is  also  necessary  for  organizations  to  correct  their  business 

activities continuously.  

  After Senge (1990a), the author of “The Fifth Discipline: The Art and Practice 

of  The  Learning  Organization,”  proposed  the  idea  of  core  disciplines  in  creating 

learning, many organizations began to accept a new paradigm shift. They move from 

the  more  traditional  culture  and  performance-based  organization  to  the  learning 
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organization,  introduced  by  Senge.  He  stressed  the  importance  of  the  learning 

organization  in  creating  and  sustaining organizational  change  and  in  helping 

organizations to retain competitive capacity in the “age of the knowledge industry.” 

The learning organization also has been proposed as a fundamental strategic process 

and the only sustainable competitive advantage of the future (DeGeus, 1988: 70-74). 

It focuses on how organizations should function, should be managed, and should cope 

with environmental change in order to make the organization survive with excellence 

performance. As a result, many organizations strive to develop a learning culture of 

creating,  acquiring,  and  transferring  knowledge  and  modifying  their  behavior  to 

reflect new knowledge and insights (Garvin, 1993: 78–91).  

  In order to become a learning organization, a behavioral change is required by 

all  members  within  the  organization,  which will  affect  what  and  how  operations  or 

tasks  are  performed.  Behavioral  change, which  leads  to  performance  improvement, 

will  be  achieved  by  a  process  of  learning  from  members  in  the  organization.  Senge 

(1990a:  3) proposes  that  learning  organizations  are  “…organizations  where  people 

continually expand their capacity to create the results they truly desire, where new and 

expansive patterns of thinking are nurtured, where collective aspiration is set free, and 

where people are continually learning to see the whole together.” The basic rationale 

for such organizations is that in situations of rapid change, only organizations that are 

flexible,  adaptive  and  productive  will  survive.  For  this  to  happen,  it  is  argued, 

organizations need to find out how to achieve people’s commitment and competency 

to learn at all levels (Senge, 1990a: 4). Schon  (1973:  73)  proposes  that  members  of 

organizations  must  learn  to  understand, guide,  influence,  and  manage  this 

transformation. They must have the capacity for undertaking these transformations to 

themselves and to their organizations. Organization’s members must become adept at 

learning,  be  able  to  transform  their  organizations  as  the  situations  and  requirements 

change. Moreover, they must also invent and develop their organizations to be able to 

bringing about their own continuing transformation. Learning organizations create an 

environment wherein people can "create the results they truly desire," and where they 

can learn to learn together for improving the whole organization (Rheem, 1995: 10). 

Thus, the knowledge accumulation and learning attitude of employees can continually 

increase the capability of business growth and the innovation of the organization. For 
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this reason, employees are no longer passive players in the organizations; they have to 

learn  to  express  ideas  and  challenge  themselves  to  contribute  to  an  improved  work 

environment  by  participating  in  a  paradigm  shift  from  the  traditional  authoritarian 

workplace philosophy to one where the hierarchy is broken down and human potential 

is heralded. 

 

1.2  Statement of the Problem 

  

In today’s competitive environment, many industries across the world look for 

a  direction  that  is  most  likely  to  lead  to new  efficiencies  and  benefits.  They  try  to 

adopt  new  ways  of  management  to  improve  their  products,  process,  and  services. 

Many  of  them  have  joined  the  ISO9000 or  Continuous  Quality  Improve  (CQI) 

program, which have required them to design quality into their entire process and to 

focus on continuous quality improvement throughout all phases of the organizational 

process. To deal with all these changes, management must create a shared vision and 

strategy that aims directly to the improvement of their products, process, and services 

in  order  to  satisfy  their  customers.  However,  these  improvements  require  change  in 

organizational  behavior.  Many  experts  believe  that  change  and  maintaining  new 

behavior of the organization are based on some form of learning organization.  

  With no exception, Thai industries also have to adapt themselves in order to 

survive  in  the  new  competitive  and  turbulence  environment,  especially  those  that 

depend  on  technology,  such  as  the  electrical  and  electronics  industry.  Thailand’s 

electrical and electronics industry has been experiencing strong and steady growth for 

many  years,  and  has  played  a  significant role  in  Thailand’s  economy  as  an  export 

earner. However, this industry has also been facing fierce competition at both regional 

and global levels, as well as adapting to new technologies. Thailand’s electrical and 

electronics  industry  has  adopted  many  management  techniques,  from  the  learning 

organization  practice  to  sustainable  competitiveness  in  the  international  trade  arena. 

Evidence of this adaptation can be seen in much of the literature. For example, Garvin 

(1993: 1) stated that the rapid changing businesses such as that of semiconductors and 

consumer  electronics  are  applying  the ideas  of  the  learning  organization  and 

knowledge-creating  companies.  He  also  stated  that  executives  from  many  electrical 
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and  electronics  companies  have  also recognized  the  link  between  learning  and 

continuous  improvement  and  have  begun to  refocus  their  companies  around  it 

(Garvin,  1993:  1).  Chen  and  Chen  (2010: 3195)  studied  the  learning  organization 

practices  in  electronics  manufacturers  at  the  science  parks  in  Northern  Taiwan  and 

found  a  correlation  among  organizational learning,  knowledge  management,  the 

organizational innovation, and organizational performance. Lam and Lundvall (2007: 

17) have stated that the Japanese organizational community approach to learning has 

enabled  Japanese  firms,  such  as,  electronics,  electronic  components  for  computing 

equipment,  and  telecommunication  hardware to  thrive  through  the  use  of  “flexible 

mass  production,”  and  the  capacity  of  the  organization  to  create  new  knowledge 

through a synthesis and combination of the existing knowledge has enabled firms to 

gain an international competitive advantage. Moreover, some studies are related to the 

learning  organization  in  Thailand’s  electrical  and  electronics  industry.  Phapruke 

Ussahawanitchakit  (2011:  1),  for  example,  studied  organizational  learning  and 

organizational innovation based on evidence from electronics businesses in Thailand 

and  found  that  organizational  learning,  that  is,  commitment  to  learning,  and  shared 

vision,  have  positive  associations  with  the innovation  of  the  electronics  business  in 

Thailand.  Chularat  Khankaew  (2008:  162-166) studied  the  effects    of    change  

management  strategy  and  knowledge  transfer on  the performance  of  electric  and  

electronics    industrial  businesses    in  Thailand  and  found  that  knowledge  transfer  in 

group procedural movements positively affected the performances of the electric and 

electronics  business.  Lastly,  Taweekiat  Prapruttrakul  and  Yuwat  Vuthimedhi  (2011: 

36)  studied  the  management  model  for  competitiveness  in  the  Thai  electrical  and 

electronics industry and proposed that all nine significant factors in the management 

model, that is, 1) leader 2) strategic planning 3) products 4) technology 5) personnel 

6) knowledge management 7) communication 8) organizational culture, and 9) corporate 

image, are associated with a company’s competitiveness. 

  This  evidence  shows  that  there  are  learning  organizational  practices  in  the 

electrical  and  electronics  industry,  including  Thailand.  This  study  will  offer  more 

meaningful  insights  into  the  essential  factors  that  stimulate  and  support  learning  in 

Thailand’s electronics industry, the learning practice that occurs in these companies, 

and the outcomes that these companies have gained from this learning practice. The 
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results of this study will create a competitive advantage and sustain the capability in 

delivering  quality  products  and  services,  thus,  enhancing  the  organizational 

performance of the Thai electronics industry. 

 

1.3  Objectives of the Study  

  

The  study  is  designed  to  gain  insights  into  the  conditions  that  may  have  the 

capacity  to  promote  successful  changes  and developments  in  the  Thai  electronics 

industry.  Thus  the  main  purpose  of  this  study  is  to  investigate  the  perceptions  of 

selected  companies  regarding  the  essential  factors  that  support  learning  in  the 

organization, the learning process, and the outcomes that the Thai electronics industry 

have gained from learning and the causal relationships among them. Further, Serenko 

Bontis and Hardie (2007: 610-627) indicate that the size of a company may become a 

barrier  to  internal  knowledge  sharing.  Hutchins  (1997:  166)  also  indicated  that  a 

quality  system  can  add  organizational  value  by  encouraging  collaborative  learning, 

thinking, and doing. Thus, the purpose of this study also includes a comparison of the 

differences in the degrees of supportive factors for learning, the learning process, and 

outcomes  between  the  learning  in  companies that  are  different  in  size  and  between 

companies that are and are not certified by a quality certification.  

   Consequently,  in  order  to  cover  the  above-mentioned  purpose,  this  study  is 

divided so as to meet the objectives as follows:  

1.  To examine the degrees of the supportive factors for learning in the 

organization,  the  degree  of  the  learning  process,  and  the  degree  of  the  outcomes 

gained from the learning in the Thai electronics industry 

2.  To compare the differences in degrees of the supportive factors for 

learning in the organization, the degree of the learning process, and the degree of the 

outcomes gained from learning between the Thai electronics companies with differences 

in size and with differences in quality-certification status 

3.  To  analyze  the  causal  relationships  among  the  supportive  factors 

for learning in the organization, the learning process, and the outcomes of the learning 

organization in the Thai electronics industry 
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1.4  Research Questions 

  

In order to achieve the objectives of this research study, the researcher sets up 

research questions as follows. 

  Question for objective 1: 

1.  What  are  the  degrees  of  the  supportive  factors  for  learning  in  an 

organization, the learning process, and the outcomes of the learning organization for 

the Thai electronics industry? 

  Questions for objective 2: 

2.  Are there any differences in the degree of the supportive factors for 

learning in the organization in the Thai electronics industry, in the learning process, 

and  in  the  outcomes  of  the  learning  organization  between  companies  of  different 

sizes? What are they? 

3.  Are  there  any  differences  in  the  degrees  of  supportive  factors  for 

learning in the organization in the Thai electronics industry, in the learning process, 

and  in  the  outcomes  of  the  learning  organization  between  companies  of  different 

quality-certification status? What are they? 

  Question for objective 3: 

4.  What are the causal relationships among the supportive factors for 

learning  in  the  organization,  the  in  learning  process,  and  in  the  outcomes  of  the 

learning organization for the Thai electronics industry? 

 

1.5  Significance of the Study 

  

This  study  is  important  for  the  following  reasons.  First,  it  contributes 

empirical knowledge regarding the determinant factors for the organization to learn, 

the attributes of the learning process, and the outcomes of the learning organization in 

the  Thai  electronics  industry.  It  shows  the  differences  in  the  degrees  of  supportive 

factors for learning in the organization, the learning process, and the outcomes of the 

learning organization of Thai electronics companies with differences in size and with 

differences  in  quality-certification  status.  Second,  this  study  compares  degree  of 

learning  organization  among  small-size,  medium-size,  and  large-size  companies.  It 
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also  compares  the  degree  of  learning  organization  between  the  companies  that  are 

certified  by  quality  accreditations  and  those  that  are  not.  Third,  the  results  of  this 

study show a causal relationship diagram of the effect and indirect effects between the 

supportive  factors  for  learning  in  the  organization  and  the  learning  process  through 

the outcomes of the learning organization in the Thai electronics industry. And fourth, 

it  has  important  implications  for  policy  making,  strategic  planning,  and  human 

resource management in raising the degree of learning in the organization for the Thai 

electronics industry. 

 

1.6  Benefits of the Study 

  

The overall benefit of this study includes the identification of the significant 

factors fostering a learning organization in the Thai electronics industry. These factors 

will lead this industry to the improvement in the time of dynamic change in this era of 

globalization. To make it clear, the researcher divides benefits of this study into two 

fields as follows: 

1.  Academic-related  benefit:  The  insights  gained  from  this  study 

should  contribute  to  the  areas  of  the  learning  organization;  the  extent  of  supportive 

factors that affects learning in the organization, the degree of the learning process, and 

its related outcomes for the learning organization in the Thai electronics industry. 

2.  Policy-related benefits: This study will make important contribution 

regarding  the  perception  of  the  factors related  to  the  learning  organization.  The 

research results can indicate the key supportive factors that are significant for learning 

in the organization, for the learning process, and the outcomes gained from learning in 

the  Thai  electronics  industry.  Details  from  this  study  will  assist  policy  makers 

reshaping  the  organization  by  suggesting  the  issues  needed  to  be  focused  and 

concentrated on that suit the Thai electronics industry in fostering the learning ability 

in their organizations. 

 

1.7  Scope of the Study  

  

To  make  this  study  focused  and  in  order  to  gain  the  most  benefit,  the 

researcher will set the scope of this study as follows: 
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1.  Specific content: The study is focused on the supportive factors that 

foster  learning  in  the  organization,  the  attributes  of  the  learning  process,  and  the 

outcomes gained from learning in the organization and the relationship among them. 

Thus,  the  content  of  this  study  encompasses  the  variables  and  indicators  that  are 

related to the learning organization only. 

2.  Specific area of study: This study is focused on the Thai electronics 

industry,  which  manufacturers  electronic  parts,  integrated  circuits,  hard-disks, 

monitors, printed circuit boards, electronic transformers, and power supplies/adapters 

only. 

3.   Specific time frame: This study was conducted between fiscal year 2011 

to 2012. 

 

1.8  Assumptions 

  

Since there are various studies related to learning in the organization and the 

knowledge management in the Thai electronics industry, the first assumption of this 

study  is  that  the  Thai  electronics  industry  has  adopted  the  concept  of  the  learning 

organization  into  one  of  its  management  models  and  that  there  is  some  degree  of 

learning organization practices in this industry. Moreover, this study also assumes that 

the  representative  of  each  company  felt free  and  comfortable  in  evaluating  the 

supportive factors that were necessary for their companies to learn, the degree of the 

learning  process  in  their  companies,  and  the  related  outcomes  of  the  learning 

organization  of  their  companies.  It  also  assumes  that  the  respondents—high-level 

management  or  persons  that  knew  the  overall  information  about  their  companies  or 

the  persons  involved  in  fostering  learning in  their  companies,  represented  their 

companies. They could provide the most useful information about their organization 

without  any  bias.  Further,  because  the  survey  included  in  this  study  relied  on  the 

perceptions of these participants, it was subject to inaccuracy. Thus, for the purposes 

of this study, it was assumed that these perceptions described the actual data and that 

their responses would be accurate. 
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1.9  Limitations of the Study 

  There  are  some  limitations  that  need  to  be  acknowledged  and  addressed 

regarding the study: 

1.  Even though the selected sample for this study is appropriate for the 

outlined  objectives,  the  generalizability  of this  study  is  limited  to  the  electronics 

companies that manufacture electronic parts, integrated circuits, hard-disks, monitors, 

printed circuit boards, electronics transformers, and power supplies/adapters.  

2.  This  research  study  is  based  on  the  perceptual  data  gathered  from 

the representatives of the participating companies at a specific place in time. In fact, 

studying the evolution of learning organizations requires a longitudinal approach. 

3.  There  are  no  standard  criteria  for  determining  the  size  of  a 

company.  They  vary  from  country  to  country.  However,  this  study  adopted  the 

criterion to determine the size of a company from the Institute for Small and Medium 

Enterprises Development (ISMED).  

 

1.10  Definitions of Terms 

  The  following  definitions  are  provided  for  clarification  of  the  terms  that  are 

used in this study, and they are as follows. 

 

1.10.1  Learning Process 

Based on this study, leaning is defined as the knowledge gathered from inside 

or outside the organization, or the knowledge acquired by such means as experience, 

interaction  and  reflection,  dialogue  and discussion,  and  observation  and  practice. 

Learning also involves the reconstruction of old knowledge, creating new knowledge, 

and sharing knowledge and applying the knowledge. 

 

1.10.2  Organizational Learning 

This is defined as “the intentional use of learning processes at the individual, 

group, and system level to continuously transform the organization in a direction that 

is  increasingly  satisfying  to  its  stakeholders”  (Dixon,  1994:  29)  and  the  creation, 

dissemination, and utilization of new knowledge within the organization (Nonaka and 

Takeuchi, 1995). Turban, Rainer, Potter (2004: 451) propose that it is the process of 
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creating,  capturing,  refining,  storing,  managing  and  dissemination  knowledge.  In  this 

study, organizational  learning  is  all  about  the  learning  of  the  members  of  the 

organization  and  performing  the  learning process,  which  includes  gathering  the 

knowledge,  creating  new  knowledge,  memorizing  the  knowledge,  sharing  and 

transferring the knowledge, and applying the knowledge that has been learned. 

 

1.10.3  Learning Organization 

Based on this study, the learning organization is defined as a place with skills in 

gathering,  sharing,  and  applying  knowledge and  transforming  itself  in  order  to 

improve its performance (Marquardt, 1996: 19).  The learning organization facilitates 

the  learning  of  all  of  its  members  and  continuously  (Pedler,  Burgoyne  and  Boydell, 

1991:  3).  It  is  the  place  where  its  members  are  empowered  to  learn  freely  and  the 

knowledge  is  applied  in  order  to  improve organization  as  a  whole  (Campbell  et  al., 

1994: 11).  

  

1.10.4  Supportive Factors for Learning in the Organization 

Based  on  this  study,  the supportive  factors  for  learning  in  the organization 

consist  of  various  components  that  activate  and  foster  learning  in  the  organization. 

They are composed of the learning environment of the organization, such as learning 

strategy  and  vision,  learning  climate  and  culture,  organizational  structure,  training  or 

personal  development,  employees  with a  learning  mind,  and  leaders  that  are 

committed to learning. 

 

1.10.5  Outcomes of the Learning Organization 

The  outcomes  of  the  learning  organization are  the  results  of  the  learning  of  the 

individual and the team in the organization. In this study, the outcomes of the learning 

organization encompass productivity, quality, and innovation. 

 

1.10.5  ISO9000 

ISO9000  is  a  minimalist  quality  management  system.  Even  when  the 

organization successfully achieves and maintains ISO9000 certification, it is only the 

first  step.  Successful  organizations  will  maintain  their  ISO9000  certification  while 
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working on the next journey to the total quality management system (Kirchner, 1995: 

41-45).  

 

1.11  Organization of this Study 

  

This thesis is divided into five chapters.  Chapter 1 includes an introduction, 

statement of the problem, statement of purpose, research question, significance of the 

study,  definitions,  limitations  of  the  study, and  the  study’s  organization.    Chapter  2 

presents a review of the related literature pertinent to this study.  Chapter 3 describes 

the research methodology. Chapter 4 is an analysis of the collected data of both the 

quantitative and qualitative sections.  Chapter 5 contains a summary, conclusions, and 

recommendations for further study. 

 



 

CHAPTER 2 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

  This  chapter  is  reviews  the  theories  and  previous  research  studies  that  are 

related to this topic. The purpose of this chapter is to analyze several overviews of the 

learning organization in order to identify their important aspects and the relationships 

needed  for  creating  a  research  framework.  This  chapter  will  cover  sub-topics  as 

follows: 

2.1  Definitions of the Learning Organization 

2.2  Learning Organization and Organizational Learning 

2.3  Model, Characteristics, and Related Studies of the Learning Organization  

2.4  Electrical and Electronics Industry and Related Studies 

2.5  Conceptual Framework 

2.6  Research Hypotheses 

2.7 Operational Definitions 

 

2.1  Definitions of the Learning Organization 

 

 As  the  learning  organization  has  been  seen  as  a  response  to  an  increasingly 

unpredictable and dynamic environment, many authors have offered definitions of the 

learning organization. Here are some definitions from the key scholars. 

 Senge (1990a: 3) defines the learning organization as “an organization where 

people continually expand their capacity to create the results they truly desire, where 

new and expansive patterns of thinking are nurtured, where collective aspiration is set 

free, and where people are continually learning to learn together.” 

  Pedler,  Burgoyne,  and  Boydell  (1991:  1) define  the  learning  company  as  “a 

vision  of  what  might  be  possible.  It is  not  brought  about  simply  by  training 

individuals; it can only happen as a result of learning at the whole organization level. 

A learning company is an organization that facilitates the learning of all its members 

and continuously transforms itself.” 
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  Watkins  and  Marsick  (1992:  118)  define  the  learning  organization  as  “an 

organization  characterized  by  total  employee  involvement  in  a  process  of 

collaboratively-conducted,  collectively-accountable  change  directed  towards  shared 

values or principles.” 

  Garvin  (1993:  78-91)  defines  a  learning  organization  as  “an  organization 

skilled  at  creating,  acquiring,  and  transferring  knowledge,  and  at  modifying  it  to 

reflect new knowledge and insights.” 

  Campbell,  Terry,  and  Carins  (1994:  11)  contents  that  “the  characteristics  of 

learning  organizations  are  that  they  focus  on:  (1)  the  importance  of  acquiring, 

improving, and transferring knowledge; (2) facilitating and making use of individual 

learning; and (3) modifying practices to reflect the learning.”  

  Marquardt  (1996:  19)  defines  the  learning  organization  as  “an  organization 

which  learns  powerfully  and  collectively  and  is  continually  transforming  itself  to 

better collect, manage, and use knowledge for corporate success. It empowers people 

within  and  outside  the  company  to  learn as  they  work.  Technology  is  utilized  to 

optimize both learning and productivity.” 

  Crossan, Lane, and White (1998: 4) define the organizational learning as “the 

process  of  change  in  individual  and  shared  thought  and  action  which  is  affected  by 

and embedded in the institutions of the organization.” 

  The researcher has drawn on these definitions, analyzed them, and developed 

a definition that covers the whole concept of the learning organization which is useful 

for  this  study.  Thus,  the  learning  organization  is  defined  as  a  place  with  skills  in 

creating, sharing, and applying knowledge and transforming itself in order to improve 

its  performance  (Marquardt,  1996:  19).    It  is  the  place  where  new  and  expansive 

patterns  of  thinking  are  nurtured  and  where collective  aspiration  is  set  free  (Senge, 

1990a: 3). It is the place with the capacity to integrate, facilitate, and make use of the 

learning of people at all levels (Campbell et al., 1994: 11).  

  

2.2  Learning Organization and Organizational Learning 

  

Almost  everyone  uses  the  terms  organizational  learning  and  learning 

organization  interchangeably  (Boje,  1994:  433-434).  Confessore  and  Kops  (1998: 

365-375)  define  the  learning  organization as  involving  an  environment  in  which 
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organizational  learning  is  structured  so that  teamwork,  collaboration,  creativity,  and 

knowledge processes have a collective meaning and value.  

Argyris  (1977:  116)  defines  the  organizational  learning  as  the  process  of 

"detection  and  correction  of  errors”  and views  that  organizations  learn  through 

individuals  acting  as  agents  for  them.  McGill,  Slocum,  and  Lei  (1992:  5-17)  define 

organizational  learning  as  the  ability  of an  organization  to  gain  insight  and 

understanding from experience through experimentation, observation, analysis, and a 

willingness  to  examine  both  successes  and  failures.  Huber  (1991:  88)  proposes  that 

the  knowledge  acquisition,  information  distribution,  information  interpretation,  and 

organizational memory are integrally linked to organizational learning. 

 

2.3  Model, Characteristics, and Related Studies of the Learning Organization 

 

  The  following  are  some  of  the  important  characteristics  of  learning 

organizations proposed by many key scholars. 

 

  2.3.1  Five Disciplines for the Learning Organization 

  Senge (1990a: 3) proposes that “the learning organization is the place where 

its  members  work  together  in  a  different  way  than  in  conventional  operations,  but 

with  mutual  trust  and  supplementary  aids  to  achieve  common  goals  and  reach 

excellent  achievement.”  He  contends  that  to  create  a  learning  organization,  the 

organizations  must  go  through  the  convergence  of  five  disciplines:  1)  developing 

personal mastery; 2) creating mental models; 3) reinforcing team learning; 4) building 

shared vision; and 5) understanding systems thinking. Senge (1990a: 9) proposes that 

“people put aside their old ways of thinking (mental models), learn to be open with 

others  (personal  mastery),  understand  how their  company  really  works  (systems 

thinking),  form  a  plan  that  everyone  can agree  on  (shared  vision),  and  then  work 

together  to  achieve  that  vision  (team  learning).”  These  five  disciplines  are  actually 

closely  correlated  and  to  establish  learning  organizations,  every  discipline  item  is 

imperatively required (Senge, 1990a: 9).  

 

  2.3.2  Watkins and Marsick’s (1996) Dimension of the Learning Organization 

  Watkins  and  Marsick  (1996)  have  provided  an  integrative  model  of  the 

learning  organization.  They  propose that  the  learning  organization enhances  the 
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capability  of  individuals,  develop  team productivity,  and  increase  organizational 

capacity (Watkins and Marsick, 2003: 10-11). They identify the learning organization 

as a level of analysis which is divided into four levels: (1) the individual level, which 

is  composed  of  creating  continuous  learning  opportunities,  and  promoting  dialogue 

and  inquiry;  (2)  the  team  level,  which  includes  encouraging  collaboration  and  team 

learning;  (3)  the  organizational  level,  which  is  composed  of  establishing  systems  of 

capturing  and  sharing  learning,  and  empowering  people  toward  a  collective  vision; 

and  (4)  the  global  level,  which  includes  connecting  the  organization  to  its 

environment. They propose that “the learning organization model integrates two main 

organizational  constituents:  people  and  structure.  They  are  viewed  as  interactive 

components of organizational change and development.” Yang, Watkins and Marsick 

(2004:  34)  identify  seven  distinct  but  interrelated  dimensions  of  the  learning 

organization at individual, team, and organizational levels, as shown in Figure 2.1. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.1  Watkins and Marsick’s Seven Dimensions of the Learning  

         Organization 

Source:  Watkins and Marsick, 1996: 5. 
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  2.3.3  Marquardt’s (1996) Systems-linked Organization Model 

  Marquardt (1996: 19-20), the author of “Systems-linked Organization Model,” 

proposes  a  framework  that  consists  of  five  subsystems  dynamically  interconnected 

and complementary to each other as shown in Figure 2.2. These subsystems are: 1) the 

learning  subsystem;  2)  organization  subsystem;  3)  people  subsystem;  4)  knowledge 

subsystem;  and  5)  technology  subsystem.  The  heart  of  the  systems  learning 

organizational model is the learning sub-system which is influenced by the other four 

subsystems and vice versa (Marquardt, 1996: 19-20). 

 

 
 

 

Figure 2.2  Marquardt’s System-linked Organization Model 

Source:  Marquardt, 1996. 

  

The  core  characteristics  of  each  of  the  subsystems  comprising  Marquardt’s 

(1996: 19) Systems Learning Organizational Model are explained as follows: 

1)  Learning Subsystem. In this subsystem, learning takes place at the 

individual,  group,  and  organizational  levels. It  is  based  on  the  skills  necessary  to 

maximize  organizational  learning,  represented  by  the  five  disciplines  proposed  by 

Senge  (1990a).  The  learning  subsystem  also  refers  to  several  types  of  learning:  1) 

adaptive,  anticipatory,  and  generative learning;  2)  single-loop,  double-loop,  and 

deuteron learning; and 3) action reflection learning (Marquardt, 1996: 23). 

2)  Organization Subsystem. This subsystem is the organization itself. 

It  is  the  place  in  which  learning  occurs.  This  subsystem  has  four  components:  1) 

culture  (values,  beliefs,  practices,  rituals,  and  customs);  2)  vision  (hopes,  goals  and 
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future  direction);  3)  strategy  (action  plans,  methodologies,  tactics,  and  steps;  and  4) 

structure (departments, levels and configurations) (Marquardt, 1996: 23). 

3)  People  Subsystem.  This  subsystem  includes  groups  of  individuals 

that involve in the learning in organization. It includes: 1) employees; 2) managers/leaders; 

3) customers; 4) suppliers and vendors; 5) alliance partners; and 6) community groups 

(Marquardt, 1996: 23). 

4)  Knowledge  Subsystem.  This  subsystem  includes:  1)  acquisition 

(collection of outside information); 2) creation (new knowledge); 3) storage (coding 

and preserving information); and 4) transfer and utilization (information movement) 

(Marquardt, 1996: 23). 

5)  Technology  Subsystem.  This  subsystem  is  the  information  system 

needed  to  gain  access  and  to  exchange  knowledge.  The  subsystem  includes:  1) 

information technology; 2) technology-based learning; and 3) electronics performance 

support system (Marquardt, 1996: 23). 

 

  2.3.4  Strategic Building Blocks for the Learning Organization 

  Goh (1998: 15-20) proposes the idea of strategic building blocks, as shown in 

Figure  2.3.  They  are:  1)  mission  and  vision—clarity  and  employee  support  of  the 

mission,  strategy,  and  espoused  values  of  the  organization;  2)  shared  leadership—

leadership that is perceived as empowering employees, encouraging and experimenting 

culture,  and  showing  strong  commitment  to the  organization;  3)  experimentation 

culture—a  strong  culture  of  experimentation  that  is  rewarded  and  supported  at  all 

levels in the organization; 4) transfer of knowledge—the ability of an organization to 

transfer  knowledge  within  and  from  outside  the  organization  and  to  learn  from 

failures;  and  5)  teamwork  and  cooperation—an  emphasis  on  teamwork  and  group 

problem solving as the mode of operation and for developing innovative ideas. These 

five strategic building blocks require two major supporting foundations: 1) organizational 

design,  the  organization  structure  that  is  organic,  flat,  and  decentralized,  with  a 

minimum of formalized procedures in the work environment; 2) employee skills and 

competencies, abilities of the employees to perform their job. 
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Figure 2.3  Goh’s  Building Blocks of a Learning Organization 

Source:  Goh, 1998. 

 

  2.3.5  The 4Is Framework of Organizational Learning 

  Crossan, Lane, and White (1999: 532) describe the organizational learning as 

“a  dynamic  process  of  strategy  renewal occurring  across  three  levels  of  the 

organization:  the  individual,  group,  and  organizational.”  framework  separates  the 

processes  through  which  learning  occurs  in firms,  which  occur  at  three  levels,  the 

individual, group, and organization, each informing the others, as shown in Table 2.1. 

 

Table 2.1  Potential Result of the Learning Organization 

 

Level  

of Learning 

Discrete  

Learning Process 
Potential Result 

Individual  - Intuiting  

- Interpretation 

Increase in human capital and capability 

Group  - Integration  Wide-scale change in shared understanding 

and shared cognitive structures. 

Organization  - Institutionalization Changes to systems, structure, strategy, 

procedures, norms of and culture 

 

Source:  Crossan et al., 1999: 532. 
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  Crossan  et  al.  (1999:  532-533)  stated  that  these  three  levels  of  learning  are 

linked by four social and psychological processes. Intuiting process and interpreting 

processes  occurs  at  the  individual  level, the  integrating  process  occurs  at  the  group 

level, and the institutionalizing process occurs at the organization level as shown in 

Figure 2.4. 

 
 
 

Figure 2.4  Crossan’s 4I Framework of Organizational Learning 

Source:  Crossan et al., 1999. 
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3)  Integration  Process.  Integration  process  bridges  all  collective 

understanding at the group level to the organizational level. The process focuses on 

developing a new shared understanding and resulting in collective and coherent action 

by the group. (Vera and Crossan, 2004: 222 -240). 

4)  Institutionalizing Process. The institutionalizing process takes place 

at the organizational level. It incorporates learning from all groups in the organization 

and  imbedding  the  knowledge  into  the  structures,  routines,  systems,  and  practices. 

(Vera and Crossan, 2004: 222 -240). 

Vera  and  Crossan  (2004:  222  -240) propose  that  “learning  stocks 

reside within each level; that is, the individual, group, and organization comprise the 

inputs  and  outputs  of  learning  processes. Learning  flows  are  the  processes  through 

which learning moves from one level to another. The feed-forward flow moves from 

the  individual  and  group  to  the  organization  through  the  4I  learning  processes: 

intuiting-interpreting,  interpreting-integrating,  and  integrating-institutionalizing.  At 

the same time, an analogous flow feeds back from the organization to the individual 

and  group.  It  represents  the  ways  in  which  integrated  and  institutionalized  learning 

impact the creation, development and integration of insights and new ideas.”  

 

  2.3.6  Pedler, Burgoyne, and Boydell’s  The Learning Company 

  Pedler, Burgoyne, and Boydell (1991: 1) propose the concept of the learning 

company.  They  integrated  concepts  of organizational  learning  with  individual 

learning in the organization. They propose 11 key attributes in becoming a learning 

organization. They are:  

1)  Learning approach to strategy. Policy and strategy are consciously 

built up and structured for learning. 

2)  Participative  policy  making.  All  members  have  a  chance  to 

contribute to and participate in policy making. 

3)  Information. Information technology supports all members to act on 

their own initiative. 

4)  Formative  accounting  and  control.  Information  about  budgeting, 

reporting,  and  accounting  that  assist  members  in  learning  on  how  money  works  in 

business. 
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5)  Internal  exchange.  Internal exchange  is  the  inter-departmental 

relationships or supply chain that end with the user or clients (other departments). 

6)  Reward flexibility. Fair reward system is designed to be tailored to 

the individual or team. 

7)  Enabling structures. Flexible structure, procedures, and processes of the 

organization that can be easily change to meet job, user or innovation requirements. 

8)  Boundary  workers  as  environmental  scanners.  All  members  or  an 

organization carry out environmental scanning. 

9)  Inter-company  learning.  Learning  channels  among  companies  are 

developed for mutual information exchange. 

10)   Learning  climate.  Managers’  primary  task  is  to  help  the  company’s 

members to experience and learn from experience. 

11)  Self-development for everyone. Resources and facilities are made 

available for all members for their learning and self-development. 

 

  2.3.7  Garvin’s Learning Organization Model 

  Garvin (1993: 78-91) proposes five activities in building a learning  organization, 

they are: 

1)   Systematic  problem  solving.  A process  for  problem  solving  that 

involves  tools  and  methods  for  collecting  facts  and  data,  systematically  analyzing 

each with an open mind, identifying causes of problem, and deciding on action to take 

2)  Experimentation  with  new  approaches.  Programs  include 

systematically  searching  for  new  knowledge,  using  experiments  to  produce 

incremental knowledge, and using the past projects to produce new knowledge 

3)   Learning  from  one’s  own  experience  and  past  history.  These 

activities encourage the reflection on the past successes and failures, identify lessons 

learned, and record new knowledge in a format that is open for everyone. 

4)   Learning  from  other’s  experiences  and  best  practices.  These 

activities  include  learning  from  customers  and  benchmarking  other  companies  to 

ensure the best industry practices. 
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5)  Transferring  knowledge  throughout  the  organization.  Knowledge 

must  be  transferred  quickly  and  efficiently  throughout  the  organization.  Activities  to 

achieve this competency include job rotation and training and education. 

 

2.3.8  Yang, Watkins and Marsick’s Study 

Yang,  Watkins  and  Marsick  (2004:  33-34)  stated  that  the  results  of  the 

learning  organization  can  be  measured  through  the  organizational  financial 

performance and knowledge performance. They also stated that continuous learning at 

the individual level is necessary but not sufficient for influencing perceived changes 

in knowledge and financial performance. It is argued that learning must be captured 

and embedded in ongoing systems, practices, and structures so that it can be shared and 

regularly used to intentionally improve changes in knowledge performance. They view 

that the learning organization must conclude all aspects of learning from the individual, 

team,  organizational  and  global  perspective  that  cover  continuous  learning,  dialogue 

and  inquiry,  team  learning,  embedded  system,  system  connection,  empowerment, 

leadership, financial performance, and knowledge performance. Yang, et al. (2004: 41) 

proposes  that  the  learning  organization  is composed  of  two  main  constructs:  (1) 

people in the organization, and (2) the organizational structure. They showed that the 

learning  behaviors  of  people  in  the  organization  affect  organizational  behaviors, 

which finally will affect the performance of the organization, as shown in Figure 2.5. 

 

 

Figure 2.5  Yang, Watkins, and Marsick’s Framework of Learning Organization 

Source:  Yang, Watkins, and Marsick, 2004. 
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2.3.9  Škerlavaj, Štemberger, Škrinjar, and Dimovski’s Study 

  Škerlavaj, Štemberger, Škrinjar, and Dimovski (2006: 353) propose the concept 

of organizational learning culture, which is defined as a set of norms and values about the 

functioning  of  an  organization,  as  shown in  Figure  2.6.  These  norms  and  values  are 

composed  of:  1)  information  acquisition,  2)  interpretation  of  information,  and  3) 

cognitive  change  (turns  learning  into  action).  They  also  found  that  the  organizational 

learning culture has a direct impact on all three elements of non-financial performance:  

1) performance from the employee; 2) from customer; and 3) from supplier perspectives. 

They identified the conditions that are critical for the generation, dissemination, and use 

of knowledge in integrated delivery systems, they are: 1) a shared vision of the system's 

goals  and  the  ways  in  which  learning  can  contribute  to  these  ends;  2)  leaders  with  a 

facilitative role that ensure that opportunities, resources, incentives, and rewards support 

learning; and 3) an organic structure with diverse communication channels that efficiently 

transfer  information  across  organizational  boundaries.  They  also  pointed  out  the 

characteristics  for  facilitative  leadership  will have  a  different  performance  between  the 

enabling and reinforcing activities phase: 1) enabling activities, leader provides incentives 

for  the  learning  and  the  use  of  new  knowledge,  provides  opportunities  to  apply  new 

knowledge  and  skills,  develops  budget  practices  that  support  learning  and  knowledge 

transfer,  establishes  cross-organizational  and  multidisciplinary  teams,  and  decentralize 

decision  making;  2)  reinforcing  activities, leader  may  links  performance  reviews  and 

career  progression  to  the  application  of   knowledge  and  skills,  monitors  post-training 

performance, and provides feedback to his people.  

 

 

 

Figure 2.6  Learning Organization Framework based on Škerlavaj et al.’s Study 

Source:  Based on Škerlavaj et al., 2006: 353. 
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  2.3.10  Britton’s Study 

  Britton (1998), the author of “The Learning NGO,” proposes that there are a 

number  of  key  functions  which  must  be undertaken  for  organizations  to  learn 

effectively.  Britton  (1998:  12-20)  proposes eight  key  functions  for  organizational 

learning are summarized in the following Figure 2.7. 

 

 
 

 

Figure 2.7  Britton’s Study 

Source:  Britton, 1998: 13. 
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4)  Communication  system.  The communication  systems  provide 

information and knowledge to all individuals throughout the organization. 

5)  Mechanisms for drawing conclusions. This process requires expert 

to draw conclusion and identify lessons learned from the past success and failure. 

6)  Developing  organizational  memory.  This  is  a  process  of  record 

knowledge  or  lessons  learned  into  storage  media,  such  as,  documents  or  electronics 

storage devices. 

7)  Integrating  learning  into  strategy  and  policy.  This  is  a  process  of 

developing strategy, policy, and procedures that reflect the organizational learning.  

8)  Apply  the  learning.  This  is  a process  of  applying  the  learning  or 

knowledge in the work setting.  

 

  2.3.11  Breso, Gracia, Latorre, and Peiro’s Study 

Breso, Gracia, Latorre, and Peiro (2008: 149) propose the team learning model 

as a set of behaviors and activities that are carried out by teams. They group learning 

into four dimensions: 

1)   Continuous  improvement  seeking.  It  refers  to  the  extent  to  which 

the  team  learns  from  past  experiences,  identifies  mistakes,  and  keeps  them  from 

happening again in the future.    

2)   Dialogue promotion and open communication. This process refers 

to  the  degree  of  dialogue  and  communication  that  takes  place  within  team.  This 

process is relevant to all kinds of reports on problems, deficiencies, or mistakes. 

3)   Collaborative  learning.  It  refers  to  the  degree  of  collaboration  in 

learning  activities  among  team  members.  Individual  can  learn  a  lot  from  the  team 

members  since  each  team  tries  to  share  the  different  members’  knowledge  before 

making a decision. 

4)   Strategic  and  proactive  leadership  promoting  team  development. 

Strategic  and  proactive  leaders  are  required  in  promoting  all  of  the  behaviors 

mentioned  above;  continuous  improvement  seeking,  open  communication  and 

collaborative learning.  
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  2.3.12  Sudharatna and Li’s Study 

  Sudharatna  and  Li  (2004:  163-174),  the authors  of  “Learning  organization 

characteristics  contributed  to  its  readiness-to-change:  a  study  of  the  Thai  mobile 

phone service industry”, proposes characteristics required to build up an organization’s 

capability to become a learning organization. They are: 

1)  Cultural values. Cultural values involve the learning culture in the 

organization  which  is  a  life-long  learning  process,  an  organization  with  a  learning 

environment,  an  organization  in  which its  members  desire  learning,  share,  and 

innovate continuously. 

2)  Leadership  commitment  and  empowerment.  Leaders  must  provide 

role models for employees’ learning and continuous improvement and encourage an 

experimental culture in the organization. They need to encourage their employees to 

work as teams and empower them to investigate new experiences. 

3)  Communication.  Communication  among  members  is  essential  in 

supporting  learning  in  an  organization.  Leaders  are  responsible  for  communicating 

organization’s  vision  and  mission  to  all  the members  in  order  to  guide  them  to  the 

same direction. 

4)  Knowledge  transfer.  This  process  provides  all  members  in  the 

organization to lean. With continuously learning, members are able to innovate new 

process, products, and services.  

5)  Employee  characteristics.  Employees  need  to  be  educated  and 

trained,  and  upgraded  their  skills  continuously  so  that  they  will  have  abilities  to 

engage  in  teamwork  and  problem  solving.  They  must  have  strong  commitment  to 

generating and sharing new knowledge, and technology, and commitment to lifelong 

learning. 

6)  Performance upgrading. Sudharatna and Li (2004: 163-174) views 

the  performance  upgrading  as  an  important  indicator  for  checking  whether  an 

organization  is  on  the  right  track  which  can  be  observed  by:  1)  on-time  and  better 

delivery;  2)  superior  quality;  3)  increased  market  shared  and  zero  rejection;  4) 

financial performance improvement which can be seen from revenue cost and project 

overruns;  5)  organization  renewal,  cross fictional  teams,  networking;  6)  staff 

development;  and  7)  investment  in  research  and  development,  and  process  design 

Garvin (1993: 78-91). 
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  2.3.13  Sirirat Chamnannarongsak’s Study 

  Sirirat  Chamnannarongsak  (2004:  82-83), author  of  “Effects  of  leadership 

behaviors  and  organizational  culture  result  in  the  development  of  learning 

organization: a case study of private and public hospitals with hospital accreditation,” 

proposes  the  relationships  between  the  roles  of  transformational  and  transactional 

leaderships,  types  of  a  current  organizational  culture,  and  attributes  of  the  learning 

organization.  She  found  that  the  learning  organizations  would  not  exist  without  the 

two supporting foundations of appropriate leadership and organizational culture. She 

indicated  attributes  of  a  learning  organization  as  follows:  1)  vision,  mission  and 

strategy; 2) job structure and system; 3) knowledge system; and 4) performance and 

development as shown in Figure 2.8.  

 

 

 

Figure 2.8  Sirirat Chamnannarongsak’s Study 

Source:  Based on Sirirat Chamnannarongsak, 2004: 83. 
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2.4  Electrical and Electronics Industry and Related Studies 

  

The  electrical  and  electronics  industry  today  plays  an  important  role  in  the 

development  of  most  countries.  This  industry  has  grown  substantially  and  strongly 

over the past decades.  

  Thailand’s electrical and electronics industry is vital for economic growth and 

sustainability, and has been an important sector in generating national income, which 

is very important for national development.   Thailand is an ideal location for electronics 

industry investments, and with strong government support, many investors have come 

to  Thailand  to  invest  in  this  industry. Recently,  the  Thai  government  has  adopted  a 

policy  to  make  Thailand  the  electronics  capital  of  Asia  (Office  of  Industrial 

Economics,  2010  quoted  in Wisuit  Sunthonkanokpong,  Kalayanee  Jitgarun  and 

Weerachai Chaokumnerd, 2011: 53-68). 

  The  electrical  and  electronics  industry  is  one  of  Thailand’s  largest  in  the 

manufacturing  sector  and  ranks  highly  in  its  contribution  to  Thailand's  Gross 

Domestic Product and to its exports. In 2010, the exports of the industry alone were 

worth  nearly  $53,317.58  million  (Customs  Department,  February  2011)  from  total 

exports  of  $195,312  million  (Office  of  the  National  Economic  and  Social 

Development Board and Bank of Thailand). It accounted for 27% of Thailand's export 

revenues in 2011.  

  This  fast-growing  sector  is  dominated  by  world-class  manufacturers  such  as 

Fujitsu  from  Japan,  Seagate  from  the  USA,  Philips  Electronics  from  the  Netherlands, 

and LG Electronics from Korea. These companies have established production, testing, 

assembly or research and development facilities in Thailand. These facilities are staffed 

by  more  than  370,000  highly-skilled  people  (Thailand  Board  of  Investment:  BOI:  4). 

Focusing  on  the  electronics  industry  alone,  the main  electronics  exports  are  hard  disk 

drives  and  integrated  circuits  (IC),  which  account  for  about  54%  and  29%  of  total 

electronics exports, respectively. Currently, Thailand is now ranked as the top hard disk 

drive  and  component  manufacturing  base worldwide.  Thailand  holds  a  similarly 

prominent place in the IC and semiconductor industries, and is likely to be one of the 

largest assembly bases for these products in Southeast Asia (BOI, P.4). 
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  Thailand’s electrical and electronics industry can be divided into two sectors; 

77% of them are parts suppliers and the rest 23% are assemblers, as shown in Table 

2.2. For the parts suppliers, 60% of them are owned by the local investors, while the 

rest, 40%, are owned by foreigners or are joint ventures. For the assemblers, 43% of 

them are local investors and the rest 57% are foreign investors or joint ventures (EEI, 

May, 2012).  

 

Table 2.2  Structure of Thailand’s Electrical and Electronics Industry 

 

 Local Investors  Foreigners/Joint Venture 

Part Suppliers 77% 23% 

Assemblers 60% 40% 

 

Source:  EEI, May 2012. 

 

 From  a  total  of  2,017  electrical  and  electronics  companies  in  Thailand  (EEI, 

November,  2011),  800  of  them  are  in  the  electrical  business,  and  775  are  in  the 

electronics business. The rest, 154 companies, are traders, 275 companies are in the 

supporting  service/non-specific  business,  and 83  companies  are  software  manufacturers. 

Details are shown in Table 2.3. 

 

Table 2.3  Type of Business of Thailand’s Electrical and Electronics Industry  

 

Type of Business Number of Company 

Electrical Company 807   

Electronics Company 783   

Trader Company 154   

Supporting Service 42   

Non-Specific company 165   

Software Computer Company 83   

Total 2,034   

 

Source:  EEI, May 2012. 
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  Most  electrical  and  electronics  companies  are  located  in  the  middle  of 

Thailand, with 1,584 companies in the central region and 366 in the Eastern region. 

The  remainder,  41  companies,  are  in  the  Northeastern  region,  40  in  the  Northern 

region, and 3 are in the Southern region (EEI’s Data Base, March, 2012). Details are 

shown in Table 2.4 

  

Table 2.4  Location of Thailand’s Electrical and Electronics Companies 

 

Location      Number of Company 

Central Region 1,584   

Eastern Region 366   

Northeastern Region 41   

Northern Region 40   

Southern Region 3   

Total 2,034   

 

Source:  EEI, May 2012. 

 

  There  are  many  studies  related  to the  learning  and  performance  in  the 

electrical and electronics industry as follows: 

  Abdullah, Tari and Akhtar (2010: 1-2), the author of “The effect of soft factors 

and  quality  improvement  on  performance  of Malaysia’s  electrical  and  electronics 

industry,” propose the relationships among the soft factors, quality improvement, and 

organizational performance. They examined quality improvement as an organizational 

development  practice  in  mediating  the  relationship  between  soft  factors  and 

organizational  performance.  They  used  255 of  Malaysia’s  electrical  and  electronics 

firms as the sample and found that the employee involvement, training and education, 

and reward and recognition have a very high, positive significant influence on quality 

improvement among the electrical and electronics firms. They also found that reward 

and recognition exerts the strongest total effect on organizational performance.    

  Phapruke  Ussahawanitchakit  (2011) wrote  “Organizational  learning  and 

organizational  innovation:  evidence  from  electronics  businesses  in  Thailand.”  His 

study aims at examining the impacts of organizational learning on the organizational 
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innovation of the electronics businesses in Thailand. His study explicitly investigates 

the  effects  of  organizational  learning  on  the  organizational  innovation  of  121 

electronics businesses in Thailand. Organizational learning is an independent variable 

of  the  study  and  it  includes  commitment  to  learning,  open-mindedness  and  shared 

vision, while organization innovation is a dependent variable. The results indicate that 

both  commitment  to  learning  and  open-mindedness  have  a  significant  positive 

influence on organizational innovation. 

  Taweekiat  Prapruttrakul  and  Yuwat  Vuthimedhi (2011),  the  authors  of  “The 

organizational  management  model  for  competitive  advantage  in  industrial  electrical 

and electronic”, propose that the leader, strategic planning, personnel, and knowledge 

management are associated with competitiveness. They stated that knowledge is the 

essential factor for the electrical and electronics industry since this industry changes 

rapidly.  They  also  concluded  that  good  employees  that  support,  assist,  and  pay 

attention to their work and colleagues help reduce conflict and lead the organization 

to  the  goal  of  efficiency.  They  also  stated  that  employees’  competitiveness  in 

language  is  essential  for  transferring and  sharing  information/knowledge  since 

communication is the process of sharing knowledge between the organization and the 

employees  at  all  levels.  In  the  end,  they concluded  that  the  leader  is  the  most 

significant  factor  in  the  organization  which  affects  other  attributes  of  the 

organizational  management  model  since leader  can  provide  system,  such  as 

knowledge management and communication, and can create good employees  

  Chularat  Khankaew  (2008),  the  author  of  “Effects    of    change    management  

strategy    and    knowledge    transfer  on    performance    of    electric    and    electronics  

industrial businesses  in Thailand,” proposes that: 1) change management approaches 

affected  the  consequences  of  individuals’  knowledge  transfer;  2)  the  knowledge 

transfer  in  the  group  procedural  movements  positively  affected  business 

performances; and  3)  the  change  management  approaches  positively  affected  the 

business  performances. She  concluded  that  change  management  strategy  and 

knowledge transfer had effects on performance and the knowledge transfer, occurred 

in job rotation or in improving the work process, directly affected the organization’s 

performance. 
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  An  overview  of  Thailand’s  electrical  and  electronics  industries  shows  that  it 

has  been  experiencing  strong  and  steady  growth  for  many  years.  These  industries 

have  played  a  significant  role  in  Thailand’s  economy  as  an  export  earner.  These 

industries are practicing organizational learning. Thus, there is still room to enhance 

competitiveness by fostering learning in the organization in these industries. 

 

2.5  Conceptual Framework    

 

  This section aims to clarify and synthesize the elements that are related to the 

learning  organization  in  order  to  create  a possible  conceptual  framework  for  this 

research  study.  The  conceptual  framework for  this  study  was  drawn  from  the  main 

theories  of  Marquardt’s  (1996)  “Systems-linked  Model,”  Watkins  and  Marsick’s 

(1993, 1996) “Dimension of the learning organization,” Škerlavaj et al.’s (2006) study 

of  the  concept  of  organizational  learning  culture,  and  related  studies  from  many 

scholars.  Marquardt  (1996:  19)  stated  that  the  heart  of  the  systems  learning 

organizational model is the learning sub-system which is influenced by the other four 

subsystems, that is, organization subsystem, people subsystem, knowledge subsystem, 

and technology subsystem, and vice versa. Thus, it can be concluded that organization 

subsystem,  people  subsystem,  knowledge subsystem,  and  technology  subsystem  are 

learning-supportive  factors  that  influence  the  learning  sub-system.  Škerlavaj  et  al. 

(2006,  2008)  propose  that  the  organizational  learning  improves  organizational 

performance and innovativeness. Further, organizational learning cannot be achieved 

without  supportive  conditions,  such  as  a  shared  vision,  leadership,  and  a 

communication channel within the organization. Finally, Yang, Watkins, and Marsick 

(2004) found that the learning organization is composed of two main constructs; that 

is, people in the organization and the organizational structure. Their study shows that 

learning  at  the  people  level  supports  learning  at  the  organizational  level,  and  that 

learning at the organizational level improves the performance of the organization.  

  Thus,  based  on  the  above  review,  it  can  be  concluded  that  in  a  learning 

organization,  there  must  be  a  continuous learning  practice  or  activities  that  is 

supported by other factors in the organization. The results from the learning, then, can 

be viewed in terms of the performance outcomes of the organization. This conclusion 

can be drawn as a causal relationship diagram, as shown in Figure 2.9. It demonstrates 
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the conceptual framework used to investigate the impact of the supporting factors for 

learning in the organization and l the earning process in the organization which result 

in  the  organizational  outcomes  of  the  Thai  electronics  industry.  This  model 

summarizes the three main constructs: supportive factors for learning in organization, 

learning process, and outcomes of the learning organization.  

 

 
 

 

Figure 2.9  Primitive Conceptual Framework  

 

  Each construct in this conceptual framework is discussed in detail in the next 

section. 

 

2.5.1  Supportive Factors for the Learning in Organization as a Construct 

  Many  scholars  have  discussed  the  supporting  factors  that  are  necessary  for 

learning  in  the  organization.  Škerlavaj  et al.  (2006,  2010),  for  example,  stated  that 

organizational  learning  cannot  be  achieved without  support  from  the  environment. 

Goh  (1998)  propose  that  learning  organizations  requires  two  major  supporting 

foundations;  that  is,  organizational  design and  employee  competency.  Sudharatna  et 

al.  (2004:  163)  included  employee  characteristics  as  an  important  factor  for  the 

learning organization.  

  Thus,  based  on  these  scholars’  findings,  it  can  be  concluded  that  there  are 

three main supportive factors for learning in the organization; that is, organizational 

environment, employee characteristics, and leadership. 

    2.5.1.1  Supportive Environment for Learning in the Organization 

    Sudharatna  and  Li  (2004:  163)  found  that  the  learning  environment, 

that is, an atmosphere of trust, vision, continuous training, and continuous educating, 
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supports  learning  in  the  organization. Ang  et  al.  (1996)  found  that  learning 

infrastructures, such as technological tools, practice fields, and learning laboratories, 

promote  active  research,  dialog,  experimentation,  and  learning  within  organizations. 

On the other hand, Vesmavibool (2008) found that vision, mission, policies, strategic 

plan,  organizational  climate,  and  culture  support  learning  in  the  organization. 

Marquardt  (1996)  propose  the  idea  that  the  organization  subsystem  for  a  learning 

organization consists of organizational climate and a culture that encourages people to 

learn, a vision that provides the organization’s future direction, strategy with policy, 

action plans, methodologies, tactics, steps, and organizational structure.  

    Based on the information above, it can be concluded that a supportive 

environment  for  learning  consists  of  policy  or  vision  that  supports  the  learning  of 

employees, a climate that is appropriate for learning, appropriate continuous training 

and  education  for  the  increasing  skills  and  competency  of  employees,  and  learning 

facilities that include technological tools and learning laboratories or learning corners. 

Thus, it can be viewed that supportive learning is composed of policies for learning, 

culture and climate, training and education, and learning facilities. 

    2.5.1.2  Employee Characteristics 

  Sudharatna  and  Li  (2004:  163) propose  that  certain  employee 

characteristics  are  required  to  build  up  a learning  organization.  All  members  of  the 

organization  must  go  in  the  same  direction  with  the  organization’s  objectives. 

Marquardt  (1996)  explaines  that  employees, as  part  of  the  people  subsystem,  are 

groups  of  individuals  that  are  of  value in  enabling  and  potentiating  learning  in  the 

organization.  Goh  (1998)  proposes  that employee  skills  and  competencies  are 

important characteristics for the learning organization. Britton (1998) proposes that to 

be  a  learning  organization,  a  positive  attitude  and  commitment  by  everyone  to 

contribute to the process and a willingness to legitimize learning is required. Thus, it 

can  be  concluded  that  employee  characteristics,  that  is,  skills  and  competencies,  a 

good attitude, and the willingness or determination to learn, are needed for a learning 

organization. 

    2.5.1.3  Supportive Leadership 

  Sudharatna  and  Li  (2004:163)  propose  that  leaders  can  support  an 

organization  to  learn  by  encouraging  or motivating  the  employees  to  learn  and 
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experiment.  Serrat  (2009:  5)  found  that  the  leadership  of  a  learning  organization 

should recognize the importance of motivating the employees to learn. Leaders need 

to be a good mentor that teach and coach their people to learn. Senge (1990b: 7-23) 

also stated that leaders serve as designers, stewards and teachers that are responsible 

for  building  organizations  where  people  grow  and  develop  their  capabilities. 

Sudharatna  and  Li  (2004:  163)  added  that  leaders  must  be  a  role  model  and  share 

what  they  have  learned  with  the  employees.  Serrat  (2009:  2)  proposes  that  the 

leadership of a learning organization should recognize the importance of providing or 

facilitating the means and opportunity for learning.  

    Thus, from the aforementioned reviewed literature, it can be concluded 

that  leaders  must  facilitate  all  resources  necessary  for  learning,  teach,  coach  and 

mentor  the  employees  to  learn  new  knowledge,  and  motivate  or  encourage  their 

employees to learn new things. 

 

  2.5.2  Learning Process as a Construct 

  In  order  for  a  learning  organization to  learn,  employees  must  learn  and 

perform  experiments  (Sudharatna  et  al., 2004:  163).  Škerlavaj  et  al.  (2006)  propose 

the  idea  that  learning  is  composed  of information  acquisition,  interpretation  of 

information,  and  turning  the  learning  into  action.  Marquardt’s  (1996)  proposes  that 

the  knowledge  sub-system  is  the  process  of the  collection  of  outside  information  or 

acquisition, the creation of new knowledge, the storage or preserving the information, 

and the transfer and utilization of the information movement.  

  According  to  the  above  reviewed  literature,  it  can  be  concluded  that  the 

learning  practice  or  learning  process  in a  learning  organization  consists  of  the 

following  steps:  creating,  acquiring,  and  gathering  the  knowledge  or  the  learning; 

sharing  or  transferring  the  knowledge  or  the  learning;  and  finally,  transforming  the 

knowledge or the learning into action or applying it to real work. 

 

  2.5.3  Outcomes of the Learning Organization as a Construct 

  Organizational  learning  can  affect  the  organization  in  many  ways.  Garvin 

(1993: 78-91) stated that a learning organization can improve on-time and better  delivery 

and quality of products and services. Sudharatna et al. (2004), Hitt (1995: 17-25) and 
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Waldersee  (1997:  162)  propose  that  innovation is  one  of  the  characteristics  of  the 

learning organization. Ang et al. (1996: 14) found that the learning organization has 

greater competitiveness and sustained survival. Škerlavaj et al.’s (2006, 2010) study 

show that a learning culture improves organizational performance and innovativeness. 

Watkins and Marsick (2003: 370-390) propose that organizations that have prioritized 

learning  and  development  exhibit  increases in  productivity.  Thus,  it  is  clear  that  a 

learning  organization  can  improve  the organization’s  productivity,  innovation,  and 

quality. 

  Based  on  the  scholars’  findings  mentioned  above,  the  constructs  of  the 

conceptual framework of this study can be delineated, as in Figure 2.10.  

 

 
 

 

Figure 2.10  Conceptual Framework of the Study 

 

2.6  Research Hypotheses 

  

The  research  hypotheses  of  this  study were  created  based  on  the  research 

questions mentioned in chapter 1, and are listed as follows:  

  Hypotheses  1  to  3  were  created  based  on  research  question  2,  which  asks, 

“Are  there  any  differences  in  the  degree  of  the  supportive  factors  for  learning  in  the 

organization  in  the  Thai  electronics  industry,  in  the  learning  process,  and  in  the 
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outcomes of the learning organization between companies of different sizes? What are 

they?” Thus, hypotheses 1 to 3 are stated as follows: 

 

2.6.1  Hypothesis 1: The degrees of the supportive factors for learning in the 

organization  among  large-size  companies,  medium-size  companies,  and  small-size 

companies are different. 

2.6.1.1  Hypothesis  1.1:  The  degree  of  the  supportive  environment 

among large-size companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies are 

different. 

1)  Hypothesis  1.1.1:  The  degree  of  the  supportive  policies 

among large-size companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies are 

different. 

2)  Hypothesis 1.1.2: The degree of climate and culture among 

large-size  companies,  medium-size  companies,  and  small-size  companies  are 

different. 

3)  Hypothesis  1.1.3:  The  degree of  training  and  education 

among large-size companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies are 

different. 

4)  Hypothesis  1.1.4:  The  degree of  the  facility  for  learning 

among large-size companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies are 

different. 

2.6.1.2  Hypothesis 1.2: The degree of employee characteristics among 

large-size  companies,  medium-size  companies,  and  small-size  companies  are 

different. 

1)  Hypothesis  1.2.1:  The  degree  of  the  employee’s  attitude 

toward  learning  in  the  organization  among  large-size  companies,  medium-size 

companies, and small-size companies are different. 

2)  Hypothesis 1.2.2: The degree of the employee’s determination 

regarding  learning  in  the  organization among  large-size  companies,  medium-size 

companies, and small-size companies are different. 

3)  Hypothesis 1.2.3: The degree of the employee’s  competency 

in learning in the organization among large-size companies, medium-size companies, 

and small-size companies are different. 
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2.6.1.3  Hypothesis  1.3:  The  degree  of  supportive  leadership  among 

large-size  companies,  medium-size  companies,  and  small-size  companies  are 

different. 

1)  Hypothesis 1.3.1: The degree of the leadership’s facilitator 

role among large-size companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies 

are different. 

2)  Hypothesis  1.3.2:  The  degree  of  the  leadership’s  mentor 

role among large-size companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies 

are different. 

3)  Hypothesis 1.3.3: The degree of the leadership’s motivator 

role among large-size companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies 

are different. 

4)  Hypothesis  1.3.4:  The  degree  of  the  leadership’s  role 

model among large-size companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies 

are different. 

 

2.6.2  Hypothesis  2:  The  degree  of  the  learning  process  among  large-size 

companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies are different. 

2.6.2.1  Hypothesis  2.1:  The  degree  of  gathering  knowledge  among 

large-size  companies,  medium-size  companies,  and  small-size  companies  are 

different. 

2.6.2.2  Hypothesis  2.2:  The  degree  of  sharing  the  learning  among 

large-size companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies are different. 

2.6.2.3  Hypothesis  2.3:  The  degree  of  applying  the  learning  among 

large-size  companies,  medium-size  companies,  and  small-size  companies  are 

different. 

 

2.6.3  Hypothesis 3: The degree of the outcomes of the learning organization 

among large-size companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies are 

different. 

2.6.3.1  Hypothesis 3.1: The degree of the productivity of the learning 

organization  among  large-size  companies,  medium-size  companies,  and  small-size 

companies are different. 
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2.6.3.2  Hypothesis  3.2:  The  degree  of the  process  innovation  of  the 

learning  organization  among  large-size  companies,  medium-size  companies,  and 

small-size companies are different. 

2.6.3.3  Hypothesis 3.3: The degree of the quality improvement of the 

learning  organization  among  large-size  companies,  medium-size  companies,  and 

small-size companies are different. 

Hypothesis  4  to  6  were  created  based  on  research  question  3,  which 

asks, “Are there any differences in the degrees of supportive factors for learning in the 

organization  in  the  Thai  electronics  industry,  in  the  learning  process,  and  in  the 

outcomes  of  the  learning  organization  between  companies  of  different  quality-

certification status? What are they?” Thus, hypotheses 4 to 6 are defined as follows: 

  

2.6.4  Hypothesis 4: The degrees of the supportive factors for learning in the 

organization of companies with quality certification are higher than in the companies 

without quality certification. 

2.6.4.1  Hypothesis 4.1: The degrees of the supportive environment of 

the  companies  with  quality  certification  are  higher  than  those  of  the  companies 

without quality certification. 

1)  Hypothesis  4.1.1:  The  degree  of  the  supportive  policy  of 

the companies with quality certification is higher than the companies without quality 

certification. 

2)  Hypothesis 4.1.2: The degree of the climate and culture of 

the companies with quality certification is higher than the companies without quality 

certification. 

3)  Hypothesis 4.1.3: The degree of the training and education 

for learning in the organization of the companies with quality certification is higher 

than the companies without quality certification. 

4)  Hypothesis 4.1.4: The degree of the facility for learning of 

the companies with quality certification is higher than the companies without quality 

certification. 

 

2.6.5  Hypothesis 5: The degree of the learning process of the companies with 

quality certification is higher than the companies without quality certification. 
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2.6.5.1  Hypothesis  5.1:  The  degree  of  gather  knowledge  of  the 

companies  with  quality  certification  is  higher  than  the  companies  without  quality 

certification. 

2.6.5.2  Hypothesis  5.2:  The  degree  of  the  sharing  of  the  learning  of 

the companies with quality certification is higher than the companies without quality 

certification. 

2.6.5.3  Hypothesis  5.3:  The  degree  of applying  the  learning  of  the 

companies  with  quality  certification  is  higher  than  the  companies  without  quality 

certification. 

 

2.6.6  Hypothesis 6: The degree of the outcomes of the learning organization 

of  the  companies  with  quality  certification  is  higher  than  the  companies  without 

quality certification. 

2.6.6.1  Hypothesis 6.1: The degree of the productivity of the learning 

organization of the companies with quality certification is higher than the companies 

without quality certification. 

2.6.6.2  Hypothesis  6.2:  The  degree  of the  process  innovation  of  the 

learning  organization  of  the  companies  with  quality  certification  is  higher  than  the 

companies without quality certification. 

2.6.6.3  Hypothesis 6.3: The degree of the quality improvement of the 

learning  organization  of  the  companies  with  quality  certification  is  higher  than  the 

companies without quality certification. 

  Hypotheses  7  to  9  were  created  based  on  research  question  4,  which  asks, 

“What  are  the  causal  relationships  among  the  supportive  factors  for  learning  in  the 

organization, the in learning process, and in the outcomes of the learning organization 

for the Thai electronics industry?” Thus, hypotheses 7 to 9 were defined as follows: 

 

2.6.7  Hypothesis  7:  The  supportive  factors  for  learning  in  the  organization 

positively affect the learning process. 

 

2.6.8  Hypothesis  8:  The  supportive  factors  for  learning  in  the  organization 

positively affect the outcomes of the learning organization. 
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2.6.9  Hypothesis 9: The learning process positively affects the outcomes of 

the learning organization. 

 

2.7  Operational Definitions 

  

2.7.1  Independent Variables 

1)  The  supportive  factors  for  learning  in  organization  refer  to  the 

significant factors required for fostering learning activities in an organization.  As an 

independent  variable,  it  is  composed  of three  sub-constructs,  and  they  are:  1) 

supportive  environment;  2)  employee  characteristics;  and  3)  supportive  leadership. 

The details of each are explained as follows: 

(1)  Supportive  environment  is  the  factor  that  provides  a  suitable 

environment  for  employees  to  learn  continuously  and  effectively.  The  supportive 

environment is composed of (a) supportive policy, (b) culture and climate, (d) training 

and  education,  and  (e)  a  learning  facility.  Each  of  them  is  operationally  defined  as 

follows: 

(a)  Policy  is  operationally  defined  as  a  policy  that  forces  the 

employee  to  learn.  It  can  be  measured  through  the  clarity  of  the  learning  policy,  the 

stimulation connected with the policy, and the effectiveness of the policy in assigning 

the learning as part of the employee’s responsibility. 

(b)  Climate  and  culture  are  operationally  defined  as  a  climate 

that  makes  employees  feel  that  they  want  to  learn.  It  can  be  measured  through  the 

learning environment in the organization that allows employees to learn and express 

their  opinions  freely,  as  well  as  through  the  happiness  of  the  employees  about  their 

work.  

(c)  Training  and  education  are  operationally  defined  as  the 

training  programs  systematically  provided for  employees.  They  can  be  measured 

through  the  employees’  training,  which  covers  all  of  the  techniques  in  performing 

their tasks, techniques in learning, techniques in being a trainer, and cross-functional 

trainings.  

(d) Facility  for  learning  is  operationally  defined  as  learning 

support  equipment,  materials,  technologies,  and  places  provided  for  employees  to 
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develop  their  skills  and  competencies.  It  can  be  measured  through  the  facilities 

available for supporting learning, such as learning instruments, documents, and places 

for  employees  to  learn.  It  can  also  be  measured  through  facilities  such  as  a  learning 

corner or library, computers, meeting rooms, and communicational channels, including 

Internet and information boards. 

(2)  Employee characteristics are another factor that is necessary for 

an  organization  to  learn  continuously  and effectively.  The  employee  characteristics, 

for this study, were composed of: (a) attitude; (b) determination; (c) and competency. 

Each of them is operationally defined as follows: 

(a)  Attitude is operationally defined as the pattern of behavioral 

characteristics  of  the  employee.  It  can  be  measured  through  the  employee’s 

socialization,  compromising, responsibilities,  flexibility  to  change,  and  open-

mindedness. 

(b)  Determination  is  operationally  defined  as  the  tendency  of 

the employee to be flexible toward the fixed direction.  It can be measured through the 

self-motivation  and  commitment  that  employees  have  towards  success,  customers’ 

needs, and the learning and sharing of knowledge. 

(c)  Competency  is  operationally  defined  as  the  skills  of 

employees  that  fit  into  the  organization’s  needs.  It  can  be  measured  through  the 

abilities  of  employees  to  learn,  communicate, systematically  think,  work  as  a  team, 

and create new ideas. 

(3)  Supportive  leadership  is  an  important  factor  that  mobilizes  an 

organization  to  become  a  learning  organization.  Supportive  leadership  provides 

assistance for employees to obtain, improve, and transfer the required knowledge with 

ease (Pool, 2000). It is operationally defined as how well the manager facilitates the 

employees’ request for learning, coaching them, and continuously motivating them. In 

this  study,  supportive  leadership  consists  of  the  following  roles  of  leaders:  (a)  the 

facilitator  role;  (b)  the  mentor  role;  (c)  the  motivator  role;  and  (d)  the  role  model. 

Each of these variables is operationally defined as follows: 

(a)  The  facilitator  role  is  operationally  defined  as  the  role  of 

leadership that supports and enables employees to reach their learning goals. It can be 

measured  through supportive  budgets,  time,  information  and/or  the  authority/power 

that leaders provide to their employees for learning. 
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(b)  The  mentor  role  is  operationally  defined  as  It  can  be 

measured  through  the  teaching  that  leaders  provide  to  their  employees,  such  as 

teaching  them  to  learn  new  things  or  learn  from  past  success  and  failure.  It  also 

includes  providing  opportunities  for  employees to  learn  new  tasks,  cross-functional 

tasks, or the feedback about customer satisfaction and performance.  

(c)  The  motivator  role  is  operationally  defined  as  the  role  of 

leaders  that  can  stimulate  their  subordinates  to  commit  to  their  learning  and  their 

work.  It  can  be  measured  through  the  praise  or  rewards  that  leaders  give  to  their 

employees that present new ideas or useful knowledge to the company, the fairness in 

rewarding, and treating their employees with respect. 

(d) The  role  model  is  operationally  defined  as  acts  or 

exemplary  as  learners  or  self-developers  to  their  subordinates.  It  can  be  measured 

through  the  exemplary  manner  of  leaders  in  self-development,  intensity,  and  as 

innovators and change agents for their employees. 

2)  The  learning  process  is  the  organizational  skill  of  creating, 

acquiring, and transferring knowledge, and of modifying it to reflect new knowledge 

and insights (Garvin, 1993). The learning process is composed of two sub-constructs, 

which  are:  (a)  Gathering  knowledge;  (b)  sharing  the  learning;  and  (c)  applying  the 

learning. Each of them is explained as follows: 

(a)  Gathering knowledge is operationally defined as the activity of 

collecting  knowledge  or  experience  from  various  resources.  It  can  be  measured 

through the gathering experience or knowledge of employees, customers, or rivalries, 

gathering  experiences  from  past  organizational  success  and  failure,  and  also  saving 

into appropriate media. 

(b)  Sharing the learning is the ability of an organization to transfer 

knowledge  within  and  from  outside  the  organization.  It  is  the  circulation  of 

knowledge  by  disseminating  it  throughout  the company.  It can  be  measured  through 

the dispersion and sharing of knowledge through printed media, information boards, 

or the Internet. 

(c)  Applying  the  learning  is  the  ability  of  the  organization  to 

transform the learning into real practice. It is operationally defined as the ability of the 

organization  to  utilize  what  has  been  learned.  According  to  this  study,  applying 
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learning  can  be  measured  through  its  utilization  in  solving  the  organizations’ 

problems,  improving  the  work  process,  developing  the  employees’  abilities,  and  the 

improvement of their products or services. 

 

  2.7.2  Dependent Variables 

The outcomes of the learning organization are operationally defined as 

the  result  of  learning  and  knowledge  capacity  that  enhances  an  organization’s 

products,  services,  and  processes.  It  is measured  through  the  perception  about:  (a) 

productivity; (b) process innovation; and (c) quality. Details are discussed as follows: 

(a)  Productivity  is  operationally  defined  as  the  economy  of 

speed,  cost  effectiveness,  and  the  total productivity  of  the  organization.  It  can  be 

measured  through  the  time  and  the  cost  that  the  organization  can  save  in  producing 

products  or  services.  It  can  also  be  measured  through  the  total  productivity  of  the 

organization. 

(b) Innovation  is  operationally  defined  as  the  ability  of 

organization to create new process innovations as well as provide innovative products 

or  services  to  their  customers.  It  can be  measured  through  new  innovations  that  are 

applied to the products or services, the flexibility of the products or services offered to 

customers, the increase of new products or services, and the ability of the organization 

to propose new products or services to new markets. 

(c)  Quality  is  operationally  defined  as  the  quality  that  the 

organization  offers  to  their  customers.  It  can  be  measured  through  the  quality  of 

products  or  services,  the  quality  of  after-sales  services,  and  the  quality  of  customer 

contact. 

 

  

 

  

 

 



 

CHAPTER 3 

 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

 This chapter describes the research design and methodology used to examine 

the  supporting  factors  that  accelerate  the  learning  in  the  organization,  the  learning 

process, and the outcomes of the learning organization. This chapter includes:  

3.1  Research Design 

3.2  Population and Sampling 

3.3  Instrument Development and Testing 

3.4  Data Collection  

3.5  Data Analysis 

3.6  Conclusion 

 

3.1  Research Design 

  

This study used a mixed-method approach, which was composed of two main 

parts:  a  non-experimental  quantitative  study  and  a  qualitative  study.  The  first  part 

involved using the quantitative method to collect data set for the identified variables; 

that  is,  supportive  factors  for  learning  in the  organization,  the  learning  process,  and 

the  outcomes  of  the  learning  organization. These  were  analyzed  with  statistical 

software packages.  For the second part of this study, six interviews were conducted 

with the selected participants in order to gain a deeper understanding of the focus of 

the  inquiry  and  to  contribute  important  knowledge  to  this  field  through  the 

generalizability of the study. 

 

3.2  Population and Sampling 

 Since this study focuses on the factors that help the organization to learn, the 

learning process, and the outcomes of the learning organization in the Thai electronics 

industry,  the  unit  of  analysis  was  at  the  organizational  level.  The  population  of  this 
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study  was  the  electronics  companies  in  Thailand  that  manufacture  electronics  part, 

such  as  resistors,  capacitors,  diodes,  micro switches,  relays,  and  integrated  circuits, 

and this also included electronic devices such as hard-disks, monitors, printed circuit 

boards, electronics transformers, and power supplies. The sampling frame used in this 

study  was  obtained  from  the  database  provided  by  the  Electrical  and  Electronics 

Institute  (EEI),  which  consisted  of  around  339  companies  in  Thailand,  as  shown  in 

Table 3.1. In order to obtain a set of appropriate samples to generalize to the entire 

company  spectrum  of  this  industry,  the  researcher  used  simple  random  sampling  to 

select  181  samples  (Krejcie  and  Morgan,  1970:  608-609)  from  each  type  of  electronics 

business. 

 

Table 3.1  Population and Sample Size 

 

Selected Type of Electronics Business Number of  
Companies 

Number of 
Samples 

Transformers/Power Supply/Step Motors    84 45 

Resistors/Capacitors/Diodes   78 43 

Printed Circuit Boards    69 37 

Monitors for Computer/TV   39 21 

Hard-disks and Parts   32 17 

Integrated Circuits   22 12 

Micro Switches/Relays   15 8 

Total   339 181 

 

Source:   Extracted from the Database of Electrical and Electronics Institute,  

                November 2011. 

 

  The  respondents  representing  each  selected  company  were  asked  to  express 

their perceptions of the factors that support learning in their companies, the learning 

process,  and  the  outcomes  gained  from  learning  in  their  companies.  These 

respondents  were  middle  to  high  management  or  human  resource  management  that 

knew the overall information about their companies very well and were involved in 

fostering learning in their companies. 
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3.3  Instrument Development and Testing  

 

  The instrument was developed in order to gather all the information needed for 

this  study.  It  was  created  for  a  cross-sectional  study,  which  uses  the  data  gathered 

from  samples  of  the  population  of  interest  at  a  single  point  in  time  with  only  one 

instrument  (Ary,  Jacobs  and  Razavieh,  1996:  377).  For  the  quantitative  study,  the 

structure of the instrument consisted of three main parts: part 1 was used for gathering 

the demographic data of the target companies; parts 2 to 4 were used for measuring 

the  perspective  of  the  perception  of  the  respondents  of  the  supportive  factors  for 

learning  in  the  organization,  the  learning  process,  and  the  outcomes  of  the  learning 

organization  in  their  companies  respectively;  and  part  5  was  used  for  gathering  the 

demographic data of the respondents of each company. 

  Parts 2 to 4 of this instrument were created based on a number of well-known 

instruments, such as the Dimension of the Learning Questionnaire (DLOQ) created by 

Watkins  and  Marsick  (1993),  the  Strategic  Learning  Assessment  Map  created  by 

Crossan  and  Hulland  (1997),  the  Organizational  Learning  Profile  created 

American Society for Training and Development based on the concept of Marquardt 

(1996), and the instrument used in Škerlavaj et al.’s (2006, 2008) studies. Moreover, 

this instrument was also created based on an interview with a high-level manager of a 

quality-awarded  hard-disk  manufacturer  to  make  the  instrument  more  efficient  and 

more applicable and to suit the Thai culture. 

  The  questionnaire  asked  respondents  to  describe  the  degree  of  supportive 

factor  for  learning  in  their  organization,  the  degree  of  the  learning  process,  and  the 

degree of the outcomes of the learning organization. The questionnaire employed a 4-

point  Likert  scale,  ranging  from  one  to  four  points,  to  avoid  a  neutral  option  in  the 

questionnaire. There are no significant differences in the response between a 4-point 

and a 5-point Likert scale (Armstrong, 1987: 359-362).  

  The anchors used for each scale were as follows: 

    1 = Least 

    2 = Little 

    3 = Much 

    4 = Very much 
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Details of the instrument are shown in Table 3.2. 

 

Table 3.2  Number of Items of the Instrument 

 

Scale Items 
Number of 

Questions 

Supportive Factors for Learning in the Organization   

1) Supportive Environment   

    1.1) Learning Policy 1-3 3 

    1.2) Learning Climate 4-8 5 

    1.3) Facility for Learning  9-10   2 

    1.4) Training and Education  11-15   5 

2) Employee Characteristics   

    2.1) Attitude 16-21  6 

    2.2) Determination  22-24  3 

    2.3) Competency 25-29  5 

3) Supportive Leadership   

    3.1) Facilitator Role 30-33  4 

    3.2) Mentor Role 34-36  3 

    3.3) Motivator Role 37-42  6 

    3.4) Role Model 43-45  3 

Learning Process   

    1) Gathering Knowledge 46-49  4 

    2) Sharing the Learning 50-53  4 

    3) Applying the Learning 54-57  4 

Outcomes of the Learning Organization   

    1) Productivity 58-63  6 

    2) Innovation 64-67  4 

    3) Quality of Products/Services 68-70  3 

Total number of questions  70 
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  The  results  of  this  study  were  interpreted  by  using  the  result  interpretation 

table in Table 3.3. The table was created by applying the following equation:  

  

            Interval (i) =  

 

            =     
 

            =           .75 

 

Table 3.3  Result Interpretation Table 

 

     Interval  Level 

 

3.26 – 4.00 

2.51 – 3.25 

1.76 – 2.50 

1.00 – 1.75 

 

Very High 

High 

Low 

Very Low 

 

  To  check  the  validity  of  the  instrument,  two  tests  were  performed  on  the 

instrument: internal validity and reliability testing.  

 

  3.3.1  Internal Validity Testing  

  Validity  refers  to whether  the  questionnaire  or  survey  measures  what  it  is 

intended to measure. Internal validity testing is a method for checking how accurately 

the  instrument  measures  the  underlying  phenomenon  of  interest.  The  validity  of  the 

instrument  was  determined  with  content-related  testing.  This  test  was  established 

through a panel of three experts chosen based on their familiarity with the concepts of 

organizational  development,  leadership,  knowledge  management,  research  methodology, 

and instrument evaluation. The chosen expert panel was comprised of: 

1)   Dr.  Pongsuwan  Srisuwan,  an  instructor  at  the  Air  War  College, 

Royal  Thai  Air  Force.  He  is  an  expert  in  the  field  of  research  methodology  and 

instrument evaluation. 

2)   Dr.  Somjit  Kawnak,  an  instructor  at  the  Air  War  College,  Royal 

Thai  Air  Force.  He  is  an  expert  in  the  field  of  leadership,  thinking  process, 

management, and research methodology. 

Range (R) 
Class (C) 

 4 - 1 
 4 
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3)   Mr.  Suwan  Tunticharoenkarn,  Production  Manager  at  the  NOK 

PCT Co., Ltd., one of the well-known hard-disk manufacturers in Thailand. He is an 

expert in the field of learning organization and knowledge management.  

  The panel of experts was requested to evaluate the questionnaire on clarity of 

using  the  Thai  language  in  the  questionnaire,  the  clarity  of  the  instructions  and 

questions  on  the  questionnaire,  and  the  comprehensibility  of  the  questionnaire.  The 

researcher contacted each member to explain the details of the study and their role in 

inspecting this instrument. Each of them was, then, given a questionnaire for review 

and a self-addressed stamped envelope to use for returning the instruments with their 

comments. The next phase of the construct content and face validity of the instrument 

was to revise the instrument based on the suggestions from the experts.  

  

  3.3.2  Reliability Testing  

  After passing the internal validity testing, the researcher conducted a pilot test 

with a sample of 30 companies. Reliability refers to the consistency of a measure. The 

primary  purpose  of  the  pilot  testing  was  to determine  the  consistency  of  measurement 

instruments  and  to  identify  potential  problems  that  might  occur  during  the  formal  data 

collection  phase.  The  reliability  of  a  measurement  instrument  concerns  whether  it 

produces  identical  results  in  repeated  applications.  The  pilot  study  used  one  separate 

sample,  which  consisted  of  30  electronics companies.  The  representatives  of  each 

company were selected on the basis of their management practices in the organization’s 

development, knowledge management, or quality improvement programs. The data were 

tested  for  reliability  through  the  internal consistency  method,  specifically  Cronbach’s 

Alpha.  Further,  an  item  analysis  was  conducted  on  the  questionnaire  to  determine  the 

measure of internal consistency or Cronbach Alpha measure. The internal consistency of 

this instrument, as shown in Table 3.4, showed that the Cronbach Alpha of each domain 

was .70 or higher, demonstrating an acceptable level of internal consistency (Nunnally, 

1978: 245).  
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Table 3.4  Reliability of the Instrument   

 

Instrument 
Number 

of Items 

Cronbach 

Alpha 

1. Supportive Factors for Learning in the Organization   

    1.1 Supportive Environment    

          1.1.1) Policy 3  .77 

          1.1.2) Climate and Culture  5  .90 

          1.1.3) Facility for Learning 2  .76 

          1.1.4) Training and Education 5  .84 

   1.2) Employee Characteristics   

          1.2.1) Attitude 6  .92 

          1.2.2) Determination 3  .70 

          1.2.3) Competency 5  .92 

   1.3) Supportive Leadership   

          1.3.1) Facilitator Role 4  .80 

          1.3.2) Mentor Role 3  .88 

          1.3.3) Motivator Role 6  .80 

          1.3.4) Role Model 3  .94 

2) Learning Process   

    2.1) Gathering Knowledge 4  .86 

    2.2) Sharing the Learning 4  .76 

    2.3) Applying the Learning 4  .96 

3) Outcomes of the Learning Organization   

    3.1) Productivity 6  .91 

    3.2) Innovation 4  .88 

    3.3) Quality  3  .80 
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3.4  Data Collection 

 

 Two  methods  were  applied  to  collect data  for  this  study:  the  quantitative 

method and the qualitative method. 

 

  3.4.1  Quantitative Methodology  

  For  the  quantitative  methodology,  the  data  were  collected  through  the 

distribution  of  questionnaires  to  the  target  companies  (see  Appendix  A  and  B).  The 

researcher distributed the survey questionnaires to the chief executive offices of each 

company. Each envelope contained the following items: 

1)  Cover  letter  explaining  the  purpose  of  this  study,  the  content  that 

asked the respondents to complete the questionnaire and to return it within two weeks 

of receipt, and issues of anonymity and confidentiality of the data 

2)  The questionnaire of this study 

3)  An envelope with return address and a stamp 

 

  3.4.2  Qualitative Methodology 

  The  qualitative  methodology  was  performed  to  enhance  the  analysis  and 

interpretation of data. The goal was to determine the perceptions and experiences of 

those  involved  in  the  development  of  a  learning  organization  in  their  companies.  In 

this  part,  the  researcher  organized  six  interviews  by  using  personal  contact  for  the 

primary  data  collection.  The  researcher  performed  in-depth  interviews  with  three 

chief  executives  of  successful  electronics  companies,  two  chief  executives  of 

consulting  firms  in  organizational  development  and/or  knowledge  management,  and 

an  assessor  of  the  Thailand  Quality  Award (TQA)  that  specialized  in  the  learning 

organization and knowledge management. The researcher used a standardized open-

end  format  to  gather  the  qualitative  information  (see  Appendix  C  and  D).  This 

standardized  open-ended  interview  format  was  utilized  to  gather  the  essential 

determinants  that  foster  learning  in  organization,  the  process  of  learning,  and  the 

outcomes gained from learning.           

  In  the  semi-structured  interviews,  the  interviewees  were  given  pertinent 

information about the study, ensured of anonymity, and given an explanation of what 
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would  and  what  would  not  be  done  with  the  data  obtained  in  the  interview.  Each 

interview  lasted  between  30  and  120  minutes.  The  verbatim  data  gathered  from  all 

interviewees, then, were transcribed and analyzed.  

 

3.5  Data Analysis 

 

  This research study used the Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS) and 

Analysis  of  Moment  Structures  (AMOS)  to  process  the  data.  Each  of  the  variables 

was  measured  by  the  perception  of  representatives  of  each  company  and  was 

described  by  the  use  of  descriptive  statistics  for  means,  standard  deviations,  and 

percentages. The researcher also applied inference statistics to compare the difference 

in degrees of the supportive factors for learning in verbatim organization, the learning 

process, and the outcomes of the learning organization between companies that were 

different in size and different in quality-certification status. 

 

3.6  Conclusion 

 

  This  chapter  described  the  quantitative  and  qualitative  methodologies  for 

gathering  the  data  in  this  study.  It  explained  the  details  in  creating  the  instrument, 

testing verbatim validity and reliability of the instrument, verbatim methodologies in 

collecting the data, and verbatim statistical analysis techniques applied in this study. 

The next chapter deals with the analysis and findings of this study. 

 



 

CHAPTER 4 

 

DATA ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH RESULTS 

 

  This chapter presents the findings obtained after the data were analyzed using 

descriptive  statistic,  inferential  statistic, and  the  structural  equation  model.  This 

chapter is organized as follows: 

4.1  Symbol and Meaning 

4.2  Mailing Results and Participants 

4.3  Demographic and Descriptive Results 

4.4  Path Analysis  

4.5  Qualitative Results 

4.6  Summary of the Interview Findings 

4.7  Conclusion 

 

4.1  Symbol and Meaning 

Symbol           Meaning 

    n, N  Number of Sample 

   X Mean  

    %  Percentage 

    S.D.  Standard Deviation 

    F 

    t 

Statistical F Value 

Statistical t Value 

    p  Probability 

    Sig.  Significance 

    *  Statistical Significance at .05 Level 

    **  Statistical Significance at .01 Level 

    df  Degree of Freedom 

       Beta Coefficient 
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4.2  Mailing Results and Participants 

  

The mailings, consisting of 339 surveys, were sent to the respondents of each 

company in April, 2012. At the end of six weeks, the number of surveys returned was 

187,  or  55.2%  of  the  total  mailings.  The  number  of  returned  questionnaires  with 

usable data was 182, which was a 53.7% usable return rate. 

  With regard to the demographics of companies representatives that answered 

the  questionnaire,  presented  in  Table  4.1, the  majority,  46.7  percent,  were  middle-

level  management.  The  remainder  at  30.2  percent  was  high-level  management,  5.5 

percent  were  consultants,  and  17.6  percent  were  other  positions  such  management 

representatives,  human  resource  managers,  and  engineers.  As  for  age,  37.4  percent 

were in the 31-40 year age group. An additional 34.6 percent were in the 41-50 year 

age group, and 14.3 percent were in the less than 30 year age group.  The remaining 

13.7 percent were in the above 50 year age group. 

  The  levels  of  education  were  diverse,  with  56.6  percent  reporting  a  bachelor 

degree  or  equivalent,  39.0  percent  were  above  the  bachelor  degree  level,  and  4.4 

percent were below the bachelor degree. As for years of experience, 37.4 percent had 

been  working  in  their  companies  for  more  than  10  years,  35.2  percent  had  been 

working for less than 5 years, and 27.5 percent had been working between 6-10 years.  

 

Table 4.1  Demographic Data of the Respondents  

 

Demographic Data of the Respondents 

Respondents 

(n = 182) 

N          % 

Position    

1) High-level Management 55  30.2

2) Middle-level Management 85  46.7

3) Consultant 10 5.5

4) Others 32  17.6

    - Human Resource Management, Engineers 

    - Production Manager and Management Representative 
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Table 4.1  (Continued) 

   

Demographic Data of the Respondents 

Respondents 

(n = 182) 

N          % 

Age  

1) Less than 30 years old 26  14.3

2) 31–40 years old 68  37.4

3) 41–50 years old 63  34.6

4) Above 50 years old 25  13.7

Education  

1) Below bachelor degree 8 4.4

2) Bachelor degree or equivalent 103  56.6

3) Above bachelor degree 71  39.0

Years of experience  

1) Less than 5 years 64  35.2

2) 6–10 years. 50  27.5

3) More than 10 years. 68  37.4

 

4.3  Demographic and Descriptive Results 

  

4.3.1  Demographic Results  

  In  this  section,  the  researcher  adopted the  criterion  to  categorize  the  size  of  the 

electronics companies from the Institute for Small and Medium Enterprises Development 

of Thailand (ISMED) to present the results. Details of this criterion are shown in Table 4.2. 
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Table 4.2  Criterion for Categorizing the Size of Companies 

 

Number of Employees Size of Companies 

1–49                  Small-size Companies 

50–199                 Medium-size Companies 

200 up                 Large-size Companies 

 

Source:  Institute for Small and Medium Enterprises Development of Thailand 

 

  The  demographic  results  of  the  sampled  companies,  as  shown  in  Table  4.3, 

revealed  that  the  majority  of  45.6  percent were  large-size  companies,  the  remaining 

27.5  percent  were  small-size  companies,  and  26.9  percent  were  medium-size 

companies. 

 

Table 4.3  Number of Companies Categorized by Size of Companies 

 

Size of Companies N    % 

Small-size Companies (less than 50 employees) 50  27.5

Medium-size Companies (between 50 to 199 employees) 49  26.9

Large-size Companies (more than 200 employees) 83  45.6

Total 182  100.0

 

  Table  4.4  shows  the  demographics of  the  sample.  Regarding  capital 

investment,  the  majority,  47.3  percent,  had  capital  investment  less  than  50  million 

baht.  The  remaining  28.6  percent  had  capital  investment  of  more  than  200  million 

baht, and 24.2 percent had capital investments in between 50–200 million baht. When 

consider by the size of companies, we found that: 

1)  For the small-size companies, the majority, 92.0 percent, had capital 

investment  of  less  than  50  million  baht. The  remainders,  6.0  percent,  had  capital 

investment of 50-200 million baht, and 2.0 percent had capital investment of more than 

200 million baht.  
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2)  For  the  medium-size  companies,  the  majority,  51.0  percent,  had 

capital  investment  of  50-200  million  baht. The  remainder  at  40.8  percent  had  capital 

investment of less than 50 million baht, and 8.2 percent had capital investment of more 

than 200 million baht. 

3)  For  the  large-size  companies,  the  majority  at  56.6  percent  had 

capital investment of more than 200 million baht. The remainder of 25.3 percent had 

capital investment of 50-200 million baht, and 18.1 percent had capital investment of 

less than 50 million baht.  

  The  nationalities  of  the  shareholders  were  diverse,  with  the  majority  of  56.0 

percent  being  Thai  only,  the  remaining 27.5  percent  being  foreigner  only,  and  the 

remaining  16.5  percent  Thais  and  foreigners.  When  considering  the  size  of  the 

companies, it was found that: 

1)  For  the  small-size  companies,  the  majority,  78.0,  percent  were 

Thais only. The remainders (16.0 percent) were foreigners only, and 6.0 percent were 

Thais and foreigners. 

2)  For the medium-size companies, the majority at 69.4 percent were 

Thais only. The remaining 20.4 percent were Thais and foreigners, and 10.2 percent 

were foreigners only. 

3)  For  the  large-size  companies,  the  majority  at  44.6  percent  were 

foreigners only. The remainder at 34.9 percent was Thais only, and 20.5 percent were 

Thais and foreigners. 

  With regard to years in the business, the majority (79.1 percent of the sample) 

had been in business for more than 10 years, the remainder at 14.8 percent had been in 

the business between 6 and 10 years, and 6.0 percent had been in the business for less 

than 5 years. When considered by the size of companies, it was found that: 

1)  For the small-size companies, the majority (68.0 percent) had been 

in  business  for  more  than  10  years.  The  remainder  at  22.0  percent  had  been  in 

business between 6-10 years, and 10.0 percent had been in the business for less than 5 

years. 

2)  For  the  medium-size  companies,  the  majority  (69.4  percent)  had 

been in business for more than 10 years. The remainder at 22.4 percent had been in 

the  business  between  6  and  10  years,  and 8.2  percent  had  been  in  business  for  less 

than 5 years. 
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3)  For the large-size companies, the majority (91.6 percent) had been 

in business for more than 10 years. The remainder at 6.0 percent had been in business 

between 6 and10 years, and 2.4 percent had been in the business for less than 5 years.  

  When  considered  according  to  the  quality  certification,  the  majority  of  73.6 

percent were certified by quality certification, while 26.4 percent were not certified by 

quality certification. When considered by the size of companies, it was found that: 

    1) For the small-size companies, the majority at 68.0 percent were not 

certified by quality certification while 32.0 were certified by quality certification. 

    2) For the medium-size companies, the majority 77.6 were certified by 

quality certification, while 22.4 percent were not certified by quality certification. 

    3)  For  large-size  companies,  the  majority  96.4  percent  were  certified 

by quality certification, while 3.6 percent were not certified by quality certification. 

 

Table 4.4  Demographic Results of the Samples 

 

Demographic Data 

Size of companies 
Total 

(n =182) 
Small 

(n=50) 

Medium 

(n=49) 

Large 

(n=83) 

N  %  N  %  N  %  N  % 

Capital investment            

  1) Less than 50 M. baht  46  92.0 25  51.0 15 18.1  88  47.3

  2) 50–200 M. baht.  3  6.0 20  40.8 21 25.3  44  24.2

  3) More than 200 M. baht.  1  2.0 4  8.2 47 56.6  52  28.6

Nationality of shareholder      

    1) Thais only 39  78.0 34  69.4 29 34.9  102  56.0

    2) Foreigners only   8  16.0 5  10.2 37 44.6  50  27.5

    3) Thais and foreigners  3  6.0 10  20.4 17 20.5  30  16.5

Years in business      

    1) Less than 5 years  5  10.0 4  8.2 2  2.4  11  6.0

    2) 6–10 Years 11  22,0 11  22.4 5  6.0  27  14.8

    3) More than 10 years  34  68.0 34  69.4 76 91.6  144  79.1
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Table 4.4  (Continued) 

 
     

Demographic Data 

Size of companies 
Total 

(n =182) 
Small 

(n=50) 

Medium 

(n=49) 

Large 

(n=83) 

N  %  N  %  N  %  N  % 

Quality Certification         

   1) Not certified 34  68.0 11  22.4 3  3.6  48  26.4

   2) Are certified 1  16  32.0 38  77.6 80 96.4  134  73.6

 

Note:  1 ISO9000, TS16949, ISO14000, OHSAS18000 etc. 

 

  4.3.2  Descriptive Results 

 Table  4.5  shows  the  perception  perspective  of  the  samples  concerning  the 

factors  that  affected  learning  in  the  companies.  The  majority  of  50.3%  percent 

believed  that  the  size  of  the  companies  affected  the  learning  in  the  companies,  the 

remaining 13.2% believed that the nationality of the shareholder affected the learning 

in the companies, 9.6% believed that the discipline and attitude of employees affected 

the learning in the companies, and 9.0% believed that policy and vision affected the 

learning in the companies. 

 

Table 4.5  Perception of the Factors that Affect Learning in the Companies 

 

       Factors  N          % 

Size of Companies 84  50.3

Nationality of the Shareholder 22  13.1

Discipline and Attitude of Employee 16  9.6

Policy or Vision 15  9.0

Management Support 8  4.8

Capital Investment 6  3.6

Culture and Value 6  3.6
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Table 4.5  (Continued) 

  

       Factors  N          % 

Budget/Companies Income 4  2.4

Work Structure 2  1.2

Trainer 1  0.6

Technology 1  0.6

Type of Business 1  0.6

Nothing 1  0.6

Total 167  100.0

 

  4.3.3  Means, Standard Deviations, Skewness, Kurtosis of Variables 

  Table 4.6 shows the mean values, standard deviation, skewness, kurtosis and 

level of each variable of this study and these are explained as follows: 

1)  Supportive factors for learning in the organization had a mean value 

of 2.87, the standard deviation was .530, the skewness was -.086, the  Kurtosis was -

.408, and the level of the supportive factors for learning in the organization was high. 

(1)  Supportive environment for learning in the organization had  a 

mean  value  of  2.87,  the  standard  deviation  was  .531,  the  skewness  was  .025,  the 

Kurtosis  was  -.358,  and  the  level  of  the  supportive  factors  for  learning  in  the 

organization was high.  

a)  Supportive  policy  had  a  mean  value  of  3.08,  the  standard 

deviation was .634, the skewness was -.217, the Kurtosis was -.617, and the level of 

the supportive environment for learning in the organization was high. 

b)  Climate and culture had a mean value of 2.95, the standard 

deviation was .664, the skewness was -.127, the Kurtosis was -.482, and the level of 

the climate and culture for learning in the organization was high. 

c)  Training  and  education  had  a  mean  value  of  2.74,  the 

standard deviation was .635, the skewness was .133, the Kurtosis was -.556, and the 

level of the training and education for learning in the organization was high. 

d)  Facilities for learning had a mean value of 2.78, the standard 

deviation was .823, the skewness was -.0304, the Kurtosis was -.502, and the level of 

the facilities for learning in the organization was high. 
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(2)  Employee  characteristics  had  a  mean  value  of  2.84,  the 

standard deviation was .628, the skewness was -.028, the Kurtosis was -.424, and the 

level of the employee characteristics for learning in the organization was high. 

a)  Attitude  had  a  mean  value  of  2.86,  the  standard  deviation 

was  .672,  the  skewness  was  -.137,  the  Kurtosis  was  -.513,  and  the  level  of  the 

Employee’ Attitude that supported Learning in the organization was high. 

b)  Determination  had  a  mean  value  of  2.91,  the  standard 

deviation was .698, the skewness was -.078, the Kurtosis was -.514, and the level of 

the employee’s determination that supported Learning in the organization was high. 

c)  Competency  had  a  mean  value  of  2.80,  the  standard 

deviation was .669, the skewness was -.036, the Kurtosis was -.404, and the level of 

the employee’s competency that supported Learning in the organization was high. 

(3)  Supportive  leadership  had  a  mean  value  of  2.90,  the  standard 

deviation was .607, the skewness was -.253, the Kurtosis was -.531, and the level of 

supportive Leadership for learning in the organization was high. 

a)  The  facilitator  role  had  a  mean  value  of  2.82,  the  standard 

deviation was .730, the skewness was -.028, the Kurtosis was -.704, and the level of 

the facilitator role for learning in the organization was high. 

b)  The  mentor  role  had  a  mean  value  of  2.82,  the  standard 

deviation was .730, the skewness was -.028, the Kurtosis was -.706, and the level of 

the mentor role for learning in the organization was high. 

c)  The  motivator  role  had  a  mean  value  of  2.91,  the  standard 

deviation was .675, the skewness was -.0394, the Kurtosis was -.299, and the level of 

the motivator role for learning in the organization was high. 

d)  The  role  model  had  a  mean  value  of  2.95,  the  standard 

deviation was .631, the skewness was -.301, the Kurtosis was -.398, and the level of 

the role model for learning in the organization was high. 

2)  Learning process had a mean value of 2.79, the standard deviation 

was  .608,  the  skewness  was  -.041,  the  Kurtosis  was  -.604,  and  the  level  of  the 

learning process was high. 

(1)  Gathering  knowledge  had  a  mean  value  of  2.65,  the  standard 

deviation was .681, the skewness was -.019, the Kurtosis was -.369, and the level of 

gathering knowledge was high. 
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(2)  Share  the  learning  had  a  mean  value  of  2.74,  the  standard 

deviation was .692, the skewness was .014, Kurtosis was -.454, and the level of share 

the learning was high. 

(3)  Applying  the  learning  had  a  mean  value  of  2.93,  the  standard 

deviation was .674, the skewness was -.169, the Kurtosis was -.462, and the level of 

applying the learning was high. 

3)   The outcomes of the learning organization had a mean value of 2.95, the 

standard deviation was .612, the skewness was -.484, the Kurtosis was .027, and the level 

of outcomes of the learning organization was high. 

(1)  Productivity of the learning in the organization had a mean value 

of 2.93, the standard deviation was .696, the skewness was -.501, the  Kurtosis was -.066, 

and the level of outcomes of the learning organization was high. 

(2)  Innovation of the learning organization had a mean value of 2.80, 

the standard deviation was .751, the skewness was -.321, the  Kurtosis was -.257, and  the 

level of outcomes of the learning in the organization was high. 

(3)  Quality  improvement  of  the  learning  in  the  organization  had  a 

mean value of 3.13, the standard deviation was .646, the skewness was -.544, the Kurtosis 

was .372, and the level of outcomes of the learning in the organization was high. 

 

Table 4.6  Means, Standard Deviations, Skewness, Kurtosis of Variables  

 

Variables X S.D.  Skewness Kurtosis  Level 
1. Supportive Factors 2.87 0.530  -0.086  -0.408  high 

1.1. Supportive Environment 2.87 0.531  0.052  -0.358  high 

        a. Supportive Policy  3.08 0.634  -0.217  -0.617  high 

        b. Climate and Culture   2.95 0.664  -0.127  -0.482  high 

        c. Training and Education  2.74 0.635  0.133  -0.556  high 

        d. Facilities for Learning  2.78 0.823  -0.304  -0.502  high 

1.2 Employee Characteristics 2.84 0.628  -0.028  -0.424  high 

        a. Attitude 2.86 0.673  -0.137  -0.513  high 

        b. Determination  2.91 0.698  -0.078  -0.514  high 

        c. Competency 2.80 0.669  -0.036  -0.404  high 
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Table 4.6  (Continued) 

 

        

Variables X S.D.  Skewness Kurtosis  Level 
1.3 Supportive Leadership 2.90 0.607  -0.253  -0.531  high 

       a. Facilitator Role  2.82 0.715  -0.028  -0.649  high 

       b. Mentor Role 2.82 0.730  -0.028  -0.706  high 

       c. Motivator Role  2.91 0.675  -0.394  -0.299  high 

       d. Role Model 2.95 0.631  -0.301  -0.398  high 

2. Learning Process 2.79 0.608  -0.041  -0.604  high 

     2.1 Gathering Knowledge  2.65 0.681  -0.019  -0.369  high 

     2.2 Sharing the Learning  2.74 0.692  0.014  -0.454  high 

     2.3 Applying the Learning  2.93 0.674  -0.169  -0.462  high 

3. Outcomes of the Learning 2.95 0.612  -0.484  0.027  high 

     3.1 Productivity 2.93 0.696  -0.501  -0.066  high 

     3.2 Innovation 2.80 0.751  -0.321  -0.257  high 

     3.3 Quality 3.13 0.646  -0.544  0.342  high 

 

  4.3.4  Descriptive Statistics of the Variables by Size of the Companies  

  This  section  answers  question  1,  which  asked:  “What  are  the  degrees  of  the 

supportive  factors  for  learning  in  the  organization,  the  learning  process,  and  the 

outcomes of the learning organization for the Thai electronics industry?” 

  The  mean  values  and  standard  deviations  for  the  constructs  related  to  the 

learning organization of Thai electronics companies are shown in Table 4.7.  

1)  Supportive factors for learning in the organization had a total mean 

value of 2.87. When categorized by size of companies, the large-size companies and 

the medium-size companies had the same highest mean value of 2.94, followed by the 

small-size  companies,  with  a  mean value  of  2.68.  When  focusing  on  the  sub-

categories  of the supporting factors for learning in the organization, it was found that:  

(1)  Supportive environment had a total mean value of 2.69. When 

categorized  by  size  of  companies,  the  large-size  companies  and  the  medium-size 

companies  had  the  same  high  mean  value  of  2.94,  followed  by  the  small-size 
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companies  with  a  mean  value  of  2.68.  When  focusing  on  the  sub-categories  of  the 

supportive environment for learning in the organization it was found that: 

a)  Supportive  policy  had  a  total  mean  value  of  3.08.  When 

categorized  by  size  of  companies,  the  large-size  companies  had  the  highest  mean 

value of 3.18, followed by the medium-size companies with a mean value of 3.11, and 

the small-size business with a mean value of 2.89.  

b)  Climate  and  culture  had  a total  mean  value  of  2.95.  When 

categorized  by  size  of  companies,  the  large-size  companies  had  the  highest  mean 

value of 3.02, followed by the small-size companies with a mean value of 2.90, and 

the medium-size business with a mean value of 2.89.  

c)  Training  and  education  had  a  total  mean  value  of  2.74. 

When  categorized  by  size  of  companies,  the  large-size  companies  had  the  highest 

mean  value  of  2.85,  followed  by  the  medium-size  companies  with  a  mean  value  of 

2.79, and the small-size business with a mean value of 2.52.  

d)  Facilities for learning had a total mean value of 2.78. When 

categorized  by  size  of  companies,  the  large-size  companies  had  the  highest  mean 

value of 2.93, followed by the medium-size companies with a mean value of 2.67, and 

the small-size business with a mean value of 2.63. 

(2)  Employee characteristics had a total mean value of 2.84. When 

categorized by size of companies, the medium-size companies had the highest mean 

value of 2.92, followed by the large-size companies with a mean value of 2.88, and 

the  small-size  business  with  a  mean  value  of  2.69.  When  focusing  on  the  sub-

categories  of employee characteristics for learning in the organization, it was found 

that: 

a)  Attitude  had  a  total  mean value  of  2.86.  When  categorized 

by size of companies, the large-size companies  had  the  highest  mean  value  of  2.93, 

followed by the medium-size companies with a mean value of 2.80, and the small-size 

business with a mean value of 2.55. 

b)  Determination  had  a  total  mean  value  of  2.91.  When 

categorized  by  size  of  companies,  the  large-size  companies  had  the  highest  mean 

value of 3.06, followed by the small-size companies with a mean value of 2.86, and 

the medium-size business with a mean value of 2.77. 
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c)  Competency  had  a  total  mean  value  of  2.80.  When 

categorized  by  size  of  companies,  the  medium-size  companies  had  a  highest  mean 

value of 2.91, followed by the large-size companies with a mean value of 2.83, and 

the small-size business with a mean value of 2.64. 

(3)  Supportive  leadership  had  a total  mean  value  of  2.90.  When 

categorized by size of companies, the medium-size companies had the highest mean 

value of 3.03, followed by the large-size companies with a mean value of 2.96, and 

the  small-size  business  with  a  mean  value  of  2.67.  When  focusing  on  the  sub-

categories of support leadership for learning in the organization, it was found that: 

a)  The  facilitator  role  had  a total  mean  value  of  2.82.  When 

categorized by size of companies, the medium-size companies had the highest mean 

value of 2.91, followed by the large-size companies with a mean value of 2.87, and 

the small-size business with a mean value of 2.65. 

b)  The  mentor  role  had  a  total  mean  value  of  2.82.  When 

categorized  by  size  of  companies,  the  medium-size  companies  had  a  highest  mean 

value of 3.02, followed by the large-size companies with a mean value of 2.86, and 

the small-size business with a mean value of 2.57. 

c)  The  motivator  role  had  a total  mean  value  of  2.91.  When 

categorized  by  size  of  companies,  the  large-size  companies  had  the  highest  mean 

value of 3.00, followed by the medium-size companies with a mean value of 2.99, and 

the small-size business with a mean value of 2.68. 

d)  The  role  model  had  a  total  mean  value  of  2.95.  When 

categorized  by  size  of  companies,  the  large-size  companies  had  the  highest  mean 

value of 3.11, followed by the medium-size companies with a mean value of 3.01, and 

the small-size business with a mean value of 2.70. 

2)  Learning process had a total mean value of 2.80. When categorized 

by size of companies, the medium-size companies had the highest mean value of 2.93, 

followed by the large-size companies with a mean value of 2.80, and the small-size 

business with a mean value of 2.55. 

(1)  Gathering  knowledge  had  a  total  mean  value  of  2.65.  When 

categorized  by  size  of  companies,  the  large-size  companies  had  the  highest  mean 
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value of 2.75, followed by the medium-size companies with a mean value of 2.71, and 

the small-size business with a mean value of 2.43. 

(2)  Sharing  the  learning  had  a total  mean  value  of  2.74.  When 

categorized by size of companies, the medium-size companies had the highest mean 

value of 2.85, followed by the large-size companies with a mean value of 2.82, and 

the small-size business with a mean value of 2.50. 

(3)  Applying  the  learning  had  a  total  mean  value  of  2.93.  When 

categorized by size of companies, the medium-size companies had the highest mean 

value of 3.15, followed by the large-size companies with a mean value of 2.96, and 

the small-size business with a mean value of 2.67. 

3)  Outcomes  of  the  learning  organization  had  a  total  mean  value  of 

2.95.  When  categorized  by  size  of  companies,  the  large-size  companies  had  the 

highest mean value of 3.8, followed by the medium-size companies with a mean value 

of 2.96, and the small-size business with a mean value of 2.73. 

(1)  Productivity had a total mean value of 2.93. When categorized 

by size of companies, the large-size companies  had  the  highest  mean  value  of  3.10, 

followed by the medium-size companies with a mean value of 2.90, and the small-size 

business with a mean value of 2.67.  

(2)  Innovation  had  a  total  mean  value  of  2.80.  When  categorized 

by size of companies, the large-size companies  had  the  highest  mean  value  of  2.92, 

followed by the medium-size companies with a mean value of 2.80, and the small-size 

business with a mean value of 2.59.  

(3)  Quality  had  a  total  mean value  of  3.13.  When  categorized  by 

size  of  companies,  the  large-size  companies  had  the  highest  mean  value  of  3.22, 

followed by the medium-size companies with a mean value of 3.18, and the small-size 

business with a mean value of 2.92.  
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Table 4.7  Means of Supportive Factors, Learning Process, and Outcomes by Size of 

        Companies 

 

 

Size of companies  
Total 

(n=182) 

Large 

(n=83) 

Medium 

(n=49) 

Small 

(n=50) 

 S.D.  S.D.  S.D.  S.D. 

1. Supportive Factors 2.94  0.523  2.94  0.501  2.68  0.534  2.87  0.530 

1.1. Supportive Environment 2.97  0.541  2.87  0.494  2.69  0.514  2.69  0.514 

       a. Supportive Policy  3.18  0.590  3.11  0.636  2.89  0.672  3.08  0.634 

       b. Climate and Culture   3.02  0.653  2.89  0.687  2.90  0.662  2.95  0.664 

       c. Training and Education  2.85  0.634  2.79  0.601  2.52  0.622  2.74  0.635 

       d. Facilities for learning  2.93 0.845  2.67  0.801  2.63  0.781  2.78  0.823 

1.2 Employee Characteristics 2.88  0.608  2.92  0.643  2.69  0.633  2.84  0.628 

       a. Attitude 2.93  0.635  2.88  0.691  2.71  0.706  2.86  0.673 

       b. Determination  3.06  0.700  2.77  0.697  2.86  0.679  2.91  0.698 

       c. Competency 2.83  0.640  2.91  0.705  2.64  0.664  2.80  0.669 

1.3 Supportive Leadership 2.96  0.583  3.03  0.575  2.67  0.626  2.90  0.607 

       a. Facilitator Role  2.87 0.686  2.91  0.741  2.65  0.723  2.82  0.715 

       b. Mentor Role 2.86  0.705  3.02  0.721  2.57  0.721  2.82  0.730 

       c. Motivator Role  3.00  0.665  2.99  0.637  2.68  0.687  2.91  0.675 

       d. Role Model 3.01  0.598  3.11  0.592  2.70  0.657  2.95  0.631 

2. Learning Process 2.85  0.601  2.93  0.555  2.55  0.611  2.80  0.608 

    2.1 Gathering Knowledge  2.75  0.680  2.71  0.627  2.43  0.697  2.65  0.681 

    2.2 Sharing the Learning  2.82  0.707  2.85  0.684  2.50  0.625  2.74  0.692 

    2.3 Applying the Learning  2.96  0.654  3.15  0.629  2.67  0.675  2.93  0.674 

3. Outcomes of Learning 3.08  0.602  2.96  0.591  2.73  0.600  2.95  0.612 

    3.1 Productivity 3.10  0.674  2.90  0.707  2.67  0.652  2.93  0.696 

    3.2 Innovation 2.92  0.739  2.80  0.770  2.59  0.719  2.80  0.751 

    3.3 Quality 3.22  0.654  3.18  0.592  2.92  0.650  3.13  0.646 

  

4.3.5  Descriptive Statistics of the Variables by Quality Certification    

  The  mean  values  and  standard  deviations  for  the  constructs  related  to  the 

learning organization of Thai electronics companies are shown in Table 4.8.  

X X X X
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1)  Supportive factors for learning in the organization had a total mean 

value of 2.87. When categorized by quality certification, the companies with quality 

certification had a mean value of 2.90, which was higher than the companies without 

quality certification, with a mean value of 2.79.   

(1)  Supportive environment for learning in the organization had a 

total  mean  value  of  2.87.  When  categorized  by  quality  certification,  the  companies 

with  quality  certification  had  a  mean  value  of  2.91,  which  was  higher  than  the 

companies without quality certification, with a mean value of 2.76. 

a)  Supportive  policy  had  a  total  mean  value  of  3.08.  When 

categorized  by  quality  certification,  the  companies  with  quality  certification  had  a 

mean  value  of  3.14,  which  was  higher than  the  companies  without  quality 

certification, with a mean value of 2.92.   

b)  Climate  and  culture  had  a total  mean  value  of  2.95.  When 

categorized by quality certification, the companies without quality certification had a 

mean  value  of  3.01,  which  was  higher than  the  companies  without  quality 

certification, with a mean value of 2.93.   

c)  Training  and  education  had  a  total  mean  value  of  2.74. 

When  categorized  by  quality  certification, the  companies  with  quality  certification 

had  a  mean  value  of  2.79,  which  was  higher  than  the  companies  without  quality 

certification, with a mean value of 2.59.   

d)  Facilities for learning had a total mean value of 2.78. When 

categorized  by  quality  certification,  the  companies  with  quality  certification  had  a 

mean  value  of  2.80,  which  was  higher than  the  companies  without  quality 

certification, with a mean value of 2.71.   

(2)  Employee  competency  had  a  total  mean  value  of  2.84.  When 

categorized  by  quality  certification,  the  companies  with  quality  certification  had  a 

mean  value  of  2.85,  which  was  higher than  the  companies  without  quality 

certification, with a mean value of 2.81. 

a)  Attitude  had  a  total  mean value  of  2.86.  When  categorized 

by quality certification, the companies with quality certification had a mean value of 

2.87, which was higher than the companies without quality certification, with a mean 

value of 2.82. 
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b)  Determination  had  a  total  mean  value  of  2.91.  When 

categorized  by  quality  certification,  the  companies  with  quality  certification  and  the 

companies without quality certification had an equal mean value of 2.91. 

c)  Competency  had  a  total  mean  value  of  2.80.  When 

categorized  by  quality  certification,  the  companies  with  quality  certification  had  a 

mean  value  of  2.81,  which  was  higher than  the  companies  without  quality 

certification, with a mean value of 2.77. 

(3)  Supportive  leadership  had  a total  mean  value  of  2.90.  When 

categorized  by  quality  certification,  the  companies  with  quality  certification  had  a 

mean  value  of  2.94,  which  was  higher than  the  companies  without  quality 

certification, with a mean value of 2.80.   

a)  The  facilitator  role  had  a total  mean  value  of  2.82.  When 

categorized  by  quality  certification,  the  companies  with  quality  certification  had  a 

mean  value  of  2.87,  which  was  higher than  the  companies  without  quality 

certification, with a mean value of 2.69. 

b)  The  mentor  Role  had  a  total  mean  value  of  2.82.  When 

categorized  by  quality  certification,  the  companies  with  quality  certification  had  a 

mean value of 2.86, which was higher than the companies without quality certification 

with a mean value of 2.71. 

c)  The  motivator  Role  had  a  total  mean  value  of  2.91.  When 

categorized  by  quality  certification,  the  companies  with  quality  certification  had  a 

mean  value  of  2.94,  which  was  higher than  the  companies  without  quality 

certification, with a mean value of 2.83. 

d)  The  role  Model  had  a  total  mean  value  of  2.95.  When 

categorized  by  quality  certification,  the  companies  with  quality  certification  had  a 

mean  value  of  2.99,  which  was  higher than  the  companies  without  quality 

certification, with a mean value of 2.84. 

2)  Learning process had a total mean value of 2.80. When categorized 

by quality certification, the companies with quality certification had a mean value of 

2.85, which was higher than the companies without quality certification, with a mean 

value of 2.62. 
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(1)  Gathering  knowledge  had  a  total  mean  value  of  2.65.  When 

categorized  by  quality  certification,  the  companies  with  quality  certification  had  a 

mean  value  of  2.72,  which  was  higher than  the  companies  without  quality 

certification, with a mean value of 2.47. 

(2)  Sharing  the  learning  had  a total  mean  value  of  2.74.  When 

categorized  by  quality  certification,  the  companies  with  quality  certification  had  a 

mean  value  of  2.80,  which  was  higher than  the  companies  without  quality 

certification, with a mean value of 2.56. 

(3)  Applying  the  learning  had  a  total  mean  value  of  2.93.  When 

categorized  by  quality  certification,  the  companies  with  quality  certification  had  a 

mean  value  of  2.99,  which  was  higher than  the  companies  without  quality 

certification, with a mean value of 2.78.     

3)   Outcomes  of  the  learning  organization  had  a  total  mean  value  of 

2.93.  When  categorized  by  quality  certification,  the  companies  with  quality 

certification had a mean value of 3.01, which was higher than the companies without 

quality certification, with a mean value of 2.70. 

(1)  Productivity had a total mean value of 2.93. When categorized 

by quality certification, the companies with quality certification had a mean value of 

3.01, which was higher than the companies without quality certification, with a mean 

value of 2.70.   

(2)  Innovation  had  a  total  mean  value  of  2.80.  When  categorized 

by quality certification, the companies with quality certification had a mean value of 

2.88 which was higher than the companies without quality certification with a mean 

value of 2.55.   

(3)  Quality  had  a  total  mean value  of  3.13.  When  categorized  by 

quality  certification,  the  companies  with  quality  certification  had  a  mean  value  of 

3.21, which was higher than the companies without quality certification, with a mean 

value of 2.89.   
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Table 4.8  Mean of Supportive Factors, Learning Process, and Outcomes by Quality 

       Certification 

 

 Quality Certification 
Total 

(n=182) 
Certified 

(n=134) 

Not Certified 

(n=48) 

 S.D.  S.D.  S.D. 

1. Supportive Factors 2.90  .519  2.79  .560  2.87  .530 

1.1 Supportive Environment 2.91  .515  2.76  .568  2.87  .531 

      a. Supportive Policy 3.14  .596  2.92  .712  3.08  .634 

      b. Climate and Culture  2.93  .648  3.01  .711  2.95  .664 

      c. Training and Education 2.79  .613  2.59  .677  2.74  .635 

      d. Facilities for Learning 2.80  .834  2.71 .798  2.78  .823 

1.2 Employee Characteristics 2.85  .629  2.81  .632  2.84  .628 

      a. Attitude 2.87  .671  2.82  .684  2.86  .673 

      b. Determination 2.91  .699  2.91  .705  2.91  .698 

      c. Competency 2.81  .674  2.77  .660  2.80  .669 

1.3 Supportive Leadership 2.94  .586  2.80  .658  2.90  .607 

      a. Facilitator Role 2.87  .697  2.69  .755  2.82  .715 

      b. Mentor Role 2.86  .732  2.71  .721  2.82  .730 

      c. Motivator Role 2.94  .663  2.83  .706  2.91  .675 

      d. Role Model 2.99  .603  2.84  .698  2.95  .631 

2. Learning Process 2.85  .594  2.62  .622  2.80  .608 

    2.1 Gathering Knowledge 2.72  .675  2.47  .673  2.65  .681 

    2.2 Sharing the Learning 2.80  .687  2.56  .681  2.74  .692 

    2.3 Applying the Learning 2.99  .659  2.78  .698  2.93  .674 

3. Outcomes of Learning 3.03  .603  2.71  .581  2.95  .612 

    3.1 Productivity 3.01  .694  2.70  .658  2.93  .696 

    3.2 Innovation 2.88  .733  2.55  .753  2.80  .751 

    3.3 Quality 3.21  .635  2.89  .621  3.13  .646 

 

 

 

 

X X X
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  4.3.6  Comparison of the Descriptive Results of Companies with     

                      Differences in Size 

 To answer questions 2, which asked, “Are there any differences in the degree 

of  the  supportive  factors  for  learning  in  the  organization  in  the  Thai  electronics 

industry,  in  the  learning  process,  and  in the  outcomes  of  the  learning  organization 

between  companies  of  different  sizes?  What  are  they?,”  the  researcher  tested 

hypotheses 1–12 as follows: 

  Hypothesis 1 states that “The degrees of supportive factors for learning in the 

organization  among  large-size  companies,  medium-size  companies,  and  small-size 

companies are different,” and the researcher created the testing hypotheses as follows: 

  H0: The degrees of supportive factors for learning in the organization 

among large-size companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies are 

not different. 

  H1: The degrees of supportive factors for learning in the organization 

among large-size companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies are 

different. 

  Hypothesis  1.1  states  that  “The  degrees  of  supportive  environment  among 

large-size  companies,  medium-size  companies,  and  small-size  companies  are 

different,” and the researcher created the testing hypotheses as follows: 

  H0: The degrees of supportive environment among large-size companies, 

medium-size companies, and small-size companies are not different. 

  H1:  The  degrees  of  the  supportive  environment  among  large-size 

companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies are different.   

  Hypothesis  1.1.1  states  that  “The  degrees  of  supportive  policy  among  large-

size companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies are different,” and 

the researcher created the testing hypotheses as follows: 

  H0:  The  degrees  of  supportive  policy  among  large-size  companies, 

medium-size companies, and small-size companies are not different. 

  H1:  The  degrees  of  supportive  policy  among  large-size  companies, 

medium-size companies, and small-size companies are different.   

  Hypothesis 1.1.2 states that “The degrees of climate and culture among large-

size companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies are different,” and 

the researcher created the testing hypotheses as follows: 
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  H0:  The  degrees  of  climate  and  culture  among  large-size  companies, 

medium-size companies, and small-size companies are not different. 

  H1:  The  degrees  of  climate  and  culture  among  large-size  companies, 

medium-size companies, and small-size companies are different.   

  Hypothesis  1.1.3  states  that  “The  degrees  of  training  and  education  among 

large-size companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies are different,” 

and the researcher created the testing hypotheses as follows: 

  H0:  degrees  of  training  and  education  among  large-size  companies, 

medium-size companies, and small-size companies are not different. 

  H1: The degrees of training and education among large-size companies, 

medium-size companies, and small-size companies are different.   

  Hypothesis  1.1.4  states  that  “The  degrees  of  facilities  for  learning  among 

large-size  companies,  medium-size  companies,  and  small-size  companies  are 

different,” and the researcher created the testing hypotheses as follows: 

  H0: The degrees of facilities for learning among large-size companies, 

medium-size companies, and small-size companies are not different. 

  H1: The degrees of facilities for learning among large-size companies, 

medium-size companies, and small-size companies are different.   

  The results of testing hypotheses 1–1.1.4, as shown in Table 4.9, are explained 

as follows: 

1)  Supportive factors for learning in the organization had a p-value of 

.012, which was less than .05; thus Hypothesis H0 was rejected and hypothesis H1 was 

accepted,  which  mean  that  the  degrees  of the  supportive  Factor  for  learning  in  the 

organization  among  large-size  companies,  medium-size  companies,  and  small-size 

companies were different. 

2)  Supportive environment had a p-value of .012 which was less than 

.05;  thus  Hypothesis  H0  was  rejected  and  hypothesis  H1 was  accepted,  which  mean 

that the degrees of the supportive environment for learning in the organization among 

large-size  companies,  medium-size  companies,  and  small-size  companies  were 

different. 

3)  Supportive  policy  had  a  p-value  of  .034,  which  was  less  than  .05; 

thus  Hypothesis  H0  was  rejected  and  hypothesis  H1 was  accepted,  which  mean  that 
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there  were  differences  in  the  degrees  of  the  supportive  policy  for  learning  in  the 

organization  among  large-size  companies,  medium-size  companies,  and  small-size 

companies.   

4)  Climate  and  culture  had  a  p-value  of  .421,  which  was  more  than 

.05;  thus  Hypothesis  H0  was  accepted  and  hypothesis  H1 was  rejected,  which  mean 

that the degrees of climate and culture for learning in the organization among large-

size  companies,  medium-size  companies,  and  small-size  companies  were  not 

different. 

5)  Training and education had a p-value of .011, which was less than 

.05;  thus  Hypothesis  H0  was  rejected  and  hypothesis  H1 was  accepted,  which  mean 

that  the  degrees  of  training  and  education  for  learning  in  the  organization  among 

large-size  companies,  medium-size  companies,  and  small-size  companies  were 

different. 

6)  Facilities for learning had a p-value of .076, which was more than 

.05;  thus  Hypothesis  H0  was  accepted  and  hypothesis  H1 was  rejected,  which  mean 

that  the  degrees  of  facilities  for  learning  in  the  organization  among  large-size 

companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies were not different. 

 

Table 4.9  F-test of Supportive Factors by Size of Companies 

 

Variable 
Mean and S.D.  Different Test 

 S.D.  F  p 

Supportive Factors     

    - Small-size Companies 2.68  .534  4.527  .012 

    - Medium-size Companies 2.94  .501     

    - Large-size Companies 2.94  .523     

Supportive Environment      

    - Small-size Companies 2.69  .514  4.551  .012 

    - Medium-size Companies 2.87  .494     

    - Large-size Companies 2.97  .541     

     

X
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Table 4.9  (Continued) 

 
    

Variable 
Mean and S.D.  Different Test 

 S.D.  F  p 

Supportive Policy        

    - Small-size Companies 2.89  .672 3.439  .034 

    - Medium-size Companies 3.11  .636     

    - Large-size Companies 3.18  .590     

Climate and Culture        

    - Small-size Companies 2.90  .662 .870  .421 

    - Medium-size Companies 2.89  .687     

    - Large-size Companies 3.02  .653     

Training and Education        

    - Small-size Companies 2.52  .622 4.640  .011 

    - Medium-size Companies 2.79  .601     

    - Large-size Companies 2.85  .634     

Facilities for Learning        

    - Small-size Companies 2.63  .781 2.620  .076 

    - Medium-size Companies 2.67  .801     

    - Large-size Companies 2.93  .845     

 

  The  Post-hoc  tests  as  shown  in  Table  4.10  were  performed  on  the  variables 

and their mean values were significantly different among large-size, medium-size, and 

small-size  companies.  These  variables  were  supportive  factors  for  learning  in  the 

organization,  supportive  environment,  supportive  policy,  and  training  and  education 

and are explained as follows: 

    1)  Supportive Factors for Learning Organization 

(1)  The  large-size  companies  exhibited  a  higher  degree  of 

supportive  factors  for  learning  in  the  organization  than  that  of  the  small-size 

companies, with a value of .26 at a .05 significance level (p = .006). 

(2)  The  medium-size  companies  exhibited  a  higher  degree  of 

supportive  factors  for  learning  in  the  organization  than  that  of  the  small-size 

companies, with a value of .26 at a .05 significance level (p = .014). 

X
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    2)  Supportive Environment  

(1)  The  large-size  companies  exhibited  a  higher  degree  of 

supportive environment than that of the small-size companies, with a value of .28 at a 

.05 significance level (p = .003). 

    3)  Supportive Policy 

(1)  The large-size companies exhibited a higher degree of  supportive 

policy than that of the small-size companies, with a value of .29 at a .05 significance 

level (p = .010). 

    4)  Training and Education 

(1)  The large-size companies exhibited a higher degree of training 

and  education  than  that  of  the  small-size  companies,  with  a  value  of  .33  at  a  .05 

significance level (p = .003). 

(2)  The  medium-size  companies  exhibited  a  higher  degree  of 

supportive  factors  for  learning  in  the  organization  than  that  of  the  small-size 

companies, with a value of .27 at a .05 significance level (p = .031). 

 

Table 4.10  Mean Differences of Supportive Environment by Size of Companies 

 

Variable n  
Mean Difference 

Small-size  Medium-size  Large-size 

Supportive Factors     

    - Small-size companies  50  2.68  -   

    - Medium-size companies  49  2.94  0.26* (p=.014)  -  

    - Large-size companies  83  2.94  0.26* (p=.006)  0.00 (p=.994)  - 

 Supportive Environment      

    - Small-size companies  50  2.69  - - - 

    - Medium-size companies  49  2.87  0.18   (p=.102)  - - 

    - Large-size companies  83  2.97  0.28* (p=.003)  0.11 (p=.246)  - 

 Supportive Policy      

    - Small-size companies  50  2.89  - - - 

    - Medium-size companies  49  3.11  0.22   (p=.088)  - - 

    - Large-size companies  83  3.18  0.29* (p=.010)  0.07 (p=.501)  - 

      

X
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Table 4.10  (Continued) 

 
       

Variable n  
Mean Difference 

Small-size  Medium-size  Large-size 

 Training and Education      

    - Small-size companies  50  2.52  - - - 

    - Medium-size companies  49  2.79  0.27* (p=.031)  - - 

    - Large-size companies  83  2.85  0.33* (p=.003)  0.06 (p=.590)  - 

 

  Hypothesis  1.2  states  that  “The  degrees  of  employee  characteristics  among 

large-size  companies,  medium-size  companies,  and  small-size  companies  are  different,” 

and the researcher created the testing hypotheses as follows: 

  H0:  The  degrees  of  employee  characteristics  among  large-size 

companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies are not different. 

  H1:  The  degrees  of  employee  characteristics  for  learning  the  in 

organization  among  large-size  companies,  medium-size  companies,  and  small-size 

companies are different.  

  Hypothesis 1.2.1 states that “The degrees of employee’s attitude for learning 

in the organization among large-size companies, medium-size companies, and small-

size  companies  are  different,”  and,  the  researcher  created  the  testing  hypotheses  as 

follows: 

  H0:  The  degrees  of  employee’s  attitude  among  large-size  companies, 

medium-size companies, and small-size companies are not different. 

  H1:  The  degrees  of  employee’s  attitude  among  large-size  companies, 

medium-size companies, and small-size companies are different.  

  Hypothesis  1.2.2  states  that  “The  degrees  of  employee’s  determination  for 

learning  in  the  organization  among  large-size  companies,  medium-size  companies, 

and  small-size  companies  are  different,” and  the  researcher  created  the  testing 

hypotheses as follows: 

  H0:  The  degrees  of  employee’s  determination  among  large-size 

companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies are not different. 

  H1:  The  degrees  of  employee’s  determination  among  large-size 

companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies are different.  

X
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  Hypothesis  1.2.3  states  that  “The  degrees  of  employee’s  competency  for 

learning  in  the  organization  among  large-size  companies,  medium-size  companies, 

and  small-size  companies  are  different,” and  the  researcher  created  the  testing 

hypotheses as follows: 

  H0:  The  degrees  of  employee’s  competency  among  large-size 

companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies are not different. 

  H1:  The  degrees  of  employee’s  competency  among  large-size 

companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies are different.  

  Results of testing hypotheses 1.2–1.2.3, as shown in Table 4.11, are explained 

as follows:  

1)  Employee  characteristics  had  a  p-value  of  .133,  which  was  more 

than  .05;  thus  Hypothesis  H0  was  accepted  and  hypothesis  H1 was  rejected,  which 

mean  that  the  degrees  of  employee  characteristics  for  learning  in  the  organization 

among large-size companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies were 

not different. 

2)  Attitude  had  a  p-value  of  .180, which  was  more  than  .05;  thus 

Hypothesis H0 was accepted and hypothesis H1 was rejected, which mean which mean 

that the degrees of employee’s attitude for learning in the organization among large-

size  companies,  medium-size  companies,  and  small-size  companies  were  not 

different. 

3)  Determination had a p-value of .115 which was more than .05; thus 

Hypothesis  H0  was  accepted  and  hypothesis  H1 was  rejected,  which  mean  that  the 

degrees of employee’s determination for learning in the organization among large-size 

companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies were not different. 

4)  Competency had a p-value of .126, which was more than .05; thus 

Hypothesis  H0  was  accepted  and  hypothesis  H1 was  rejected,  which  mean  that  the 

degrees of employee’s competency for learning in the organization among large-size 

companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies were not different. 

  Since  there  were  no  differences  in  the  degrees  of  employee  characteristics, 

Attitude,  Determination,  or  Competency  among  small-size,  medium-size,  and  large-

size companies, no Post-hoc testing was performed.  
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Table 4.11  F-test of Employee Characteristics by Size of Companies 

 

Variable 
Mean and S.D.  Different Test 

 S.D.  F  p 

Employee Characteristics        

    - Small-size Companies 2.69  .633 2.042  .133 

    - Medium-size Companies 2.92  .643     

    - Large-size Companies 2.88  .608     

 Attitude      

    - Small-size Companies 2.71  .706  1.729  .180 

     - Medium-size Companies 2.88  .691     

     - Large-size Companies 2.93  .635     

Determination 2.86  .673     

    - Small-size Companies 2.77  .679  2.186  .115 

     - Medium-size Companies 3.06  .697     

     - Large-size Companies 2.90  .700     

Competency 2.91  .698     

    - Small-size Companies 2.64  .664  2.093  .126 

     - Medium-size Companies 2.91  .705     

     - Large-size Companies 2.83  .640     

 

  Hypothesis 1.3 states that “The degrees of supportive Leadership among large-

size companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies are different,” and 

the researcher created the testing hypotheses as follows: 

  H0: The degrees of supportive Leadership among large-size companies, 

medium-size companies, and small-size companies are not different. 

  H1: The degrees of supportive Leadership among large-size companies, 

medium-size companies, and small-size companies are different.  

  Hypothesis  1.3.1  states  that  “The  degrees  of  the  leadership’s  facilitator  role 

among large-size companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies are 

different,” and the researcher created the testing hypotheses as follows: 

X
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  H0:  The  degrees  of  the  leadership’s  facilitator  role  among  large-size 

companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies are not different. 

  H1:  The  degrees  of  the  leadership’s  facilitator  role  among  large-size 

companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies are different.  

  Hypothesis  1.3.2  states  that  “The  degrees  of  the  leadership’s  mentor  role 

among large-size companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies are 

different,” and the researcher created the testing hypotheses as follows: 

  H0:  The  Degree  of  the  leadership’s  mentor  role  among  large-size 

companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies are not different. 

  H1:  The  Degree  of  the  leadership’s  mentor  role  among  large-size 

companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies are different.  

  Hypothesis  1.3.3  states  that  “The  Degree of  the  leadership’s  motivator  role 

among large-size companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies are 

different,” and the researcher created the testing hypotheses as follows: 

  H0:  The  Degree  of  the  leadership’s  motivator  role  among  large-size 

companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies are not different. 

  H1:  The  Degree  of  the  leadership’s  motivator  role  among  large-size 

companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies are different.  

  Hypothesis  1.3.4  states  that  “The  Degree  of  leadership’s  role  model  among 

large-size  companies,  medium-size  companies,  and  small-size  companies  are 

different,” and the researcher created the testing hypotheses as follows: 

  H0:  The  Degree  of  the  leadership’s  role  model  among  large-size 

companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies are not different. 

  H1:  The  Degree  of  the  leadership’s  role  model  among  large-size 

companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies are different.  

  The  results  of  testing  hypotheses  1.3–1.3.4,  as  shown  in  Table  4.12,  are 

explained as follows: 

1)  Supportive  leadership  had  a  p-value  of  .005,  which  was  less  than 

.05;  thus  Hypothesis  H0  was  rejected  and  hypothesis  H1 was  accepted,  which  mean 

that  the  degrees  of  supportive  Leadership  for  learning  in  the  organization  among 

large-size  companies,  medium-size  companies,  and  small-size  companies  were 

different. 
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2)  The  leadership’s  facilitator  role  had  a  p-value  of  .140,  which  was 

more  than  .05;  thus  Hypothesis  H0  was  accepted  and  hypothesis  H1 was  rejected, 

which  mean  that  the  degrees  of  the  leadership’s  facilitator  role  for  learning  in  the 

organization  among  large-size  companies,  medium-size  companies,  and  small-size 

companies were not different. 

3)  The leadership’s mentor role had a p-value of .007, which was less 

than  .05;  thus  Hypothesis  H0  was  rejected  and  hypothesis  H1 was  accepted,  which 

mean that the degrees of the leadership’s mentor role for learning in the organization 

among large-size companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies were 

different. 

4)  The  leadership’s  motivator  role  had  a  p-value  of  .018,  which  was 

less than .05; thus Hypothesis H0 was rejected and hypothesis H1 was accepted, which 

mean  that  the  degrees  of  the  leadership’s  motivator  role  for  learning  in  the 

organization  among  large-size  companies,  medium-size  companies,  and  small-size 

companies were different. 

5)  The leadership’s role model had a p-value of .002, which was less 

than  .05;  thus  Hypothesis  H0  was  rejected  and  hypothesis  H1 was  accepted,  which 

mean that the degrees of the leadership’s role model for learning in the organization 

among large-size companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies were 

different. 

 

Table 4.12  F-test of Supportive Leadership by Size of Companies 

 

Variable 
Mean and S.D.  Different Test 

 S.D.  F  p 

 Supportive Leadership        

     - Small-size Companies 2.67  .626 5.415  .005 

     - Medium-size Companies 3.03  .575     

     - Large-size Companies 2.96  .583     

  Facilitator Role      

     - Small-size Companies 2.65  .723  1.990  .140 

     - Medium-size Companies 2.91  .741     
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Table 4.12  (Continued) 

 
    

Variable 
Mean and S.D.  Different Test 

 S.D.  F  p 

     - Large-size Companies 2.87  .686     

  Mentor Role     

     - Small-size Companies 2.57  .721  5.097  .007 

     - Medium-size Companies 3.02  .721     

     - Large-size Companies 2.86  .705     

  Motivator Role     

     - Small-size Companies 2.68  .687  4.082  .018 

     - Medium-size Companies 2.99  .637     

     - Large-size Companies 3.00  .665     

  Role Model     

     - Small-size Companies 2.70  .657  6.280  .002 

     - Medium-size Companies 3.11  .592     

     - Large-size Companies 3.01  .598     

 

  The Post-hoc tests in Table 4.13 were performed on the variables, where their 

mean  values  were  significantly  different among  large-size,  medium-size,  and  small-

size  companies.  These  variables  were  supportive  leadership  for  learning  in  the 

organization and are explained as follows: 

    1)  Supportive Leadership for Learning in the Organization 

(1)  The  large-size  companies  exhibited  a  higher  degree  of 

supportive  leadership  for  learning  in  the  organization  than  that  of  the  small-size 

companies, with a value of .29 at a .05 significance level (p =.006). 

(2)  The  medium-size  companies  exhibited  a  higher  degree  of 

supportive  leadership  for  learning  in  the  organization  than  that  of  the  small-size 

companies, with a value of .36 at a .05 significance level (p =.003). 

    2)  Leadership’s Mentor Role for Learning in the Organization 

(1)  The  large-size  companies  exhibited  a  higher  degree  of 

leadership’s  mentor  role  for  learning  in  the  organization  than  that  of  the  small-size 

companies, with a value of .29 at a .05 significance level (p =.027). 

X
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(2)  The  medium-size  companies  exhibited  a  higher  degree  of 

leadership’s  mentor  role  for  learning  in  the  organization  than  that  of  the  small-size 

companies, with a value of .45 at a .05 significance level (p =.002). 

    3)  Leadership’s Motivator Role for Learning in the Organization 

(1)   The large-size companies exhibited a higher degree of leadership’s 

motivator role for learning in the organization than that of the small-size companies, 

with a value of .32 at a .05 significance level (p =.008). 

    The medium-size companies exhibited a higher degree of leadership’s 

motivator role for learning in the organization than that of the small-size companies, 

with a value of .30 at a .05 significance level (p =.024). 

    4)  Leadership’s Role Model for Learning in the Organization 

(1)   The large-size companies exhibited a higher degree of leadership’s 

role model for learning in the organization than that of the small-size companies, with 

a value of .31 at a .05 significance level (p =.006). 

     The medium-size companies exhibited a higher degree of leadership’s 

role model for learning in the organization than that of the small-size companies, with 

a value of .41 at a .05 significance level (p =.001). 

 

Table 4.13  Mean Differences of Supportive Leadership by Size of Companies 

 

Variable  n  
Mean Difference 

Small-size  Medium-size  Large-size 

Supportive Leadership      

       - Small-size   50 2.67 - - - 

       - Medium-size      493.03 .36* (p=.003)  - - 

       - Large-size   832.96 .29* (p=.006)  -.07 (p=.565)  - 

 Mentor Role      

       - Small-size   50 2.57 - - - 

       - Medium-size      493.02 .45* (p=.002)  - - 

       - Large-size   832.86 .29* (p=.027)  -.16 (p=.201)  - 

Monitor Role         

       - Small-size   50 2.68 - - - 

X
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Table 4.13  (Continued) 

 
        

Variable  n  
Mean Difference 

Small-size  Medium-size  Large-size 

       - Medium-size      492.99 .31* (p=.024)  - - 

       - Large-size   833.00 .32* (p=.008)  .02 (p=.887)  - 

Role Model         

       - Small-size   50 2.70 - - - 

       - Medium-size      493.11 .41* (p=.001)  - - 

       - Large-size   833.01 .31* (p=.006)  -.11 (p=.334)  - 

 

Note: * Significant at .05 level  

 

  Hypothesis 2 states that “The degree of the learning process among large-size 

companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies are different,” and the 

researcher created the testing hypotheses as follows: 

  H0:  The  degree  of  the  learning  process  among  large-size  companies, 

medium-size companies, and small-size companies are not different. 

  H1:  The  degree  of  the  learning  process  among  large-size  companies, 

medium-size companies, and small-size companies are different.  

  Hypothesis 2.1 states that “The degree of gathering knowledge among large-

size companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies are different,” and 

the researcher created the testing hypotheses as follows: 

  H0:  The  degree  of  gathering  knowledge  among  large-size  companies, 

medium-size companies, and small-size companies are not different. 

  H1:  Degrees  of  gathering  knowledge  among  large-size  companies, 

medium-size companies, and small-size companies are different.  

  Hypothesis  2.2  states  that  “The  degree  of  sharing  the  learning  among  large-

size companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies are different,” and 

the researcher created the testing hypotheses as follows: 

  H0:  The  degree  of  sharing  the  learning  among  large-size  companies, 

medium-size companies, and small-size companies are not different. 

X
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  H1:  The  degree  of  sharing  the  learning  among  large-size  companies, 

medium-size companies, and small-size companies are different.  

  Hypothesis 2.3 states that “The degree of applying the learning among large-

size companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies are different,” and 

the researcher created the testing hypotheses as follows: 

  H0: The degree of applying the learning among large-size companies, 

medium-size companies, and small-size companies are not different. 

  H1: The degree of applying the learning among large-size companies, 

medium-size companies, and small-size companies are different.  

  The results of testing hypotheses 2–2.3, as shown in Table 4.14, are explained 

as follows: 

1)  Learning  process  had  a  p-value  of  .003,  which  was  less  than  .05; 

thus Hypothesis H0 was rejected and hypothesis H1 was accepted, which means that 

the  degree  of  the  learning  process  among  large-size  companies,  medium-size 

companies, and small-size companies were different. 

2)  Gathering  knowledge  had  a  p-value  of  .027,  which  was  less  than 

.05; thus Hypothesis H0 was rejected and hypothesis H1 was accepted, which means 

that  the  degree  of  gathering  knowledge among  large-size  companies,  medium-size 

companies, and small-size companies were different. 

3)  Sharing the learning had a p-value of .015, which was less than .05; 

thus Hypothesis H0 was rejected and hypothesis H1 was accepted, which means that 

the  degree  of  sharing  the  learning  among  large-size  companies,  medium-size 

companies, and small-size companies were different. 

4)  Applying  the  learning  had  a  p-value  of  .001,  which  was  less  than 

.05; thus Hypothesis H0 was rejected and hypothesis H1 was accepted, which means 

that  the  degree  of  applying  the  learning among  large-size  companies,  medium-size 

companies, and small-size companies were different. 
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Table 4.14  F-test of Learning Process by Size of Companies 

 

Variable 
Mean and S.D.  Different Test 

 S.D.  F  p 

Learning Process     

    - Small-size Companies 2.55  .611  5.994  .003 

    - Medium-size Companies 2.93  .555     

    - Large-size Companies 2.85  .601     

Gathering Knowledge        

    - Small-size Companies 2.43  .697  3.696  .027 

    - Medium-size Companies 2.71  .627     

    - Large-size Companies 2.75  .680     

Share the Learning        

    - Small-size Companies 2.50  .625  4.333  .015 

    - Medium-size Companies 2.85  .684     

    - Large-size Companies 2.82  .707     

Apply the Learning        

    - Small-size Companies 2.67  .675  6.762  .001 

    - Medium-size Companies 3.15  .629     

    - Large-size Companies 2.96  .654     

 

  The  Post-hoc  tests  as  shown  in  Table  4.15  were  performed  on  the  variables, 

where their mean values were significantly different among large-size, medium-size, 

and  small-size  companies.  These  variables  were  the  learning  process,  gathering 

knowledge,  sharing  the  learning,  and  applying  the  learning  and  are  explained  as 

follows: 

    1)  Learning Process 

(1)  The  large-size  companies  exhibited  a  higher  degree  of  the 

learning  process  than  that  of  the  small-size  companies,  with  a  value  of  .30  at  a  .05 

significance level (p =.004). 

(2)  The  medium-size  companies  exhibited  a  higher  degree  of  the 

learning  process  than  that  of  the  small-size  companies,  with  a  value  of  .38  at  a  .05 

significance level (p =.002). 
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    2)  Gathering Knowledge 

(1)  The  large-size  companies  exhibited  a  higher  degree  of 

gathering knowledge than that of the small-size  companies,  with  a  value  of  .31  at  a 

.05 significance level (p =.010). 

(2)  The  medium-size  companies  exhibited  a  higher  degree  of 

gathering knowledge than that of the small-size companies, with a value of .28 at a .05 

significance level (p =.039). 

    3)  Sharing the Learning 

(1)  The large-size companies exhibited a higher degree of sharing 

the  learning  than  that  of  the  small-size companies,  with  a  value  of  .35  at  a  .05 

significance level (p =.010). 

(2)  The medium-size companies exhibited a higher degree of sharing 

the learning than that of the small-size companies, with a value of .32 at a .05 significance 

level (p =.009). 

    4)  Applying the Learning 

(1)  The large-size companies exhibited a higher degree of applying 

the  learning  than  that  of  the  small-size  companies,  with  a  value  of  .29  at  .05 

significance level (p =.015). 

(2)  The  medium-size  companies  exhibited  a  higher  degree  of 

applying the learning than that of the small-size companies with a value of .48 at a .05 

significance level (p =.000). 

 

Table 4.15  Mean Differences of Learning Process by Size of Companies 

 

Learning Process  n  
Mean Difference 

Small-size  Medium-size  Large-size 

Learning Process         

    - Small-size   50  2.55  -     

    - Medium-size  49  2.93 .38* (p=.002)  -  

    - Large-size   83  2.85 .30* (p=004)  -.08 (p=.479)  - 

      

X
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Table 4.15  (Continued) 

 

Learning Process  n  
Mean Difference 

Small-size  Medium-size  Large-size 

Gathering 

Knowledge 
        

    - Small-size   50  2.43  -     

    - Medium-size  49  2.71 .28* (p=.039)  -  

    - Large-size   83  2.75 .32* (p=010)  -.03 (p=.787)  - 

Sharing the Learning         

    - Small-size   50  2.50  -     

    - Medium-size  49  2.85 .35* (p=.010)  -  

    - Large-size   83  2.82 .32* (p=009)  -.03 (p=.800)  - 

Apply the Learning         

    - Small-size   50  2.67  -     

    - Medium-size  49  3.15 .48* (p=.000)  -  

    - Large-size   83  2.96 .29* (p=015)  -.19 (p=.108)  - 

 

Note:  * The mean difference was significant at the .05 level.  

 

  Hypothesis 3 states that “The degree of outcomes of the learning organization 

among large-size companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies are 

different,” and the researcher created the testing hypotheses as follows: 

  H0: The degree of outcomes of the learning organization among large-

size companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies are not different. 

  H1: The degree of outcomes of the learning organization among large-

size companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies are different.  

    Hypothesis 3.1 states that “The degree of productivity of the learning 

organization  among  large-size  companies,  medium-size  companies,  and  small-size 

companies are different,” and the researcher created the testing hypotheses as follows: 

   H0:  The  degree  of  productivity  of  the  learning  organization 

among large-size companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies are 

not different. 

X
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   H1:  The  degree  of  productivity  of  the  learning  organization 

among large-size companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies are 

different. 

    Hypothesis  3.2  states  that  “The degree  of  innovation  of  the  learning 

organization  among  large-size  companies,  medium-size  companies,  and  small-size 

companies are different,” and the researcher created the testing hypotheses as follows: 

   H0:  The  degree  of  innovation  of  the  learning  organization 

among large-size companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies are 

not different. 

   H1:  The  degree  of  innovation  of  the  learning  organization 

among large-size companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies are 

different. 

    Hypothesis 3.3 states that “The degree of quality improvement of the 

learning  organization  among  large-size  companies,  medium-size  companies,  and 

small-size companies are different,” and the researcher created the testing hypotheses 

as follows: 

   H0:  The  degree  of  quality  improvement  of  the  learning 

organization  among  large-size  companies,  medium-size  companies,  and  small-size 

companies are not different. 

   H1:  The  degree  of  quality  improvement  of  the  learning 

organization  among  large-size  companies,  medium-size  companies,  and  small-size 

companies are different.  

  The results of testing hypotheses 3–3.3, as shown in Table 4.16, are explained 

as follows: 

1)  The  outcomes  of  the  learning  organization  had  a  the  p-value  of 

.005, which was less than .05; thus Hypothesis H0 was rejected and hypothesis H1 was 

accepted, which means that the degree of The outcomes of the learning organization 

among large-size companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies were 

different. 

2)  The productivity of the learning organization had a p-value of .002, 

which  was  less  than  .05;  thus  Hypothesis  H0  was  rejected  and  hypothesis  H1 was 

accepted, which means that the degree of the productivity of the learning organization 

among large-size companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies were 

different. 
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3)  The  innovation  of  the  learning  organization  had  the  a  p-value  of 

.047, which was less than .05; thus Hypothesis H0 was rejected and hypothesis H1 was 

accepted, which means that the degree of the innovation of the learning organization 

among large-size companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies were 

different. 

4)  The quality improvement of the learning organization had a p-value 

of .028, which was less than .05; thus Hypothesis H0 was rejected and hypothesis H1 

was accepted, which means that the degree of the quality improvement of the learning 

organization  among  large-size  companies,  medium-size  companies,  and  small-size 

companies were different. 

 

Table 4.16  F-test of Outcomes of the Learning Organization by Size of Companies 

 

Variables 
Mean and S.D.  Different Test 

 S.D.  F  p 

Outcomes of  Learning in the Organization     

    - Small-size Companies 2.73  .599  5.401  .005 

    - Medium-size Companies 2.96  .591     

    - Large-size Companies 3.08  .602     

Productivity        

    - Small-size Companies 2.67  .652  6.247  .002

    - Medium-size Companies 2.90  .707     

    - Large-size Companies 3.10  .674     

Innovation     

    - Small-size Companies 2.59  .719  3.118  .047

    - Medium-size Companies 2.80  .770     

    - Large-size Companies 2.92  .739   

Quality      

    - Small-size Companies 2.92  .650  3.660  .028

    - Medium-size Companies 3.18  .592   

    - Large-size Companies 3.22  .654     

 

X
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  The Post-hoc tests, as shown in Table 4.17, were performed on the variables, 

where their mean values were significantly different among large-size, medium-size, 

and  small-size  companies.  These  variables  were  outcomes  of  the  learning 

organization,  productivity  of  the  learning organization,  innovation  of  the  learning 

organization, and quality improvement of the learning organization and are explained 

as follows: 

1)  Outcomes of the Learning Organization 

(1)  The  large-size  companies  exhibited  a  higher  degree  of  the 

learning organization than that of the small-size companies, with a value of .35 at a 

.05 significance level (p =.004). 

2)  Productivity of the Learning Organization 

(1)  The  large-size  companies  exhibited  a  higher  degree  of 

productivity of the learning organization than that of the small-size companies, with a 

value of .43 at a .05 significance level (p =.001). 

3)  Innovation of the Learning Organization 

(1)  The  large-size  companies  exhibited  a  higher  degree  of 

innovation of the  learning  organization  than  that  of  the  small-size  companies  with  a 

value of .33 at a .05 significance level (p =.013). 

4)  Quality Improvement of the Learning Organization 

(1)  The  large-size  companies  exhibited  a  higher  degree  of  quality 

improvement of the learning organization than that of the small-size companies with a 

value of .30 at a .05 significance level (p =.010). 

(2)  The medium-size companies exhibited a higher degree of quality 

improvement of the learning organization than that of the small-size companies with a 

value of .26 at a .05 significance level (p =.041). 
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Table 4.17  Mean Differences of Outcomes of the Learning Organization by Size of 

          Companies 

 

Outcomes of the 

Learning Organization 
n  

Mean Difference 

Small-size  Medium-size  Large-size

Outcomes of Learning         

    - Small-size   50 2.73     

    - Medium-size  49 2.96 .23   (p=.055)    

    - Large-size   83 3.08 .35* (p=.004)  .12 (p=.479)   

Productivity      

    - Small-size   50 2.67  - - - 

    - Medium-size  49 2.90 .23   (p=.096)  - - 

    - Large-size   83 3.10 .43* (p=.001)  .20 (p=.105)  - 

Innovation      

    - Small-size   50 2.59  - - - 

    - Medium-size  49 2.80 .21   (p=.169)  - - 

    - Large-size   83 2.92 .33* (p=.013)  .13 (p=.348)  - 

Quality      

    - Small-size   50 2.92  - - - 

    - Medium-size   49 3.18 .26* (p=.041)  - - 

    - Large-size   83 3.22 .30* (p=.010)  .04 (p=.773)  - 

 

Note:  * The mean difference was significant at the .05 level. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

X
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4.3.7  Summary of Testing Hypotheses 1–12 

Summary of Testing Hypotheses 1–3.3 is Table 4.18 as follows: 

 

Table 4.18  Summary of Testing Hypotheses 1–3.3  

 

Hypothesis Hypothesis 

Testing 

Result 

Hypothesis 1: The degree of the supportive factors for learning in the 

organization among large-size companies, medium-size companies, and 

small-size companies are different. 

Accepted 

Hypothesis 1.1: The degree of the supportive environment among large-

size companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies are 

different. 

Accepted 

Hypothesis 1.1.1: The degree of the supportive policy among large-size 

companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies are 

different. 

Accepted 

Hypothesis 1.1.2: The degree of climate and culture among large-size 

companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies are 

different. 

Rejected 

Hypothesis 1.1.3: The degree of training and education among large-

size companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies are 

different. 

Accepted 

Hypothesis 1.1.4: The degree of facilities for learning among large-size 

companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies are 

different. 

Rejected 

Hypothesis 1.2: The degree of employee characteristics among large-

size companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies are 

different. 

Rejected 

Hypothesis 1.2.1: The degree of employee’s attitude among large-size 

companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies are 

different. 

Rejected 

Hypothesis 1.2.2: The degree of employee’s determination among large-

size companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies are 

different. 

Rejected 

Hypothesis 1.2.3: The degree of employee’s competency among large-

size companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies are 

different. 

Rejected 

Hypothesis 1.3: The degree of supportive leadership among large-size 

companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies are 

different. 

Accepted 
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Table 4.18  (Continued) 

Hypothesis 
Hypothesis 

Testing 

Result 

Hypothesis 1.3.1: The degree of leadership’s facilitator role for learning 

in organization among large-size companies, medium-size companies, and 

small-size companies are different. 

Rejected 

Hypothesis 1.3.2: The degree of leadership’s mentor role for learning in 

the organization among large-size companies, medium-size companies, 

and small-size companies are different. 

Accepted

Hypothesis 1.3.3: The degree of leadership’s motivator role for learning 

in the organization among large-size companies, medium-size companies, 

and small-size companies are different. 

Accepted

Hypothesis 1.3.4: The degree of leadership’s role model for learning in 

the organization among large-size companies, medium-size companies, 

and small-size companies are different. 

Accepted

Hypothesis 2: The degree of the learning process among large-size 

companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies are 

different. 

Accepted

Hypothesis 2.1: The degree of gathering knowledge of large-size 

companies is higher than in small-size companies. 

Accepted

Hypothesis 2.2: The degree of sharing the learning of large-size 

companies is higher than in medium-size companies. 

Accepted

Hypothesis 2.3: The degree of applying the learning of medium-size 

companies is higher than in small-size companies. 

Accepted

Hypothesis 3: The degree of the outcomes of the learning organization 

among large-size companies, medium-size companies, and small-size 

companies are different. 

Accepted

Hypothesis 3.1: The degree of the productivity of learning organization of 

large-size companies is higher than in small-size companies. 

Accepted

Hypothesis 3.2: The degree of innovation of the learning organization of 

large-size companies is higher than in medium-size companies. 

Accepted

Hypothesis 3.3: The degree of quality improvement of the learning 

organization of medium-size companies is higher than in small-size 

companies. 

Accepted

 

  The results of the mean differences of variables by size of companies, as shown 

in Table 4.19, are explained as follows:   
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1)  Supportive  Factors  for  Learning in  the  Organization:  The  degree  of 

supportive  factors  for  learning  in  the  organization  of  large-size  companies  (2.94)  was 

.26  than  the  small-size  companies  (2.87)  at a  .05  significance  level.  Moreover,  the 

degree of supportive factors for learning in the organization of medium-size companies 

(2.94)  was  .26  than  the  small-size  companies (2.87)  at  a  .05  significance  level.  When 

focusing on the sub-categories of supportive factors for learning in the organization, it 

was  found  that  only  the  degree  of  supportive  environment  and  supportive  leadership 

among  large-size,  medium-size,  and  small-size  companies  were  different,  and  is 

explained as follows: 

(1)  Supportive Environment: The degree of supportive environment 

for learning in the organization of large-size companies (2.97) was .28 higher than the 

small-size  companies  (2.69)  at  a  .05  significance  level.  When  focusing  on  the  sub-

categories  of  supportive  environment,  it  was found  that  only  the degree  of  supportive 

policy  and  training  and  education  among  large-size,  medium-size,  and  small-size 

companies, was different and is explained as follows: 

(1.1)  Supportive  Policy:  The  degree  for  supportive  policy  for 

learning in the organization of large-size companies (3.18) was .29 higher than that of 

the small-size companies (2.89) at a .05 significance level.  

(1.2)  Training  and  Education:  The  degree  of  training  and 

education for learning in the organization of large-size companies (2.85) was .33 than 

the  small-size  companies  (2.52)  at  a  .05  significance  level.  Moreover,  the  degree  of 

training and education for learning in the organization of medium-size companies (2.79) 

was .27 than the small-size companies (2.52) at a .05 significance level. 

(2)  Supportive  Leadership:  The  degree  of  supportive  leadership  for 

learning in the organization of large-size companies (2.96) was .29 than the small-size 

companies  (2.67)  at  a  .05  significance  level.  Moreover,  the  degree  of  supportive 

leadership  for  learning  in  the  organization  of  medium-size  companies  (3.30)  was  .36 

than the small-size companies (2.67) at a .05 significance level. When focusing on the 

sub-categories of supportive leadership, it was found that only the degree of the mentor 

role, the motivator role, and the role model among large-size, medium-size, and small-

size companies were different and are explained as follows: 

(2.1)  Mentor  Role:  The  degree  of  the  leader’s  mentor  role  for 

learning  in  organization  of  large-size  companies  (2.86)  was  .29  than  the  small-size 
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companies  (2.57)  at  a  .05  significance  level. Moreover,  the  degree  of  the  leader’s 

mentor role for learning in the organization of medium-size companies (3.02) was .45 

than the small-size companies (2.57) at a .05 significance level. 

(2.2)  Motivator  Role:  The  degree  of  the  leader’s  motivator  role 

for learning in the organization of large-size companies (3.00) was .32 than the small-

size companies (2.68) at a .05 significance level. Moreover, the degree of the leader’s 

motivator  role  for  learning  in  the  organization  of  medium-size  companies  (2.99)  was 

.30 than the small-size companies (2.68) at a .05 significance level. 

(2.3)  Role  Model:  The  degree  of  the  leader’s  role  model  for 

learning in the organization of large-size companies (3.01) was .31 than the small-size 

companies (2.70) at a .05 significance level. Moreover, the degree of the leader’s role 

model for learning in the organization of medium-size companies (3.11) was .41 higher 

than the small-size companies (2.70) at a .05 significance level. 

2)  Learning  Process:  The  degree  of the  learning  process  of  large-size 

companies  (2.85)  was  .30  than  the  small-size  companies  (2.55)  at  a  .05  significance 

level.  Moreover,  the  degree  of  the  learning  process  of  medium-size  companies  (2.93) 

was .38 than the small-size companies (2.55) at a .05 significance level. When focusing 

on  the  sub-categories  of  the  learning  process,  it  was  found  that  the  degree  of  all  sub-

categories  of  the  learning  process  among  large-size,  medium-size,  and  small-size 

companies were different and are explained as follows: 

(1)  Gathering  Knowledge:  The  degree  of  gathering  knowledge  of 

large-size  companies  (2.75)  was  .31  than  the  small-size  companies  (2.43)  at  a  .05 

significance level. Moreover, the degree gathering knowledge of medium-size companies 

(2.71) was .28 than the small-size companies (2.43) at a .05 significance level. 

(2)  Sharing the Learning: The degree of sharing the learning of large-

size companies (2.82) was .32 than the small-size companies (2.50) at a .05 significance 

level. Moreover, the degree of sharing the learning of medium-size companies (2.85) was 

.35 than the small-size companies (2.50) at a .05 significance level. 

(3)  Applying  the  Learning:  The  degree  of  applying  the  learning  of 

large-size  companies  (2.96)  was  .29  than  the  small-size  companies  (2.67)  at  a  .05 

significance  level.  Moreover,  the  degree  of  applying  the  learning  of  medium-size 

companies (3.15) was .48 than the small-size companies (2.67) at a .05 significance level. 
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3)  Outcomes of the Learning Organization: The degree of the outcomes 

of the learning organization of large-size companies (3.08) was .35 than the small-size 

companies (2.73) at a .05 significance level. When focusing on the sub-categories of the 

outcomes of the learning organization, it was found that the degree of all sub-categories 

of outcomes of the learning organization among large-size, medium-size, and small-size 

companies were different and are explained as follows: 

(1)  Productivity:  The  degree  of the  productivity  of  the  learning 

organization  of  large-size  companies  (3.10)  was  .43  than  the  small-size  companies 

(2.67) at a .05 significance level.  

(2)  Innovation:  The  degree  of  innovation  of  the  learning 

organization  of  large-size  companies  (2.92)  was  .33  than  the  small-size  companies 

(2.59) at a .05 significance level. 

(3)  Quality:  The  degree  of  the  quality  improvement  of  the  learning 

organization  of  large-size  companies  (3.22)  was  .30  than  the  small-size  companies 

(2.92)  at  a  .05  significance  level.  Moreover,  the  quality  improvement  of  the  learning 

organization of medium-size companies (3.18) was .26 than  the small-size companies 

(2.92) at a .05 significance level. 

 

Table 4.19  Summary of Mean Differences of Variables by Size of Companies 

 

Variables 
Overall 

Size of Companies 

Mean Difference  

(L)–(M) ( L)–(S) (M)–(S) 

Large  Medium  Small 

  (L)          (M)           (S) 

     

1. Supportive Factors 2.87  2.94  2.94  2.68  .00   .26*    .26* 

1.1. Supportive Environment 2.69  2.97  2.87  2.69  .10   .28*  .18 

    a) Supportive Policy  3.08  3.18  3.11  2.89  .07   .29*  .22 

    b) Climate and Culture   2.95  3.02  2.89  2.90  .13  .12  -.01 

    c) Training and Education  2.74  2.85  2.79  2.52  .06    .33*    .27* 

    d) Facilities for Learning  2.78  2.93  2.67  2.63  .26  .30  .04 

1.2 Employee Characteristics 2.84  2.88  2.92  2.69  -.04  .19  .23 

     a) Attitude 2.86  2.93  2.88  2.71  .05  .22  .17 

X X X X
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Table 4.19  (Continued) 

 
        

Variables 
Overall 

Size of Companies 

Mean Difference  

(L)–(M) ( L)–(S) (M)–(S) 

Large  Medium  Small 

  (L)          (M)           (S) 

     

     b) Determination 2.91  3.06  2.77  2.86  .29  .20  -.09 

     c) Competency 2.80  2.83  2.91  2.64  -.08  .19  .27 

1.3 Supportive Leadership 2.90  2.96  3.03  2.67  -.07    .29*    .36* 

     a) Facilitator Role  2.82  2.87  2.91  2.65  -.04  .22  .26 

     b) Mentor Role 2.82  2.86  3.02  2.57  -.16   .29*    .45* 

     c) Motivator Role  2.91  3.00  2.99  2.68  .01   .32*    .31* 

     d) Role Model 2.95  3.01  3.11  2.70  -.10   .31*    .41* 

2. Learning Process 2.80  2.85  2.93  2.55  -.08   .30*    .38* 

     a) Gathering Knowledge  2.65  2.75  2.71  2.43  .04  .32*    .28* 

     b) Sharing the Learning  2.74  2.82  2.85  2.50  -.03  .32*    .35* 

    c) Applying the Learning  2.93  2.96  3.15  2.67  -.19  .29*   .48* 

3. Outcomes of Learning 2.95  3.08  2.96  2.73  .12  .35*  .23 

     a) Productivity 2.93  3.10  2.90  2.67  .20  .43*  .23 

     b) Innovation 2.80  2.92  2.80  2.59  .12  .33*  .21 

     c) Quality 3.13  3.22  3.18  2.92  .04  .30*   .26* 

 

Note:  * Significant at the .05 level. 

 

4.3.8  Comparison of the Descriptive Results of Companies with  

                       Differences in Quality-Certification Status 

  To answer question 3, which asked: “Are there any differences in the degrees 

of supportive factors for learning in the organization in the Thai electronics industry, 

in  the  learning  process,  and  in  the  outcomes  of  the  learning  organization  between 

companies  of  different  quality-certification status?  What  are  they?,”  the  researcher 

tested hypothesis 4–6.3 as follows: 

   Hypothesis 4 states that “The degree of supportive factors for learning 

in the organization of the companies with quality certification is higher than those of 

X X X X
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the  companies  without  quality  certification,” and  the  researcher  created  the  testing 

hypotheses as follows: 

   H0:  The  degree  of  supportive  factors  for  learning  in 

organization of the companies with quality certification is not higher than those of the 

companies without quality certification. 

   H1:  The  degree  of  supportive  factors  for  learning  in  the 

organization  of  the  companies  with  quality  certification  is  higher  than  those  of  the 

companies without quality certification.  

   Hypothesis 4.1 states that “The degree of the supportive environment 

of  the  companies  with  quality  certification is  higher  than  those  of  the  companies 

without  quality  certification,”  and the  researcher  created  the  testing  hypotheses  as 

follows: 

   H0: The degree of the supportive environment of the companies 

with  quality  certification  is  not  higher  than  those  of  the  companies  without  quality 

certification. 

   H1: The degree of the supportive environment of the companies 

with  quality  certification  is  higher  than those  of  the  companies  without  quality 

certification.  

    Hypothesis 4.1.1 states that “The degree of the supportive policy of the 

companies  with  quality  certification  is  higher  than  the  companies  without  quality 

certification,” and the researcher created the testing hypotheses as follows:    

   H0: The degree of the supportive policy of the companies with 

quality certification is not higher than the companies without quality certification. 

   H1: The degree of the supportive policy of the companies with 

quality certification is higher than the companies without quality certification.  

  Hypothesis 4.1.2 states that “The degree of climate and culture of the 

companies  with  quality  certification  is  higher  than  the  companies  without  quality 

certification,” and the researcher created the testing hypotheses as follows:  

   H0:  The  degree  of  climate  and  culture  of  the  companies  with 

quality certification is not higher than the companies without quality certification. 

   H1:  The  degree  of  climate  and  culture  of  the  companies  with 

quality certification is higher than the companies without quality certification.  
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  Hypothesis 4.1.3 states that “The degree of training and education for 

learning in organization of the companies with quality certification is higher than the 

companies  without  quality  certification,”  and,  the  researcher  created  the  testing 

hypotheses as follows:     

   H0: The degree of the training and education of the companies 

with  quality  certification  is  not  higher  than  the  companies  without  quality 

certification. 

   H1: The degree of the training and education of the companies 

with quality certification is higher than the companies without quality certification. 

  Hypothesis 4.1.4 states that “The degree of the facilities for learning of 

the companies with quality certification is higher than the companies without quality 

certification,” and the researcher created the testing hypotheses as follows:  

   H0: The degree of facilities for the learning in organization of 

the  companies  with  quality  certification  is  not  higher  than  the  companies  without 

quality certification. 

   H1: The degree of facilities for the learning in organization of 

the companies with quality certification is higher than the companies without quality 

certification.  

  Table 4.20 shows the results of the t-test for supportive factors for learning in 

the organization and its sub-categories and are explained as follows: 

1)  Supportive Factors for Learning in the Organization: The p-value of 

the F statistics was .937, which was higher than .05, and the p-value of the t statistics 

with equal variances assumed was .220, which was higher than .05; thus hypothesis 

H0  was  accepted  and  hypothesis  H1  was  rejected.  This  means  that  the  degree  of 

supportive  factors  for  learning  in  the  organization  of  the  companies  with  quality 

certification was not higher than the companies without quality certification at a .05 

significance level. When focusing on the sub-categories of the supportive factors for 

learning in the organization, it was found that: 

(1)  Supportive  Environment:  The  p-value  of  the  F  statistics  was 

.610,  which  was  higher  than  .05,  and  the  p-value  of  the  t  statistics  with  equal 

variances  assumed  was  .114,  which  was higher  than  .05;  thus  hypothesis  H0  was 

accepted  and  hypothesis  H1  was  rejected.  This  means  that  the  degree  of  supportive 
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policy for learning in the organization of the companies with quality certification was 

not higher than the companies without quality certification at a .05 significance level.  

(1.1)  Supportive  Policy:  The  p-value  of  the  F  statistics  was 

.293,  which  was  higher  than  .05,  and  the  p-value  of  the  t  statistics  with  equal 

variances assumed was .040, which was less than .05; thus hypothesis H0 was rejected 

and hypothesis H1 was accepted. This means that the degree of the supportive policy 

for learning in the organization of the companies with quality certification was than 

the companies without quality certification, with a value of .22 at a .05 significance 

level. 

(1.2)  Climate and Culture: The p-value of the F statistics was 

.958,  which  was  higher  than  .05,  and  the  p-value  of  the  t  statistics  with  equal 

variances  assumed  was  .489,  which  was higher  than  .05;  thus  hypothesis  H0  was 

accepted and hypothesis H1 was rejected. This means that the degree of climate and 

culture for learning in the organization of the companies with quality certification was 

not higher than the companies without quality certification at a .05 significance level. 

(1.3)  Training  and  Education:  The  p-value  of  the  F  statistics 

was  .507,  which  was  higher  than  .05,  and  the  p-value  of  the  t  statistics  with  equal 

variances  assumed  was  .058,  which  was higher  than  .05;  thus  hypothesis  H0  was 

accepted and hypothesis H1 was rejected. This means that the degree of training and 

education for learning in the organization of the companies with quality certification 

was not higher than the companies without quality certification at a .05 significance 

level. 

(1.4)  Facilities for Learning: The p-value of the F statistics was 

.570,  which  was  higher  than  .05,  and  the  p-value  of  the  t  statistics  with  equal 

variances  assumed  was  .499,  which  was higher  than  .05;  thus  hypothesis  H0  was 

accepted and hypothesis H1 was rejected. This means that the degree of facilities for 

learning in the organization of the companies with quality certification was not higher 

than the companies without quality certification at a .05 significance level. 
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Table 4.20  t-test of Supportive Factors for Learning in the Organization by Quality 

          Certification 

 

Independent Samples Test 

                      Equality of Variances t-test for Equality of Means 

F  Sig.  t  df 
Sig.  

(2-tailed) 

Mean  

Diff. 

Std. Error 

Difference 

Supportive Factors        

     - Equal variances 

       assumed 

.006  .937  -1.231  180  .220  .11  .08911 

     - Equal variances  

       not assumed 

    -1.187  77.750  .239  .11  .09240 

Supportive Environment        

     - Equal variances 

       assumed 

.262  .610  -1.590  180  .114  .14  .08903 

     - Equal variances  

       not assumed 

    -1.518  76.415  .133  .14  .09326 

Supportive Policy        

     - Equal variances 

       assumed 

1.114  .293  -2.065  180  .040  .22  .10567 

     - Equal variances  

       not assumed 

    -1.898  71.921  .062  .22  .11494 

Climate and Culture        

     - Equal variances 

       assumed 

.003  .958  .693  180  .489  -.08  .11189 

     - Equal variances  

       not assumed 

    .664  76.775  .509  -.08  .11688 

Training and Education        

     - Equal variances 

       assumed 

.443  .507  -1.910  180  .058  .20  .10597 

     - Equal variances  

       not assumed 

    -1.822  76.331  .072  .20  .11108 

Facilities for Learning        

     - Equal variances 

       assumed 

.324  .570  -.677  180  .499  .09  .13873 

     - Equal variances  

       not assumed 

    -.691  86.322  .491  .09  .13584 

 

 Hypothesis  4.2  states  that  “The  degree  of  employee  characteristics  of  the 

companies  with  quality  certification  is  higher  than  the  companies  without  quality 

certification,” and the researcher created the testing hypotheses as follows:  

  H0:  The  degree  of  employee  characteristics  of  the  companies  with 

quality certification is not higher than the companies without quality certification. 
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  H1:  The  degree  of  employee  characteristics  of  the  companies  with 

quality certification is higher than the companies without quality certification.  

   Hypothesis 4.2.1 states that “The degree of employee’s attitude in the 

companies  with  quality  certification  is  higher  than  the  companies  without  quality 

certification,” and the researcher created the testing hypotheses as follows:  

   H0:  The  degree  of  employee’s  attitude  in  the  companies  with 

quality certification is not higher than the companies without quality certification. 

   H1:  The  degree  of  the  employee’s  attitude  in  the  companies 

with quality certification is higher than the companies without quality certification. 

   Hypothesis 4.2.2 states that “The degree of the employee’s  determination 

in  the  companies  with  quality  certification  is  higher  than  that  in  the  companies 

without  quality  certification,”  and  the  researcher  created  the  testing  hypotheses  as 

follows:  

   H0: The degree of the employee’s determination in the  companies 

with  quality  certification  is  not  higher  than  that  in  the  companies  without  quality 

certification. 

   H1:  The  degree  of  the  employee’s  determination  in  the 

companies  with  quality  certification  is  higher  than  that  in  the  companies  without 

quality certification.  

   Hypothesis 4.2.3 states that “The degree of the employee’s competency in 

the companies with quality certification is higher than that in the companies without 

quality  certification,”  and,  the  researcher created  the  testing  hypotheses  as  follows:

  

   H0: The degree of the employee’s competency in the companies 

with  quality  certification  is  not  higher  than  that  in  the  companies  without  quality 

certification. 

   H1: The degree of the employee’s competency in the companies 

with  quality  certification  is  higher  than that  in  the  companies  without  quality 

certification.  

  Table 4.21 shows the results of the t-test for employee characteristics and their 

sub-categories and are explained as follows: 
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1)  Employee Characteristics: The p-value of the F statistics was .670, 

which  as  higher  than  .05,  and  the  p-value  of  the  t  statistics  with  equal  variances 

assumed was .742, which was higher than .05; thus hypothesis H0 was accepted and 

hypothesis  H1  was  rejected.  This  means  that  the  degree  of  employee  characteristics 

for  learning  in  the  organization  of  the  companies  with  quality  certification  was  not 

higher  than  the  companies  without  quality  certification  at  a  .05  significance  level. 

When focusing on the sub-categories of Employee Characteristics, it was found that: 

(1)  Employee’s Attitude: The p-value of the F statistics was .978, 

which  was  higher  than  .05,  and  the  p-value  of  the  t  statistics  with  equal  variances 

assumed was .694, which was higher than .05; thus hypothesis H0 was accepted and 

hypothesis  H1  was  rejected.  This  means  that  the  degree  of  employee  characteristics 

for  learning  in  the  organization  of  the  companies  with  quality  certification  as  not 

higher than the companies without quality certification at a .05 significance level. 

(2)  Employee’s Determination: The p-value of the F statistics was 

.704,  which  was  higher  than  .05,  and  the  p-value  of  the  t  statistics  with  equal 

variances  assumed  was  .972,  which  was higher  than  .05;  thus  hypothesis  H0  was 

accepted  and  hypothesis  H1  was  rejected.  This  means  that  the  degree  of  employee 

characteristics  for  learning  in  the  organization  of  the  companies  with  quality 

certification was not higher than the companies without quality certification at a .05 

significance level. 

(3)  Employee’s  Competency:  The  p-value  of  the  F  statistics  was 

.704,  which  was  higher  than  .05,  and  the  p-value  of  the  t  statistics  with  equal 

variances  assumed  was  .726,  which  was higher  than  .05;  thus  hypothesis  H0  was 

accepted  and  hypothesis  H1  was  rejected.  This  means  that  the  degree  of  employee 

characteristics  for  learning  in  the  organization  of  the  companies  with  quality 

certification was not higher than the companies without quality certification at a .05 

significance level.  
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Table 4.21  t-test of Employee Characteristics by Quality Certification 

 

Independent Samples Test 

                     Equality of Variances t-test for Equality of Means 

F  Sig.  t  df 
Sig.  

(2-tailed) 

Mean  

Diff. 

Std. Error 

Difference 

Employee Characteristics 

     - Equal variances 

       assumed 

.182  .670  -.330  180  .742  .03  .10594 

     - Equal variances  

       not assumed 

    -.330  82.627  .742  .03  .10615 

Attitude         

     - Equal variances 

       assumed 

.001  .978  -.393  180  .694  .04  .11342 

     - Equal variances  

       not assumed 

    -.390  81.528  .698  .04  .11449 

Determination         

     - Equal variances 

       assumed 

.144  .704  -.036  180  .972  .00  .11779 

     - Equal variances  

       not assumed 

    -.035  82.339  .972  .00  .11825 

Competency         

     - Equal variances 

       assumed 

.145  .704  -.351  180  .726  .04  .11278 

     - Equal variances  

       not assumed 

    -.355  84.500  .724  .04  .11166 

  

Hypothesis  4.3  states  that  “The  degree  of  supportive  leadership  of  the 

companies  with  quality  certification  is  higher  than  the  companies  without  quality 

certification,” and the researcher created the testing hypotheses as follows:  

  H0: The degree of supportive leadership of the companies with quality 

certification is not higher than the companies without quality certification. 

  H1: The degree of supportive leadership of the companies with quality 

certification is higher than the companies without quality certification.  

  Hypothesis 4.3.1 states that “The degree of leader’s facilitator role of 

the companies with quality certification is higher than the companies without quality 

certification,” and the researcher created the testing hypotheses as follows:  

   H0: The degree of the leader’s facilitator role of the companies 

with  quality  certification  is  not  higher  than  the  companies  without  quality 

certification. 
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   H1: The degree of the leader’s facilitator role of the companies 

with quality certification is higher than the companies without quality certification. 

  Hypothesis 4.3.2 states that “The degree of the leader’s mentor role of 

the companies with quality certification is higher than the companies without quality 

certification,” and, the researcher created the testing hypotheses as follows:  

   H0:  The  degree  of  the  leader’s  mentor  role  of  the  companies 

with  quality  certification  is  not  higher  than  the  companies  without  quality 

certification. 

   H1:  The  degree  of  the  leader’s  mentor  role  of  the  companies 

with  quality  certification  is  higher  than the  companies  without  quality  certification.

  

  Hypothesis 4.3.3 states that “The degree of the leader’s motivator role 

of  the  companies  with  quality  certification  is  higher  than  the  companies  without 

quality certification,” the researcher created the testing hypotheses as follows:  

   H0: The degree of the leader’s motivator role of the companies 

with  quality  certification  is  not  higher  than  the  companies  without  quality 

certification. 

   H1: The degree of the leader’s motivator role of the companies 

with quality certification is higher than the companies without quality certification. 

  Hypothesis 4.3.4 states that “The degree of the leader’s role model of 

the companies with quality certification is higher than the companies without quality 

certification,” and the researcher created the testing hypotheses as follows:  

   H0:  The  degree  of  the  leader’s role  model  of  the  companies 

with  quality  certification  is  not  higher  than  the  companies  without  quality 

certification. 

   H1:  The  degree  of  the  leader’s role  model  of  the  companies 

with quality certification is higher than the companies without quality certification. 

  Table 4.22 shows the results of the t-test for supportive leadership and its sub-

categories and are explained as follows: 

1)  Supportive  leadership:  The  p-value  of  the  F  statistics  was  .818, 

which  was  higher  than  .05,  and  the  p-value  of  the  t  statistics  with  equal  variances 

assumed was .168, which was higher than .05; thus hypothesis H0 was accepted and 
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hypothesis H1 was rejected. This means that the  degree  of  supportive  leadership  for 

learning in the organization of the companies with quality certification was not higher 

than  the  companies  without  quality  certification  at  a  .05  significance  level.  When 

focusing on the sub-categories of supportive leadership, it was found that: 

(1)  Leader’s  facilitator  role:  The  p-value  of  the  F  statistics  was 

.423,  which  was  higher  than  .05,  and  the  p-value  of  the  t  statistics  with  equal 

variances  assumed  was  .139,  which  was higher  than  .05;  thus  hypothesis  H0  was 

accepted and hypothesis H1 was rejected. This means that the degree of the leader’s 

facilitator  role  for  learning  in  the  organization  of  the  companies  with  quality 

certification was not higher than the companies without quality certification at a .05 

significance level. 

(2)  Leader’s  mentor  role:  The p-value  of  the  F  statistics  was  .919, 

which  was  higher  than  .05,  and  the  p-value  of  the  t  statistics  with  equal  variances 

assumed  was  .212,  which  was  higher  than  .05;  thus  hypothesis  H0  was  accepted  and 

hypothesis H1 was rejected. This means that the degree of the leader’s mentor role for 

learning in the organization of the companies with quality certification was not higher 

than the companies without quality certification at a .05 significance level. 

(3)  Leader’s  motivator  role:  The  p-value  of  the  F  statistics  was 

.546,  which  was  higher  than  .05,  and  the  p-value  of  the  t  statistics  with  equal 

variances  assumed  was  322,  which  was  higher  than  .05;  thus  hypothesis  H0  was 

accepted and hypothesis H1 was rejected. This means that the degree of the leader’s 

motivator  role  for  learning  in  the  organization  of  the  companies  with  quality 

certification was not higher than the companies without quality certification at a .05 

significance level. 

(4)  Leader’s  role  model:  The  p-value  of  the  F  statistics  was  .495, 

which  was  higher  than  .05,  and  the  p-value  of  the  t  statistics  with  equal  variances 

assumed  was  .160,  which  as  higher  than  .05;  thus  hypothesis  H0  was  accepted  and 

hypothesis H1  was  rejected.  This  means  that  the  degree  of  the  leader’s  role  model  for 

learning in the organization of the companies with quality certification was not higher 

than the companies without quality certification at a .05 significance level. 
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Table 4.22  t-test of Supportive Leadership by Quality Certification 

 

Independent Samples Test 

Equality of Variances t-test for Equality of Means 

F  Sig.  t  df 
Sig.  

(2-tailed) 

Mean  

Diff. 

Std. Error 

Difference 

Supportive Leadership        

     - Equal variances 

       assumed 
.053  .818  -1.384  180  .168  .14  .10187 

     - Equal variances  

       not assumed 

  -1.310  75.355  .194  .14  .10762 

Facilitator Role        

     - Equal variances 

       assumed 

.644  .423  -1.486  180  .139  .18  .11986 

     - Equal variances  

       not assumed 

    -1.431  77.484  .157  .18  .12453 

Mentor Role        

     - Equal variances 

       assumed 

.010  .919  -1.253  180  .212  .15  .12260 

     - Equal variances  

       not assumed 

    -1.262  84.053  .210  .15  .12173 

Motivator Role        

     - Equal variances 

       assumed 

.365  .546  -.992  180  .322  .11  .11353 

     - Equal variances  

       not assumed 

    -.963  78.642  .338  .11  .11694 

Role Model        

     - Equal variances 

       assumed 

.467  .495  -1.412  180  .160  .15  .10578 

     - Equal variances  

       not assumed 

    -1.318  73.627  .192  .15  .11336 

 

Hypothesis 5 states that “The degree of the learning process of the companies 

with  quality  certification  is  higher  than that  of  the  companies  without  quality 

certification,” and the researcher created the testing hypotheses as follows:  

  H0: The degree of the learning process of the companies with quality 

certification is not higher than that of the companies without quality certification. 

  H1: The degree of the learning process of the companies with quality 

certification is higher than that of the companies without quality certification.  

  Hypothesis 5.1 states that “The degree of gathering knowledge of the 

companies  with  quality  certification  is  higher  than  that  of  the  companies  without 

quality certification,”, the researcher created the testing hypotheses as follows:  
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   H0: The degree of gathering knowledge of the companies with 

quality  certification  is  not  higher  than that  of  the  companies  without  quality 

certification. 

   H1: The degree of gathering knowledge of the companies with 

quality certification is higher than that of the companies without quality certification. 

  Hypothesis  5.2  states  that  “The  degree  of  sharing  the  learning  of  the 

companies  with  quality  certification  is  higher  than  that  of  the  companies  without 

quality certification,” and the researcher created the testing hypotheses as follows:  

   H0:  The  degree  of  sharing  the  learning  of  the  companies  with 

quality  certification  is  not  higher  than that  of  the  companies  without  quality 

certification. 

   H1:  The  degree  of  sharing  the  learning  of  the  companies  with 

quality certification is higher than that of the companies without quality certification. 

  Hypothesis 5.3 states that “The degree of applying the learning of the 

companies  with  quality  certification  is  higher  than  that  of  the  companies  without 

quality certification,”, the researcher created the testing hypotheses as follows:  

   H0: The degree of applying the learning of the companies with 

quality  certification  is  not  higher  than that  of  the  companies  without  quality 

certification. 

   H1: The degree of applying the learning of the companies with 

quality certification is higher than that of the companies without quality certification. 

  Table 4.23 shows the results for the t-test of the learning process and its sub-

categories and are explained as follows: 

1)  Learning Process: The p-value of the F statistics was .866, which as 

higher  than  .05,  and  the  p-value  of  the  t  statistics  with  equal  variances  assumed  as 

.025, which as lower than .05; thus hypothesis H0 as rejected and hypothesis H1 was 

accepted.  This  means  that  the  degree  of  the learning  process  of  the  companies  with 

quality certification is higher than that of the companies without quality certification, 

with a value of .23 at a .05 significance level. When focusing on the sub-categories of 

the learning process, it was found that:  

(1)  Gathering  Knowledge:  The  p-value  of  F  statistics  was  .777, 

which  was  higher  than  .05,  and  the  p-value  of  the  t  statistics  with  equal  variances 
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assumed  was  .033,  which  as  lower  than  .05;  thus  hypothesis  H0  was  rejected  and 

hypothesis  H1  was  accepted.  This  means  that  the degree  of  gathering  knowledge  of 

the  companies  with  quality  certification  was  higher  than  the  companies  without 

quality certification, with a value of .24 at a .05 significance level. 

(2)  Sharing the Learning: The p-value of the F statistics was .781, 

which  is  higher  than  .05,  and  the  p-value  of  the  t  statistics  with  equal  variances 

assumed  was  .038,  which  was  lower  than  .05;  thus  hypothesis  H0  was  rejected  and 

hypothesis H1 was accepted. This means that the degree of sharing the learning of the 

companies  with  quality  certification  was  higher  than  that  of  the  companies  without 

quality certification, with a value of .24 at a .05 significance level. 

(3)  Applying  the  Learning  :  The p-value  of  the  F  statistics  was 

.291, which as higher than .05, and the p-value of the t statistics with equal variances 

assumed  was  .065,  which  as  higher  than  .05;  thus  hypothesis  H0  was  accepted  and 

hypothesis H1 was rejected. This means that the degree of applying the learning of the 

companies  with  quality  certification  was  not  higher  than  that  of  the  companies 

without quality certification at a .05 significance level. 

 

Table 4.23  t-test of Learning Process by Quality Certification 

 

Independent Samples Test 

Equality of Variances t-test for Equality of Means 

F  Sig.  t  df 
Sig.  

(2-tailed) 

Mean  

Diff. 

Std. Error 

Difference 

Learning Process         

     - Equal variances 

       assumed 

.029  .866  -2.266  180  .025  .23  .10111 

     - Equal variances  

       not assumed 

    -2.218  79.725  .029  .23  .10334 

Gathering Knowledge               

     - Equal variances 

       assumed 

.080  .777  -2.153  180  .033  .24  .11343 

     - Equal variances  

       not assumed 

    -2.155  83.119  .034  .24  .11330 

     - Equal variances 

       assumed 

.077  .781  -2.091  180  .038  .24  .11527 

     - Equal variances  

       not assumed 

    -2.098  83.527  .039  .24  .11484 
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Table 4.23  (Continued) 

 

Independent Samples Test 

Equality of Variances t-test for Equality of Means 

F  Sig.  t  df 
Sig.  

(2-tailed) 

Mean  

Diff. 

Std. Error 

Difference 

Apply the Learning         

     - Equal variances 

       assumed 

1.122  .291  -1.857  180  .065  .21  .11258 

     - Equal variances  

       not assumed 

    -1.806  78.930  .075  .21  .11572 

  

Hypothesis 6 states that “The degree of outcomes of the learning organization 

of  the  companies  with  quality  certification is  higher  than  that  of  the  companies 

without  quality  certification,”  and  the  researcher  created  the  testing  hypotheses  as 

follows:  

  H0:  The  degree  of  outcomes  of  the  learning  organization  of  the 

companies with quality certification is not higher than that of the companies without 

quality certification. 

  H1:  The  degree  of  the  outcomes  of the  learning  organization  of  the 

companies  with  quality  certification  is  higher  than  that  of  the  companies  without 

quality certification.  

   Hypothesis 6.1 states that “The degree of productivity of the learning 

organization  of  the  companies  with  quality  certification  is  higher  than  that  of  the 

companies  without  quality  certification,”  and  the  researcher  created  the  testing 

hypotheses as follows: 

   H0: The degree of the productivity of the learning organization 

of  the  companies  with  quality  certification  is  not  higher  than  that  of  the  companies 

without quality certification. 

   H1: The degree of the productivity of the learning organization 

of  the  companies  with  quality  certification is  higher  than  that  of  the  companies 

without quality certification.  

  Hypothesis  6.2  states  that  “The  degree  of  innovation  of  the  learning 

organization  of  the  companies  with  quality  certification  is  higher  than  that  of  the 

companies  without  quality  certification,”  and  the  researcher  created  the  testing 

hypotheses as follows: 
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   H0: The degree of innovation of the learning organization of the 

companies with quality certification is not higher than that of the companies without 

quality certification. 

   H1: The degree of innovation of the learning organization of the 

companies  with  quality  certification  is  higher  than  that  of  the  companies  without 

quality certification.  

  Hypothesis 6.3 states that “The degree of quality improvement of the 

learning organization of the companies with quality certification is higher than that of 

the  companies  without  quality  certification,” and  the  researcher  created  the  testing 

hypotheses as follows: 

   H0:  The  degree  of  quality  improvement  of  the  learning  in 

organization  organization  of  the  companies  with  quality  certification  is  not  higher 

than that of  the companies without quality certification. 

   H1:  The  degree  of  quality  improvement  of  the  learning 

organization  of  the  companies  with  quality  certification  is  higher  than  that  of  the 

companies without quality certification.  

  Table  4.24  shows  the  results  of  the  t-test  for  the  outcomes  of  the  learning 

organization and its sub-categories, which are explained as follows:  

1)  Outcomes  of  the  Learning  Organization:  The  p-value  of  the  F 

statistics was .732, which was higher than .05, and the p-value of the t statistics with 

equal variances assumed was .002, which was less than .05; thus hypothesis H0 was 

rejected and hypothesis H1 was accepted. This means that the degree of outcomes of 

the  learning  organization  of  the  companies  with  quality  certification  is  higher  than 

that  of  the  companies  without  quality  certification,  with  a  value  of  .32  at  a  .05 

significance level. When focusing on the sub-categories of outcomes of the learning 

organization, it was found that: 

(1)  Productivity:  The  p-value  of  the  F  statistics  was  .276,  which 

was higher than .05, and the p-value of the t statistics with equal variances assumed 

was .008, which was less than .05; thus hypothesis H0 was rejected and hypothesis H1 

was accepted. This means that the degree of productivity of the learning organization 

of  the  companies  with  quality  certification  was  higher  than  the  companies  without 

quality certification, with a value of .31 at a .05 significance level. 
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(2)  Innovation: The p-value of the F statistics was .395, which was 

higher than .05, and the p-value of the t statistics with equal variances assumed was 

.008, which was less than .05; thus hypothesis H0 was rejected and hypothesis H1 was 

accepted. This means that the degree of innovation of the learning organization of the 

companies  with  quality  certification  was  higher  than  that  of  the  companies  without 

quality certification, with a value of .33 at a .05 significance level. 

(3)  Quality:  The  p-value  of  the  F  statistics  was  .465,  which  was 

higher than .05, and the p-value of the t statistics with equal variances assumed was 

.002, which was less than .05; thus hypothesis H0 was rejected and hypothesis H1 was 

accepted.  This  means  that  the  degree  of  quality  improvement  of  the  learning 

organization  of  the  companies  with  quality  certification  was  higher  than  the 

companies without quality certification, with a value of .33 at a .05 significance level. 

 

Table 4.24  t-test of Outcomes of the Learning Organization 

 

Independent Samples Test 

                      Equality of Variances t-test for Equality of Means 

F  Sig.  t  df 
Sig.  

(2-tailed) 
Mean  
Diff. 

Std. Error 
Difference 

Outcomes of the 
Learning Organization     

       

     - Equal variances 
       assumed 

.118  .732  -3.215  180  .002  .32  .10047 

     - Equal variances  
       not assumed    

-3.272  85.715  .002  .32  .09874 

Productivity          
     - Equal variances 
       assumed 

1.193  .276  -2.688  180  .008  .31  .11516 

     - Equal variances  
       not assumed    

-2.755  86.954  .007  .31  .11234 

Innovation          
     - Equal variances 
       assumed 

.728  .395  -2.676  180  .008  .33  .12417 

     - Equal variances  
       not assumed    

-2.642  81.060  .010  .33  .12573 

Quality          
     - Equal variances 
       assumed 

.536  .465  -3.080  180  .002  .33  .10625 

     - Equal variances  
       not assumed    

-3.114  84.660  .003  .33  .10509 
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A summary of the testing of hypotheses 4–6.3 is shown in Table 4.25.  

 

Table 4.25  Summary of the Testing of Hypotheses 4–6.3 

 

Hypothesis 

Hypothesis 

Testing 

Result 

Hypothesis 4: The degree of the supportive factors for learning in the 

organization of the companies with quality certification is higher than 

that of the companies without quality certification. 

Rejected 

Hypothesis 4.1: The degree of the supportive environment of the 
companies with quality certification is higher than that of the companies 
without quality certification. 

 

Hypothesis 4.1.1: The degree of supportive policy of the companies 
with quality certification is higher than that of the companies without 
quality certification. 

 

Hypothesis 4.1.2: The degree of the Climate and Culture of the 

companies with quality certification is higher than that of the companies 

without quality certification. 

Rejected 

Hypothesis 4.1.3: The degree of training and education of large-size 

companies, medium-size companies, and small-size companies are 

different. 

Rejected 

Hypothesis 4.1.4: The degree of facilities for learning of the companies 

with quality certification is higher than that of companies without 

quality certification. 

Rejected 

Hypothesis 4.2: The degree of the employee characteristics of the 

companies with quality certification is higher than that of companies 

without quality certification. 

Rejected 

Hypothesis 4.2.1: The degree of the Employee’s Attitude of the 

companies with quality certification is higher than that of companies 

without quality certification. 

Rejected 

Hypothesis 4.2.2: The degree of the Employee’s Determination in the 

companies with quality certification is higher than the in companies 

without quality certification. 

Rejected 

Hypothesis 4.2.3: The degree of the Employee’s Competency in 

companies with quality certification is higher than that in companies 

without quality certification. 

Rejected 

Hypothesis 4.3: The degree of the supportive leadership of the companies 

with quality certification is higher than that of companies without quality 

certification. 

Rejected 
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Table 4.25  (Continued) 

 

 

Hypothesis 

Hypothesis 

Testing 

Result 

Hypothesis 4.3.1: The degree of the Leader’s facilitator Role of the 

companies with quality certification is higher than that of companies 

without quality certification. 

Rejected 

Hypothesis 4.3.2: The degree of the Leader’s Mentor Role of the companies 

with quality certification is higher than that of companies without quality 

certification. 

Rejected 

Hypothesis 4.3.3: The degree of the Leader’s motivator role of the 

companies with quality certification is higher than that of companies 

without quality certification. 

Rejected 

Hypothesis 4.3.4: The degree of the Leader’s role model of the companies 

with quality certification is higher than that of companies without quality 

certification. 

Rejected 

Hypothesis 5: The degree of the learning process of the companies with 

quality certification is higher than that of companies without quality 

certification. 

Accepted 

Hypothesis 5.1: The degree of gathering knowledge of the companies 

with quality certification is higher than that of companies without quality 

certification. 

Accepted 

Hypothesis 5.2: The degree of sharing the learning of the companies with 

quality certification is higher than that of companies without quality 

certification. 

Accepted 

Hypothesis 5.3: The degree of applying the learning of the companies 

with quality certification is higher than that of companies without quality 

certification. 

Rejected 

Hypothesis 6: The degree of the outcomes of the learning organization of 

the companies with quality certification is higher than that of companies 

without quality certification. 

Accepted 

Hypothesis 6.1: The degree of the productivity of the learning 

organization of the companies with quality certification is higher than that 

of companies without quality certification. 

Accepted 

Hypothesis 6.2: The degree of the innovation of the learning organization 

of  the  companies  with  quality  certification  is  higher  than  that  of 

companies without quality certification. 

Accepted 

Hypothesis 6.3: The degree of quality improvement of the learning 

organization of the companies with quality certification is higher than that 

of companies without quality certification. 

Accepted 
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  The  results  of  the  mean  differences in  the  variables  according  to  quality 

certification, as shown in Table 4.26, are explained as follows: 

1)  Supportive  Policy:  The  degree of  supportive  policy  for  learning  in 

the organization of the companies with quality certification (3.14) was .22 higher than 

in the companies that had no quality certification (2.92) at a .05 significance level.  

2)  Learning  Process:  The  degree  of  the  learning  process  of  the 

companies  with  quality  certification  (2.85)  was  .23  higher  than  in  the  companies  that 

had no quality certification (2.62) at a .05 significance level. 

(1)  Gathering  Knowledge:  The  degree  of  gathering  knowledge  of 

the  companies  with  quality  certification  (2.72)  was  .24  higher  than  in  the  companies 

that had no quality certification (2.47) at a .05 significance level. 

(2)  Sharing the Learning: The degree of sharing the learning of the 

companies  with  quality  certification  (2.80)  was  .24  higher  than  the  in  companies  that 

had no quality certification (2.56) at a .05 significance level. 

3)  Outcomes of the Learning Organization: The degree of the outcomes 

of the learning organization of the companies with quality certification (3.03) was .23 

higher  than  that  of  the  companies  that  had  no  quality  certification  (2.71)  at  a  .05 

significance level. 

(1)  Productivity:  The  degree  of  productivity  of  the  learning 

organization of the companies with quality certification (3.01) was .31 higher than that 

of the companies that had no quality certification (2.70) at a .05 significance level. 

(2)  Innovation:  The  degree  of  innovation  of  the  learning 

organization of the companies with quality certification (2.88) was .33 higher than that 

of the companies that had no quality certification (2.55) at a .05 significance level. 

(3)  Quality:  The  degree  of  quality  improvement  of  the  learning 

organization of the companies with quality certification (3.21) was .33 higher than that 

of the companies that had no quality certification (2.89) at a .05 significance level. 
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Table 4.26 Summary of the Mean Differences of Variables by Quality Certification 

 

Constructs and  

Sub-constructs  

Overall 

Quality Certification 

With  

Quality 

Certification 

(W) 

Without 

Quality 

Certification 

(WO) 

Mean 

Difference 

(W)–(WO) 

 
1. Supportive Factors 2.87  2.90  2.79  .11 

1.1. Supportive Environment 2.87  2.91  2.76  .14 

    a) Supportive Policy 3.08  3.14  2.92   .22* 

    b) Climate and Culture   2.95  2.93  3.01  -.08 

    c) Training and Education  2.74  2.79  2.59  .20 

    d) Facilities for Learning  2.78  2.80  2.71  .09 

1.2 Employee Characteristics 2.84  2.85  2.81  .03 

     a) Attitude 2.86  2.87  2.82  .04 

     b) Determination 2.91  2.91  2.91  .00 

     c) Competency 2.80  2.81  2.77  .04 

1.3 Supportive Leadership 2.90  2.94  2.80  .14 

     a) Facilitator Role 2.82  2.87  2.69  .18 

     b) Mentor Role 2.82  2.86  2.71  .15 

     c) Motivator Role 2.91  2.94  2.83  .11 

     d) Role Model 2.95  2.99  2.84  .15 

2. Learning Process 2.80  2.85  2.62   .23* 

     a) Gathering Knowledge  2.65  2.72  2.47   .24* 

     b) Sharing the Learning  2.74  2.80  2.56   .24* 

    c) Applying the Learning   2.93  2.99  2.78  .21 

3. Outcomes of Learning 2.95  3.03  2.71   .32* 

     a) Productivity 2.93  3.01  2.70   .31* 

     b) Innovation 2.80  2.88  2.55   .33* 

     c) Quality 3.13  3.21  2.89   .33* 

 

Note:  * Significant at the .05 level. 

 

X X X
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4.4  Path Analysis  

  

To  answer  question  4,  which  asks  “What  are  the  causal  relationships  among 

the supportive factors for learning in the organization, in the learning process, and in 

the  outcomes  of  the  learning  organization  for  the  Thai  electronics  industry?,”  the 

researcher tested hypotheses 7–9, which state the following: 

  Hypothesis  7  states  that  “The  supportive factors  for  learning  in  the  organization 

positively affect the learning process.” 

  Hypothesis  8  states  that  “The  supportive factors  for  learning  in  the  organization 

positively affect the outcomes of the learning organization.” 

  Hypothesis 9 states that “The learning process positively affects the outcomes 

of the learning organization.” 

  The  causal  relationship  diagram  based  on  hypotheses  7–9  are  redrawn  as 

shown in Figure 4.1.  

 

 

 

Figure 4.1  Causal Relationship Diagram of the Study 

  

For testing the direct and indirect effects of the variables in the above causal 

relationship  diagram,  the  researcher  created  a  hypothesized  model  with  the  AMOS 

program, as shown in Figure 4.2, and tested its fitness with the empirical data.   

 

 
 

Outcomes of the 

Learning Organization 

(Outcomes) 
 

 

Learning Process 

(Learn) 

 
Supportive Factors for 

Learning in the Organization 

(SuppF) 
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Figure 4.2  Hypothesized Model for SEM Analysis 

 

  This hypothesized model consists of one exogenous latent-variable: supportive 

factors  for  learning  in  the  organization (SuppF);  one  endogenous  observe-variable:  

the  learning  process  (Learn),  and  one  endogenous  latent-variable:  outcomes  of  the 

learning organization (Outc). The latent variable SuppF was measured through three 

observed-variables;  they  are,  supportive  environment  (SuppE),  employee  characteristics 

(EmpC)  and  supportive  leadership  (SuppL),  and  the  latent  variable  Outc  was 

measured  through  three-observed-variables:  productivity  (Prod),  innovation  (Inno), 

and quality (Quali).  

  The hypothesized model consists of 11 fixed-weight parameters and 16 other 

unlabeled/free parameters (7 unlabeled-weight and 9 unlabeled-variance parameters) 

that needed to be calculated. As Bentler and Chou (1987: 78-117) proposed, a ratio of 

ten responses per free parameter is required to obtain trustworthy estimates; thus, with 

a  total  of  16  free  parameters,  the  effective  sample  size  required  to  test  the 

trustworthiness  of  the  model  would  be  160.  This  hypothesized  model  was,  thus, 

appropriate for testing the model-fitness with the 182 empirical data of this study. 

  The next part provides the analyses of the measurement model testing and the 

structural equation model analysis. 
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  4.4.1  Measurement Model Testing 

  This  part  measured  the  sample  adequacy  for  the  factor  analysis  and  the 

measurement model testing. 

4.4.1.1  Sample Adequacy for Factor Analysis 

    The  sample  adequacy  for  the  factor  analysis  was  performed  on  the 

variables supportive factors for learning in organization (SuppF) and outcomes of the 

learning organization (OutC) as follows: 

1)  Supportive factors for learning in the organization (SuppF). 

Table  4.27  shows  the  correlation  coefficient  among  the  observed  variables;  that  is, 

supportive  environment  (SuppE),  employee  characteristics  (EmpC),  and  supportive 

leadership  (SuppL),  which  were  between  .683  to  .735.  Variables  SuppL  and  EmpC 

had the highest coefficient, with the value of .735, while variables EmpC and SuppE 

had the lowest coefficient, with the value of .683. All of the correlation coefficients of 

all  these  variables  were  below  .80.  After analyzing  this  correlation  matrix  with 

Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity, the value of the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) was .742, 

the  Chi-Square  was  290.227,  the  degree  of  freedom  as  3,  and  the  significance  level 

was  .000.  Thus,  variables  SuppE,  EmpC,  and SuppL  were  appropriate  for  applying 

the factor analysis (Kaiser, 1974: 39, 31-36). 

 

Table 4.27  Correlation Matrix of Variables of Supportive Factors 

 

Variable SuppE EmpC  SuppL 

SuppE 1.000   

EmpC  .683** 1.000  

SuppL  .720**  .735**  1.000 

 2.87 2.84 2.90 

S.D .531 .628 .607 

KMO = .742, Chi-Square = 290.227, df = 3, Sig = .000 

 

Note:  ** Correlation is significant at the .01 level. 

 

 

X
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2)  Outcomes of the Learning Organization (OutC) 

The Correlation coefficient among the observed variables, that 

is, productivity (Prod), innovation (Inno), and quality (Quali), were between .651 to 

.659. The variables Quali and Inno had the highest coefficient value of .659, while the 

variables Inno and Prod had the lowest coefficient value of .651. All of the correlation 

coefficients of these variables were below .80. After analyzing this correlation matrix 

with  Bartlett’s  Test  of  Sphericity,  the  value  of  the  Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin  (KMO)  was 

.733, the Chi-Square was 231.696, the degree of freedom was 3, and the significance 

level  was  .000.  Thus,  variables  SuppE,  EmpC,  and  SuppL  were  appropriate  for 

applying the factor analysis (Kaiser, 1974: 39, 31-36). 

 

Table 4.28  Correlation Matrix of Variables of Outcomes of the Learning       

        Organization 

 

Variable Prod Inno Quali 

Prod 1   

Inno  .655**   

Quali  .659**  .651** 1 

 2.93 2.60 3.13 

S.D .696 .751 .646 

KMO = .733, Chi-Square = 231.696, df = 3, Sig = .000 

 

Note: ** Correlation is significant at the .01 level. 

 

4.4.1.2  Measurement Model Validity Testing 

    The measurement model from Figure 4.3 was assessed using multiple 

goodness-of-fit  indices  in  order  to  indicate  the  hypothesized  model  fit  in  the 

theoretical model. The good-fit-indices shown in Table 4.29 have a value greater than 

.90,  which  makes  the  model  marginally  accepted.  The  goodness-of-fit  measures 

showed the Chi-Square as 12.572, with 8 degrees of freedom, making the probability 

value  for  the  Chi-square  .127,  which  was greater  than  .05.  The  Normal  Fit  Index 

(NFI) was .982 and Incremental Fit Index (IFI) was .993, while NFI and IFI greater 

than .090 were desirable. The goodness of fit index (GFI) was .978 and the Adjusted 

X
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Goodness of Fit Index (AGFI) was .942, where the good model fit was indicated by 

GFI and AGFI values close to one.  

 

 

Chi-Square = 12.572, df = 8, p = .127, RMSEA = .056  

 

Figure 4.3  Testing Reliability of the Measurement Model  

 

Table 4.29  Goodness of Fit Statistics for Measurement Model 

 

Index 
Criteria 

Level 
Goodness of Fit Statistics 

Chi-Square p > .05  Chi-Square = 12.572, df =8, p = .127 

Goodness of Fit Index ≥  .90  GFI = .978 

Adjusted Goodness of Fit Index ≥  .90  AGFI = .942 

Normed Fit Index ≥  .90  NFI = .982 

Incremental Fit Index ≥  .90  IFI = .993 

Comparative Fit Index ≥  .90  CFI = .993 

Root Mean Square Error of Approximation ≤  .05  RMSEA = .056 

Root Mean Square Residual ≤  .05  RMR = .010 

 

Note: See Appendix E 
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    All of the indexes in this specified group were acceptable and it could 

be concluded that the measurement models fit the empirical data and could be used in 

the Structural Equation Model (SEM) analysis. 

    4.4.1.3  Structural Equation Model Testing 

    The  hypothesized  model  of  the  causal  diagram  in  Figure  4.4  was 

assessed using multiple goodness-of-fit indices in order to indicate the hypothesized 

model fit in the theoretical model. The good-fit-indices shown in Table 4.30 have a 

value greater than .90, which makes the model marginally accepted. The goodness-of-

fit measures showed a Chi-Square of 19.659, with 12 degrees of freedom, making the 

probability value for the Chi-square .074, which was greater than .05. The Normal Fit 

Index (NFI) was .979 and the Incremental Fit Index (IFI) was .992, while the NFI and 

IFI greater than .090 were desirable. The goodness of fit index (GFI) was .970 and the 

Adjusted  Goodness  of  Fit  Index  (AGFI)  was  .931,  where  the  good  model  fit  was 

indicated by GFI and AGFI values that were close to one. Thus, all of the indexes in 

this specified group were acceptable and it could be concluded that the hypothesized 

model of the causal diagram fit the empirical data. 

 

 

Chi-Square = 19.659, df = 12, p-value = .074, RMSEA = .059  

 

Figure 4.4  Hypothesized-model Fit Tested with Empirical Data 
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Table 4.30 Goodness of Fit Statistics for Structural Equation Model 

 

Index 
Criteria 

Level 
Goodness of Fit Statistics 

Chi-Square p > .05  Chi-Square = 19.659, df =12, p = .074 

Goodness of Fit Index ≥  .90  GFI = .970 

Adjusted Goodness of Fit Index ≥  .90  AGFI = .931 

Normed Fit Index ≥  .90  NFI = .979 

Incremental Fit Index ≥  .90  IFI = .992 

Comparative Fit Index ≥  .90  CFI = .992 

Root Mean Square Error of Approximation ≤  .05  RMSEA = .059 

Root Mean Square Residual ≤  .05  RMR = .009 

 

Note:  See Appendix E 

 

    The total direct and indirect effects of supportive factors for learning in 

organization  (SuppF),  the  learning  process  (Learn),  and  outcomes  of  the  learning 

organization (Outc), as shown in Table 4.31, are explained as follows: 

1)  Supportive factors for learning in the organization (SuppF) 

directly affected the learning process (Learn), with a Beta Coefficient () of .89 and 

accounted for 89% of the variances in the learning process (Learn). 

2)  Supportive factors for learning in the organization (SuppF) 

directly affected outcomes of the learning organization (Outc), with a  value of .45. 

It  also  indirectly  affected  outcomes  of the  learning  organization  (Outc)  through  the 

learning  process  (Learn),  with  a   value  of  .34.  Thus,  the  total  effect  of  supportive 

factors  for  learning  in  the  organization  (SuppF)  on  the  outcomes  of  the  learning 

organization (Learn) was .79. Both supportive factors for learning in the organization 

(SuppF)  and  the  learning  process  (Learn) accounted  for  66%  of  the  variance  in 

outcomes of the learning organization (Outc). 
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Table 4.31  Total Direct and Indirect Effects of the Variables 

 

Variables 
LearnO OutC 

DE  IE  TE  DE  IE  TE 

SuppF .89  -  .89  .45  .34  .79 

Learn -  -  -  .38  -  .38 

R2   .80      .66   

 

Note:  DE = Direct Effect, IE = Indirect Effect, TE = Total Effect, p < .05. 

           IE from SuppF to OutC is .89*.38 = .34. 

 

  Results of testing Hypothesis 7 - 9 summarized in Table 4.32 

 

Table 4.32  Summary of the Testing Hypothesis 7 – 9 

 

Hypothesis 

Hypothesis 

Testing 

Result 

Hypothesis 7: The supportive factors for learning in the organization 

positively affect the learning process. 

Accepted 

Hypothesis 8: The supportive factors for learning in the organization 

positively affect outcomes of the learning organization. 

Accepted 

Hypothesis 9: The learning process positively affects outcomes of the 

learning organization. 

Accepted 

  

4.5  Qualitative Results 

  

The purpose of this part was to find specific experiences from the persons that 

were  involved  in  the  development  of  the learning  in  the  organizations.  Structured 

interviews  were  conducted  with  six  persons:  three  of  them  were  the  managers  of 

electronics  companies  responsible  for  developing  their  employees,  managing 

knowledge, and setting up learning and creating the learning-related activities in their 
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companies; two of them were the chief executives of the consulting companies in the 

learning  organization  and  knowledge  management;  and  the  last  interviewed  person 

was  an  assessor  of  the  Thailand  Quality  Award  that  was  an  expert  in  the  learning 

organization and knowledge management. The researcher personally made appointments 

with  each  person  and  conducted  interviews  with  all  of  them.  All  of  the  participants 

were  assured  of  the  anonymity  of  these  interviews.  This  part  of  the  chapter  thus 

presents  the  related  ideas  of  the  individual  interviewees.  However,  not  every  word 

spoken  by  the  interviewees  is  presented;  only  a  representative  sample  of  what  was 

said by the interviewees is provided to verify the claims made in each of the tables. 

 

  4.5.1  The Comments of Interviewees A to F on Research Issue 1 

  “How  would  you  define  the  organizational  environment  that  supports  the 

learning in your companies?” 

  Learning policy makes employees learn and perform their tasks excellently, as 

interviewee  A  recalled:  “…under  the  happiest  environment  the  employees  will 

perform  excellent…the  leader  must create  good  environmental  support  for  the 

employees such as learning policy that allows the employee to feel free to learn and 

perform  their  tasks…”    Interviewee  B  added  that  “…policy  is  the  most  important 

factor in creating and fostering a learning organization…” Interviewee D stated that: 

“…to  become  a  successful  learning  organization…(need  to  have)…learning 

atmosphere in the organization which included learning policy, learning climate, and 

facilities  necessary  for  learning.”  Moreover, Interviewee  E  also  stated  that:  “…the 

most important factor that mobilizes a learning organization is policy...policy drives 

people  at  all  levels,  from  high  executives  to  the  front-line  operators,  in  the 

organization  to  learn.”  Moreover,  interviewee  F  stated  that:  “…the  leader  should 

provide clear vision and policy that are understandable to all employees…provide the 

learning environment/climate that is appropriate for learning” 

  The  learning  process  becomes  a  learning  culture  and  makes  individual 

employees  or  groups  learn  and  extend  their  knowledge,  as  interviewee  A  stated: 

“When  the  time  passed  by,  all  learning  process  turns  to  be  companies’  learning 

culture…because  of  the  learning  culture,  all individuals  or  groups  in  the  companies 

can extend their knowledge…”  
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  Training makes employees agile in learning and they become self-learners, as 

interviewee  A  stated:  “The  leader  tries  to  develop  (train)  their  employees  in  many 

ways to make them be vigorous, agile in learning, and can be self-learner even if the 

companies  doesn’t  provide  enough  supports  to  them.”  Interviewee  B  stated  that: 

“…the  companies  also  provide  internal  learning  such  as  ad  hoc  trainings  as  well  as 

external learning such as scholarship for studying in the universities…” Interviewee C 

also  added  that:  “..leaders  also  provide  trainings  and  specialists  to  teach  their 

employees. The companies have a training division, a learning corner for employees 

and computers with the Internet connection…” Moreover, interviewee E stated that: 

“…employees have been training in how to learn as a team because team learning is 

an essential element in a learning organization.” 

  Learning  facilities  can  support  employees  learning,  as  interviewee  B  stated 

that: “Leaders support the learning by providing learning arena, library or internet for 

their  employees  to  learn…”  Interviewee  F  also  stated  that:  “…the  leader  should 

provide  all  facilities  that  are  needed  for learning,  such  as,  meeting  room,  learning 

corner, and/or computers with internet connection.”  

  Table 4.33 shows the details of the emerged themes from research issue 1. 

 

Table 4.33  Emerged Themes from Research Issue 1 

 

Interviewee Emerged Themes 

A  1. Learning policy makes employees learn and perform excellent tasks 

(policy) 

2. The learning process becomes a learning culture and makes individual 

employees or groups learn and extend their knowledge (culture) 

 3. Training makes employees agile in learning and they become self-

learners (training) 

B  1. Policy is the most important factor for learning (policy) 

2. Learning facilities can support employee learning (facilities) 

3. Provide ad hoc trainings and scholarship for studying at the university 

(training) 
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Table 4.33  (Continued) 

 

Interviewee Emerged Themes 

C  1. Provide training and specialists to teach employees (training) 

2. Has training division, learning corner, and computers with Internet 

for developing employees (facilities) 

D  1. Supportive environment, such as learning policy, learning climate, 

and learning facilities (policy, climate, facilities) 

E  1. Policy is the most important factor for becoming a learning organization 

(policy) 

2. Train employees to learn as a team and to be trainers (training) 

F  1. Clear and understandable vision/policy to all employees (vision/policy) 

2. Good environment for learning (learning climate) 

3. Facilities such as meeting rooms, learning corners, and/or computers 

with Internet connection (facilities) 

  

 A  summary  of  the  comments  of  interviewee  A  to  F  concerning  issue  1  as 

shown in Table 4.34 is explained as follows: The first finding is that all interviewees 

viewed  a  clear  and  understandable  learning  policy  as  the  most  important  factor  that 

supports  learning  in  electronics  companies. The  second  is  that  3  of  6  interviewees 

viewed  that  training  and  education  improves  the  learning  ability  of  the  employees 

(Interviewees  A,  C,  and  E).  The  third  is that  3  of  6  interviewees  viewed  learning 

facilities  such  as  training  division,  learning  corner/library,  and  computers  with 

Internet can support employees’ learning; and the fourth is that interviewee D viewed 

that the learning climate is one of the factors that supports employees’ learning. 
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Table 4.34  Themes about Supportive Environment  

 

Supportive Environment A B  C  D  E  F  Total

1. Learning policy makes employees learn and perform 

excellently; clear vision and that is understandable to 

all employees; policy is the most important factor for 

learning; learning policy; clear policy that is 

understandable to all employees (policy) 

x  x  x  x  x  x  6 

2. Learning facilities; learning facilities can support 

employee learning; good environment with facilities 

for learning; has training division, learning corner, 

and computers with Internet for developing 

employees (learning facilities) 

  x  x  x    x  4 

3. Training makes employees agile in learning and in 

self-learning; provide ad hoc trainings and scholarship 

for studying at the university; provide training and 

specialists to teach employees; train employees to learn 

as teams and to be trainers (training and education) 

x    x    x    3 

4. Good environment for learning (learning climate)        x      1 

  

From the themes about the supportive environment, it can be concluded that a 

companies’ environment that supports learning consists of: 1) policy/vision, e.g., clear 

policy/vision that is understandable to the employees and directs them to learning or 

performing  excellently;  2)  facilities  for  learning,  such  as  learning  equipment,  computers 

with  Internet,  including  places  for  learning,  such  as  learning  corners  or  training 

centers; 3) training and education, e.g., ad hoc training, specialists, or scholarship for 

employees’ higher education; and 4) good environment for learning/learning climate. 

 

  4.5.2  The Comments of Interviewees A to F on Research Issue 2 

  “How would you define the employee characteristics that support learning in 

your companies?” 
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  Employees’  competency,  such  as  the ability  to  learn,  inquiry  and  dialog,  as 

interviewee A stated that: “…employees always upgrade their knowledge, search and 

learn new related techniques or methodologies from library, Internet, or consult with 

specialists or engineers who have experiences in the related field…”  Interviewee E 

stated  that:  “employees  know  how  to  learn  as  a  team  because  team  learning  is  an 

essential  element  in  a  learning  organization.”  Interviewee  F  also  added  that:  “…the 

employees  …express  their  opinions,  and  are  not  afraid  to  raise  questions  to  their 

leaders  or  colleagues.”  Interviewee  B  stated  that:  “the  employees  are  skillful  and 

competent to their jobs…”  

  Employees’ determination, as interviewee A stated that: “…they are eager to 

learn,  enjoy  doing  experiments,  and  want to  improve  themselves  continuously…” 

Interviewee  C  said  that:  “…employees  are flexible  in  learning  activities.”  He  also 

stated that: “They (employees) enjoy working in the companies and are engrossed in 

developing themselves.” 

  An employee with a good attitude, as interviewee B said that: “…employees 

have  good  attitude  about  their  companies,  their  leaders,  and  their  peers.  They  are 

willful  to  learn  new  challenge  tasks...”  Interviewee  C  said  that:  “…employees… 

participate in learning activities…”; Interviewee D stated that: “On the employee side, 

he stressed, they have a good attitude about the companies, managements, and their 

colleagues…”  Interviewee  F  also  added  that:  “The  employees  participate  in  all 

learning activities.”  

  Table 4.35 shows the details of the emerged themes from research issue 2. 

 

Table 4.35  Emerged Themes from Research Issue 2 

 

Interviewee Emerged Themes 

A  1. Employees have the ability to learn, inquire and dialog (competency) 

2. Employees are eager to learn, enjoy doing experiments, and improve 

themselves continuously (determination) 

B  1. Have a good attitude about their companies, leaders, and their peers 

(attitude) 

2 Willful to learn new and challenging tasks (determination) 

3. Skillful and competent in their jobs (skillful) 
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Table 4.35  (Continued) 

 

Interviewee Emerged Themes 

C  1. Participate in learning activities (attitude: socialization) 

2. Engrossed in developing themselves (determination in self-

development) 

3. Flexible in learning activities (determination) 

D  1. Have a good attitude about their companies (attitude) 

E  1. Know how to learn as a team (learning ability) 

F  1. Participate in learning activities (attitude: socialization) 

2. Not afraid to express the opinions or raise questions (inquiry/dialog) 

  

 A  summary  of  the  comments  of  interviewee  A  to  F  concerning  issue  2,  as 

shown  in  Table  4.36,  is  explained  as  follows:  The  first  finding  is  that  5  of  6 

interviewees viewed that employees’ competency, that is, the ability to learn, to learn 

as  a  team,  inquiry,  dialog,  skillful  and  competent  in  the  jobs  supports  learning 

(Interviewees A, B, C, E, and F). Second, 4 of 6 interviewees viewed that employees’ 

attitudes,  that  is,  good  attitude  about  their  companies,  leaders,  and  peers,  and 

participating  in  learning  activities,  supprts learning  (Interviewees  B,  C,  D,  and  F). 

Third, 3 of 6 interviewees viewed that employees’ determination, such as being, eager 

to learn, enjoying doing experiments and improving themselves, being willing to learn 

new  challenge  tasks,  flexible  in  learning  activities,  and  engrossed  in  developing 

themselves supports learning (Interviewee A and C). 

 

Table 4.36  Themes about Employee Characteristics 

 

Employee Characteristics A B  C  D  E  F  Total

Employees have the ability to learn, inquire, and 

dialog; skillful and competent in their jobs; know 

how to learn as a team; not afraid to express opinions 

or raise questions (competency) 

x  x  x    x  x  5 
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Table 4.36  (Continued) 

 

        

Employee Characteristics A B  C  D  E  F  Total

Employees have a good attitude about their 

companies, leaders, and their peers; have a good 

attitude about their companies; participate in learning 

activities (attitude) 

  x  x  x    x  4 

Employees are eager to learn, enjoy doing 

experiments and improving themselves continuously; 

willing to learn new challenge tasks; flexible in 

learning activities and engrossed in developing 

themselves (determination) 

x  x  x        3 

 

  From the themes about employee characteristics, it can be concluded that the 

employee  characteristics  that  support  learning  are  as  follows:  1)  employee’s 

competency in self-learning and team learning, in making inquiries and engaging in 

dialogs, and also in performing their jobs; 2) employee’s attitude, e.g., having a good 

attitude about the companies, leaders, and peers, and always participating in all of the 

companies’ learning activities; and 3) employee’s determination, e.g., eager to learn, 

flexible  in  learning  activities;  willing  to  learn  new  and  challenging  tasks,  and 

engrossed in developing themselves.  

 

  4.5.3  The Comments of Interviewees A to F on Research Issue 3 

  “How  would  you  define  the  leadership  that  supports  learning  in  your 

companies?” 

  The first theme that emerged from the interviews was that the leadership is the 

most  important  factor  for  learning  in  the organization,  as  interviewee  A  stated  that: 

“…top  leaders  are  the  most  important persons  who  can  create  learning  in  the 

companies… top leaders are the person who can control all the companies’ resources 

and  provide  vision  and  direction  to  the  followers…”  Interviewee  C  also  stated  that: 

“…. leadership is the most import factor…leaders can give the direction through the 

companies’  vision  and  policy,  and  facilitate  resources  for  supporting  the  learning 

environment in the companies…” 
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  The  leader  is  a  facilitator,  as  interviewee  A  stated  that:  “…leaders  must 

facilitate  their  employees  by  providing  necessary  resources,  budgets,  specialist,  and 

time to support their performing new assigned projects…” Interviewee B also stated 

that: “…Leaders must facilitate the learning arena, the library or the Internet for their 

employees to learn. Moreover, leaders must provide their employees with a sufficient 

budget for learning purposes. When the employees learn, they need time to reflect on 

their learning, so leaders should provide them enough time for this purpose…” 

  The leader is a mentor, as interviewee A stated that: “…they will try to teach 

their employees to correct their tasks or solve their problems…” Interviewee B also 

stated that: “…leaders always divide employees into small groups, assign them new 

works and teach them to do…” 

  The  leader  is  an  evaluator,  as  interviewee  B  stated  that:  “…leaders  evaluate 

the employees/groups results and reward them with bonus at the end of the year…” 

  The  leader  is  a  learning  initiator  and  role  model  for  their  employees,  as 

interviewee A stated that: “…they can initiate learning in the companies and motivate 

their followers to learn continuously… in the companies, leaders always participate in 

learning activities with their followers…”  

  The  leader  is  a  motivator,  as  interviewee  A  stated  that:  “…always  push 

forward their employees to learn new things by create a learning environment such as 

assigning  new  projects  with  specific  timelines  to  each  group  of  employees…” 

Interviewee  A  also  added  that:  “.by  the end  of  each  year,  the  best  performance 

employees/groups  will  be  praised  and  rewarded…”  Interviewee  B  also  stated  that: 

“…the best way to motivate learning in the organization is to setting up the internal 

group-contests … urging their employees to submit their work for external contest as 

well…”  Interviewee  F  also  stated  that  “…the  leader  must  provide  their  employees 

with the learning environment, facilitates them with all necessary factors for learning, 

and motivate them to improving their works… always pay attention and listen to their 

employees  with  opened  mind  and  always respond  to  their  employees’  requests  or 

needs. In some companies, employees are afraid to speak out or ask questions to their 

leaders…”  

  The  leader  is  a  good  learner,  fair  evaluator,  and  trustworthy  leader,  as 

interviewee  C  stated  that:  “…leader  must  act  as  a  good  learner  for  their  employees 

and participate closely in all activities with their employees… …must evaluate them 
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(employees)  fairly…  build  their  (leaders)  trust  among  their  employees  by  drawing 

together to them build their trust among their employees by drawing together to them” 

Interviewee  D  also  stated  that:  “Leaders  must  have  good  attitude,  listen  to  their 

employees, give them appropriate suggestion…” 

  The leader should have a good attitude, as interviewee D stated that: “…both 

leaders  and  employees  must  have  good  attitude  about  their  organization…  provide 

enough  facilities  for  learning  such  as  learning  materials  and  learning  corner  or 

library.” Table 4.37 shows the details of the emerged themes from research issue 3. 

 Table shows the details of the emerged themes from research issue 3. 

 

Table 4.37  Emerged Themes from Research Issue 3  

 

Interviewee Emerged Themes 

A  1. The leader is the most important factor since he or she provides 

vision and controls resources (facilitator: vision and direction provider) 

2. Leader as a learning initiator and role model for their employees 

(role model: learner) 

3. Leader as a motivator by assigning challenging work and rewarding 

the best performance employees/groups (motivator role) 

B  1. Facilitate places, time, specialists, and budgets for employees to learn 

(facilitator role) 

2. Teach individual/groups to do the work (mentor role) 

3. Evaluate results of individuals/groups’ learning and performance 

(evaluator role) 

4. Motivate employees to attend the internal and external group-

contests (motivator role) 

 

C 

1. The leader provides vision, direction, and policy (facilitator role: 

vision, direction, and policy provider) 

2. The leader facilitates resources for learning (facilitator role) 

3. The leader as a good learner (role model: learner) 

4. Fair evaluator (evaluator role) 

5. Trustworthy leader (others: trustworthy) 
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Table 4.37  (Continued) 

 

Interviewee Emerged Themes 

D  1. Leader with a good attitude, good listener (others: good attitude) 

2. Facilitate the resource necessary for learning (facilitator role) 

3. Good communicator (others: good communicator) 

4. Good motivator (motivator role) 

E  1. Frequently trains employees to learn (mentor role) 

F  1. Facilitate environment and necessary factors for learning (facilitator role) 

2. Motivate employees to improve their work (motivator role) 

3. Good listener and open-mined (others: good listener) 

 

  A  summary  of  the  comments  of  interviewee  A  to  F  concerning  issue  2  as 

shown  in  Table  4.38  is  explained  as  follows:  The  first  finding  is  that  5  of  6 

interviewees  viewed  that  the  leader  should  have  a  vision,  policy,  and  direction  that 

support  learning  in  the  companies.  Moreover,  they  also  provide  places  and  time, 

budgets,  specialists  and  other  resources  necessary  for  employees’  learning 

(Interviewees A, B, C, D, and F). Second, 4 of 6 interviewees viewed that the leader 

should  play  a  motivator  role;  reward  the  best  employees/groups  that  improve  their 

work or win performance contests (Interviewees A, B, D, and F). Third, interviewees 

B and E viewed that the leader should have a mentor role, such as teaching or training 

employees regularly and supporting learning in the organization. Fourth, interviewees 

A and C viewed the leader as a person that initiates learning and is a good learner for 

the  employees  to  support  learning  in  the companies.  For  the  rest  the  findings, 

interviewees B and C viewed that leaders with an evaluator role can support learning 

in the companies. Interviewees D and F viewed that a leader that has a good attitude 

and  always  listens  to  employees  with  an  open  mind  can  support  learning,  while 

interviewee C viewed that a trustworthy leader can support learning, and interviewee 

D  viewed  that  a  leader  with  good  communication  is  needed  for  the  employees  to 

learn. 
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Table 4.38  Themes about Supportive Leadership  

 

Supportive Leadership A B  C  D  E  F  Total

Leader that provides vision, policy, and direction; 

facilitates places, time, budgets, environment, 

specialists, and other resources for employees to learn 

(facilitator role) 

x  x  x  x    x  5 

Leader assigns challenging work and rewards the 

best-performing employees/groups; motivates 

employees to attend the internal and external group-

contests; good motivator; motivates employees to 

improve their work (motivator role) 

x  x    x    x  4 

Leader teaches individual/groups to do the work; 

frequently trains employees to learn (mentor role) 

  x      x    2 

Initiates learning and be a good learner (role model)  x    x        2 

The leader evaluates the results of individual/group 

learning and performance; fair evaluation (evaluator role) 

  x  x        2 

The leader has a good attitude; is a good listener, and 

is open minded (good attitude) 

      x    x  2 

Trustworthy (trustworthy)     x        1 

The leader has good communication skills (good 

communication) 

      x      1 

  

According to the themes concerning supportive leadership, it can be concluded 

that  the  leadership  role  that  supports  learning  in  the  companies  consists  of:  1)  the 

facilitator  role,  e.g.,  providing  learning  policy,  learning  plan,  resources  and  budgets 

that  are  necessary  for  learning;  2)  the  motivator  role,  e.g.,  rewarding  the  best 

performing  employees/groups  in  group  contests  or  continually  motivates  employees 

to  learn  and  perform  well;  3)  the  mentor  role,  e.g.,  teaching  or  training  their 

employees to perform better; 4) role model, e.g., leaders exemplify their self-learning 

to their employees; and 5) evaluator role, e.g., continually evaluates the employees’ 

performance with fairness. Moreover, the leader’s characteristics such as being trusted 
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by all employees, having a good attitude, and being a good communicator can support 

learning in the companies as well.  

 

  4.5.4  The Comments of Interviewees A to F on Research Issue 4 

  “How would you define the learning in your companies?” 

  Searching  for  new  knowledge  to  innovate  the  ways  of  doing  tasks  and 

increasing the companies’ outcomes continuously was cited, as interviewee A stated 

that:  “…all  individuals  or  groups  in  the  companies  search  for  new  knowledge  and 

apply  knowledge  to  innovate  new  ways to  improve  their  tasks  and  increase 

companies’  outcomes  continuously…”    Interviewee  C  also  confirmed  that:  “…by 

applying  these  new  ideas  or  new  knowledge,  the  companies  can  create  new 

innovation, increase productivity, and increase the quality of the products and services 

of the companies regularly.”  

  Knowledge  creation,  as  interviewee D  stated  that:  “leaders  build  the 

foundation  for  knowledge  creation,  prepare  platform  for  advancing  employees 

collective knowledge and search for new things…” He also added that “…employees 

learn to know and apply them (knowledge) to improve their works. They (employees) 

regularly share their knowledge to others…”  

  Learning to learn, to share, to connect, and to innovate, as interviewee E stated 

that:  “…to  be  a  successful  learning  organization,  four  types  of  learning  must  be 

promoted in the companies: learning to learn; learning to share; learning to connect; 

and learning to innovate. Employees must learn as team. If all the teams are learning, 

the  organization  is  learning  as  well.”  He also  added  that  “…team  learning  is  an 

essential element in a learning organization.” 

  Individual learning and group learning, as interviewee B said that: “…leaders 

always divide employees into small groups, assign them new works, and teach them 

to  do…”  He  also  added  that:  “…  employees  try  something  new  or  do  some 

experiments…” Interviewee F also added that: “…each group regularly organizes the 

meetings  to  discuss  about  their  tasks  and shares  the  ideas  on  how  to  improve  their 

works.  Finally,  the  selected  best  practice  will  be  adopt  and  applies  to  their  real 

work…the  knowledge  gained  from  these  activities  will  be  documented  or  recorded 

into  electronics  media…for  the  future  sharing.”  He  also  added  that:  “…companies 

with good learning capability can improve their performances.” 
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  Table 4.39 shows the details of the emerged themes from research issue 4. 

 

Table 4.39  Emerged Themes from Research Issue 4 

 

Interviewee Emerged Themes 

A  1. Search for new knowledge to innovate ways of doing tasks and 

increase outcomes (gathering knowledge and applying knowledge) 

B  1. Group learning and learning from experimenting (group learning) 

C  1. Apply new ideas to innovate and increase both productivity and 

quality improvement (applying  knowledge) 

D  1. Create knowledge, collect knowledge, and search for new 

knowledge (knowledge creation) 

2. Share and apply knowledge to improve the work (transfer and apply 

knowledge) 

E  1.  Learning  to  learn,  to  share,  to  connect,  and  to  innovate  (gathering, 

sharing, and applying knowledge) 

2.  Employee  learning,  team  learning,  and  organizational  learning 

(individual learning, team learning, and organizational learning) 

F  1. Learning as teams or groups  (group learning) 

2. Share and apply the learning. good learning capability can improve 

companies’ performance (sharing and applying) 

  

The first theme that emerged from the interviews, as shown in Table 4.40, is 

that  the  learning  process  consists  of  searching  knowledge,  gathering  knowledge, 

creating knowledge, sharing knowledge, and applying knowledge (Interviewees A, C, 

D, E, and F). The second was that learning in the organization can be seen as learning 

at the individual, group, and organizational level.  
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Table 4.40  Themes about the Learning Process 

 

Learning Process A B  C  D  E  F  Total

Search for new knowledge to innovate ways of doing 

tasks and increasing outcomes; create knowledge, 

collect knowledge, and search for new things; share and 

apply knowledge to improve the work; apply new idea 

to innovate and increase both productivity and quality 

improvement; learning to learn, to share, to connect, and 

to innovate (gather, transfer, and apply knowledge) 

x    x  x  x  x  5 

Group learning and learning from experimenting; 

employee learning, team learning, and organizational 

learning (individual learning, group learning, and 

organizational learning) 

  x      x  x  3 

 

  From the theme about the learning process, it can be concluded that learning in 

the companies consists of: 1) searching for new knowledge; creating new knowledge, 

collecting the knowledge, and experimenting; 2) sharing the knowledge; 3) applying 

the knowledge. Learning can be viewed as: 1) individual learning; 2) group learning; 

and 3) organizational learning. There are four types of learning: 1) learning to learn; 

2)  learning  to  share;  3)  learning  to  connect;  and  4)  learning  to  innovate.  Finally, 

applying new ideas/knowledge can improve the work process, innovate ways of doing 

tasks,  create  innovation,  and  increase  the  companies’  productivity  and  quality 

improvement.  

 

  4.5.5  The Comments of Interviewees A to F on Research Issue 5 

  “What are the outcomes that your companies have gained from learning?” 

  Learning  improves  the  companies’  productivity,  innovation,  quality 

improvement, and can help employees adapt to changes, as interviewee A stated that: 

“…besides  the  companies  can  improve  productivity,  innovation,  and  quality  from 

learning, it (the companies) can adapt to change faster than others… result of learning 

can increase new innovation and improves quality of products and services.” He also 

added that: “…companies to expand rapidly by increasing their employees.…” 
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  Learning yields hard-side outcomes and soft-side outcomes, as interviewee B 

said that: “There are hard-side outcomes and soft-side outcomes. Hard-side outcomes 

include  innovation,  productivity,  quality,  while  soft-side  outcomes  relate  directly  to 

the  employees’  happiness…  employee  can gain  more  knowledge,  they  can  work 

easier, they can progress in their carriers, and finally they will be happy employees in 

the  companies...  soft-side  outcomes  also  relate  to  the  companies  in  term  of  its 

reputation…”  Interviewee  C  also  confirmed  that:  “…learning  results  in  increasing 

new  innovation,  productivity,  and  quality  of the  products  and  services  of  the 

companies regularly.” 

  Outcomes can be tangible and intangible, as interviewee D explained that “…a 

companies’ outcomes are both tangible outcomes and intangible outcomes. Tangible 

outcomes  include  companies’  productivity,  innovation,  and  quality  …  intangible 

outcomes  consist  of  companies’  image,  brand  royalty,  trust,  and  customers’ 

satisfaction.” 

  Interviewee  E  stated  that:  “…outcomes  of  the  learning  organization  are 

tangible  and  intangible.  Tangible  outcomes  are  companies’  efficiency  and 

effectiveness, and high performance. For intangible, it can be seen as happiness of all 

employees.” 

  Interviewee  F  stated  that:  “…the  companies  applied  what  they  learnt  to 

continuously improve and develop their work process, and reduce the production time 

and cost. These improvements can be seen as its productivity, innovation, and quality 

of their products and services.” 

  Table 4.41 shows the details of the emerged themes from research issue 5. 

 

Table 4.41  Emerged Themes from Research Issue 5 

 

Interviewee Emerged Themes 

A  1. Improve productivity, innovation, and quality improvement 

(productivity, innovation, and quality) 

2. Adapt to changes quickly and companies expansion (adapt to 

change, companies expansion) 
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Table 4.41  (Continued) 

 

Interviewee Emerged Themes 

 

B 

1. Increase hard-side outcomes including innovation, productivity, and 

quality (productivity, innovation, and quality) 

2. Increase soft-side outcomes including the employees’ happiness and 

companies’ reputation (employees’ happiness, companies’ reputation) 

C  1. Increase innovation, increase productivity, and increase quality 

improvement (productivity, innovation, and quality) 

D  1. Increase tangible outcomes, such as productivity, innovation, and 

quality (productivity, innovation, and quality) 

2. Increase intangible outcomes, such as companies’ image, brand 

royalty, trust, and customers’ satisfaction (Images, brand royalty, trust, 

customers’ satisfaction) 

E  1. Increase tangible outcomes, such as companies’ efficiency, 

effectiveness and high performance (efficiency, effectiveness, high 

performance) 

2. Increase intangible outcomes related to employees’ happiness 

(employees’ happiness) 

F  1.  Improve  the  work  process, reduce  the  production  time  and  cost 

(work process, reduce production time, reduce cost) 

2.  Improve  productivity,  innovation, and  quality  of  products  and 

services (productivity, innovation, and quality) 

 

  A  summary  of  the  comments  of  interviewee  A  to  F  concerning  issue  2  as 

shown in Table 4.42 is explained as follows: For the first finding, 5 of 6 interviewees 

viewed that learning increases the companies’ outcomes in productivity, innovation, 

and quality improvement (Interviewees A, B, C, D, and F). For the rest, interviewees 

B and C viewed that learning increases employees’ happiness, interviewees B and D 

viewed  that  learning    increases  the  companies’  image,  reputation,  and  trust,  and 

interviewee A viewed that learning increases the companies’ expansion and ability to 

adapt  to  change.  Interviewee  D  viewed that  learning  increases  the  customer’s 
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satisfaction, interviewee E viewed that learning increases the companies’ efficiency, 

effectiveness,  and  performance,  while  interviewee  F  viewed  that  learning  improves 

the companies’ work process and reduces production time and cost. 

 

Table 4.42  Themes about the Outcomes of the Learning Organization 

 

Outcomes of the Learning Organization  A B  C  D  E  F  Total

Productivity, innovation, and quality improvement  x  x  x  x    x  5 

Employees’ happiness/satisfaction   x      x    2 

Companies’ image/reputation/trust   x    x      2 

Ability to adapt to change, increase companies expansion  x            1 

Customer’s satisfaction       x      1 

Efficiency, effectiveness, high performance          x    1 

Work process, reduce production time and cost            x  1 

 

  From the themes concerning the outcomes of the learning organization, it can 

be  concluded  that  learning  can  increase  a companies’  outcomes,  including:  1)  the 

companies’  productivity;  2)  innovation;  and  3)  quality  improvement.  Learning  can 

also increase the companies’ outcomes in terms of efficiency and effectiveness, such 

as  increase  in  the  work  performance,  improving  the  work  process,  and  reducing  the 

production  time  and  production  cost.  Lastly,  learning  can  increase  the  companies’ 

outcomes in terms of the companies’ image, reputation, and trust. 

 

4.6  Summary of the Interview Findings 

  

The interview findings of this study can be summarized as follows:  

6.1.1  Most interviewees agreed that the most important factor that supported 

learning in the Thai electronics industry was supportive leadership. Other factors that 

complemented  the  learning  in  the  companies  were  an  organizational  supportive 

environment and the characteristics of the employees. 

(1)  Regarding  supportive  leadership,  the  interview  findings  showed 

that  management  in  the  Thai  electronics  companies  facilitated  their  employees’ 
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learning by providing the learning policies, learning plans, resources, and budgets that 

were  necessary  for  learning;  motivating  the  employees  to  learn  by  rewarding  those 

that  are  able  to  provide  new  knowledge  or  perform  the  best;  teaching  or  mentoring 

their  employees  regularly  to  perform  better;  continually  evaluating  the  employees’ 

performance  with  fairness;  and  lastly,  exemplifying  self-learning  to  the  employees. 

Moreover,  the  leaders’  trustworthiness,  positive  attitude,  and  good  communication 

were seen to support the learning in the companies as well. 

(2)  Regarding  the  organizational  environment,  most  interviewees 

agreed that vision and policy were the most important supportive factors for learning 

in the Thai electronics industry. Visions and policies must be clear and understandable 

for  the  employees  and  be  able  to  guide  or  direct  them  to  improve  their  learning 

abilities  and  perform  their  tasks.  Others  factors  that  were  necessary  for  being  a 

learning  organization  were:  learning  facilities,  e.g.,  learning  equipment,  computers 

with an Internet connection, a learning corner, and a training room for the employees; 

training or educational programs, e.g., ad hoc training or external training programs, 

specialists  for  consulting,  and  also  employee  scholarships  for  higher  education;  and 

finally, a climate and culture that are appropriate for learning in the companies.  

(3)  Regarding  the  employees’  characteristics  for  learning  in  their 

companies,  the  findings  showed  that  employees  need  to  have  competency  in  self-

learning,  learning  as  a  team,  making  inquiries  and  engaging  in  dialogs,  and 

performing  their  jobs.  They  should  have good  attitudes  toward  their  company,  their 

leaders and peers, and always participate in all of the company’s learning activities. 

Lastly, employees should have the determination to learn, be eager to learn new and 

challenging  tasks,  and  participate  in  all  learning  activities.  Moreover,  they  should 

develop themselves continuously. 

6.1.2  Regarding  the  learning  in  organization,  most  interviewees  agreed  that 

learning in the Thai electronics industry was a process searching for new knowledge, 

creating new knowledge, collecting knowledge, sharing the knowledge, and applying 

the knowledge. However, some interviewees viewed that learning can occur at three 

levels:  the  individual  level,  the  group  level,  and  the  organizational  level.  They  also 

viewed  that  there  were  four  types  of  learning:  learning  to  learn,  learning  to  share, 

learning  to  connect,  and  learning  to  innovate.    Applying  new  ideas/knowledge  can 
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improve the work process, create new ways of doing tasks, encourage innovation, and 

increase the company’s productivity and quality improvement.  

6.1.3  Regarding the company’s outcomes from learning, the findings showed 

that  learning  could  increase  the  company’s  productivity,  and  improve  the  quality  of 

products/services and overall innovativeness. Learning can also increase the company’s 

efficiency,  effectiveness,  and  work  performance.  It  also  improves  the  work  process, 

and reduces the production time and production costs. Moreover, learning can create a 

good image and reputation for, and trust in, the company. 

 

4.7  Conclusion 

  

This chapter discussed the descriptive results, compared the differences in the 

degrees of the supportive factors for learning in the organization, the learning process, 

and outcomes of the learning organization among the companies that were differences 

in  size  and  also  between  the  companies  with  differences  in  quality-certified  status. 

This chapter also tested the hypothesized causal-relationship model with the empirical 

data.  Moreover,  the  end  of  this  chapter  showed  the  emerged  themes  extracted  from 

the interviews concerning the supportive factors for learning in the organization, the 

learning process, and the outcomes of the learning organization. The next chapter will 

summarize and discuss the findings, and provide recommendations for future study. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

CHAPTER 5 

 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

  The purpose of this chapter is to summarize the details and the findings of this 

study. Finally, implications and recommendation for future research are offered at the 

end of this chapter, which is organized as follows: 

5.1   Restatement of Objectives 

5.2   Overview of Research Methodology 

5.3  Summary of the Findings  

5.4  Further Findings and Discussion 

5.5  Implications of the Study 

5.6  Future Research Study 

 

5.1  Restatement of Objectives 

  

This  study  focuses  on  the  Thai  electronics  industries  because  they  are 

vulnerable to changes in globalization. The study was designed to gain insights into 

the essential factors that support learning in the organization, the learning process, and 

the  outcomes  that  the  Thai  electronics  industry  has  gained  from  learning  and  the 

causal  direct  and  indirect  relationships among  them.  This  study  also  compares  the 

differences in the degrees of the supportive factors for learning, learning process, and 

outcomes  from  learning  between  the  companies  with  differences  in  size  and  quality 

certification status. 

 

5.2  Overview of Research Methodology 

 

  This  study  is  a  mixed-method  research which  uses  survey  research  with  a 

qualitative  method  to  analyze  the  data  collected  from  the  selected  Thai  electronics 
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companies  in  Thailand.  The  data  collected  from  the  survey-respondents  represented 

their  perceptions  regarding  the  factors  that  support  learning  in  the  organization,  the 

learning  process,  and  outcomes  of  learning  in  the  organization.  A  total  of  182 

surveyed  samples  were  selected  from the  population  of  the  Thai  electronics 

companies  that  manufacture  transformers,  power  supplies,  electronics  part,  printed 

circuit boards, monitors, hard-disks, and integrated circuits.  

  The instrument used in this study was developed based on the related reviewed-

literature  of  many  scholars,  and  importantly  based  on  the  suggestions  of  the 

management at well-known hard-disk manufacturers. The created instrument was then 

checked for its validity by a panel of experts in the fields of research methodology, 

instrument evaluation, and the learning organization. Later, the instrument was tested 

for  its  reliability  by  conducting  a  pilot  test with  a  sample  of  30  companies.    The 

testing  results  demonstrated  an  acceptable level  of  internal  consistency  of  the 

instrument.  

  The surveyed data gathered from this instrument were analyzed with the SPSS 

program  to  find  the  frequency,  percentage,  mean,  and  standard  deviation  of  the 

samples.  This  program  was  also  used  to compare  the  differences  in  the  degrees  of 

supportive  factors  for  learning  in  the  organization,  the  learning  process,  and  the 

outcomes  gained  from  learning.  The  researcher  also  applied  the  AMOS  program  to 

analyze the causal relationships among these attributes.  

  The data were gathered from in-depth interviews with high-level management 

of  electronics  companies  and  experts  in  knowledge  management  and  the  learning 

organization.  The  data  were  analyzed  and  synthesized in  order  to  confirm  the 

quantitative findings and to advance knowledge in the learning organization field. 

 

5.3  Summary of the Findings  

  

The  demographic  results  can  be  summarized  as  follows:  a  majority  at  45.6 

percent  were  large-size  companies,  the  remaining  at  27.5  percent  were  small-size 

companies,  and  26.9  percent  were  medium-size  companies.  For  capital  investment, 

the  majority  at  47.3  percent  invested  using  less  than  50  million  baht,  the  remaining 

28.6  percent  invested  with  more  than  200  million  baht,  and  24.2  percent  invested 
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between  50  and  200  million  baht.  Regarding  the  nationality  of  the  shareholder,  the 

majority of 56.0 percent were Thai investors, the remaining 27.5 percent were foreign 

investors,  and  16.5  percent  were  both  Thai  and  foreigner  investors.  With  regard  to 

years in business, the majority at 79.1 percent had been in business for more than 10 

years,  the  remaining  14.8  percent  had  been  in  business  between  6  and10  years,  and 

6.0 percent had been in business for less than 5 years. When considered by the quality 

certification, the majority of 73.6 percent were certified by quality certification, while 

26.4 percent were not certified.  

  The next part summarizes and discusses the findings concerning the research 

questions of this study. 

 

  5.3.1  Findings of Research Question 1  

  Research question number one asked: “What are the degrees of the supportive 

factors for learning in an organization, the learning process, and the outcomes of the 

learning organization for the Thai electronics industry?” 

  The  degrees  of  the  supportive  factors for  learning  in  the  organization,  the 

learning  process,  and  outcomes  of  the  learning  organization  for  the  Thai  electronics 

industry were 2.87, 2.79 and 2.95; all were between 2.51 – 3.25, which were considered 

a “high” level. For the supportive factors for learning in the organization, supportive 

leadership  had  the  highest  value  of 2.90,  followed  by  supportive  environment  and 

employee characteristics with values of 2.87 and 2.84 respectively. For the supportive 

environment, supportive policy had the highest value of 2.87, followed with climate 

and culture, facilities for learning, and training and education with the values of 2.95, 

2.78,  and  2.74  respectively.  For  employee  characteristics,  determination  had  the 

highest  value  of  2.91,  followed  by  attitude  and  competency  with  the  values  of  2.86 

and 2.80 respectively. Finally, for supportive leadership, role model had the highest 

value of 2.95, followed with motivator role, mentor role, and facilitator role with the 

values of 2.91, 2.82 and 2.82 respectively.    

  For the learning process, applying the learning had the highest value of 2.93, 

followed by sharing the learning and applying the learning with the values of 2.74 and 

2.65 respectively. Finally, for outcomes of the learning organization, quality had the 

highest value of 3.13, followed by productivity and innovation with the values of 2.93 

and 2.80. 
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  5.3.2  Findings of Research Question 2 

  Research  question  2  asked,  “Are  there  any  differences  in  the  degree  of  the 

supportive factors for learning in the organization in the Thai electronics industry, in 

the  learning  process,  and  in  the  outcomes  of  the  learning  organization  between 

companies of different sizes? What are they?” 

  There were significant differences in the degrees of the supportive factors for 

learning  in  the  organization,  the  learning  process  and  outcomes  of  the  learning 

organization among the Thai electronics companies that were different in size. Large-

size  and  medium-size  companies  had  significantly  higher  degrees  of  supportive 

factors  for  learning  in  the  organization,  the  learning  process,  and  outcomes  of  the 

learning organization than small-size companies. When focusing on each factor of the 

supportive  factors  for  learning  in  the  organization,  it  was  found  that  large-size  and 

medium-size companies had higher degrees of supportive leadership than small-size 

companies.  Moreover,  only  large-size  companies  had  a  higher  degree  of  supportive 

environment than small-size companies. 

  When focusing on the sub-category of each factor of the supportive factors for 

learning in the organization, it was found that for the supportive environment, large-

size companies had a higher degrees of supportive policy and training and education 

than  small-size  companies;  and  for  supportive  leadership,  both  large-size  and 

medium-size  companies  had  higher  degrees  of  mentor  role,  motivator  role,  and  role 

model than small-size companies. 

  When focusing on learning in organization, we found that both large-size and 

medium-size  companies  had  higher  degrees  of  gathering  knowledge,  sharing  the 

learning, and apply the learning than small-size companies. 

  When  focusing  on  outcomes  of  the  learning  organization,  it  was  found  that 

both large-size and medium-size companies had higher degrees of quality than small-

size companies, and only large-size companies had higher degrees of productivity and 

innovation than small-size companies. 

 

  5.3.3  Findings of Research Question 3 

  Research  question  3  asked,  “Are  there  any  differences  in  the  degrees  of 

supportive factors for learning in the organization in the Thai electronics industry, in 
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the  learning  process,  and  in  the  outcomes  of  the  learning  organization  between 

companies of different quality-certification status? What are they?” 

  There were significant differences in the degrees of the learning process and 

outcomes  of  the  learning  organization  between  the  Thai  electronics  companies  that 

had  quality  certification  and  those  that  did  not.  The  companies  with  quality 

certification  had  higher  degrees  of  learning  process  and  outcomes  of  the  learning 

organization than the companies without quality certification. When focusing on each 

factor of the supportive factors for learning in the organization, it was found that the 

companies with quality certification had a higher degree of supportive policy than the 

companies without quality certification. 

  When  focusing  on  learning  in  the organization,  it  was  found  that  the 

companies with quality certification had higher degrees of gathering knowledge and 

sharing the learning than the companies without quality certification. 

  When focusing on outcomes of the learning organization, it was found that the 

companies  with  quality  certification  had higher  degrees  of  productivity,  innovation, 

and quality than the companies without quality certification. 

 

  5.3.4  Findings of Research Question 4 

  Research question 4 asked, “What are the causal relationships among the 

supportive factors for learning in the organization, the in learning process, and in the 

outcomes of the learning organization for the Thai electronics industry?” 

   The  results  of  the  path  analysis  in  chapter  4  showed  that  there  were 

relationships  among  the  supportive  factors  for  learning  in  organization,  the  learning 

process, and outcomes of the learning organization for the Thai electronics industry. 

The hypothesized casual relationship model was tested with the empirical data, which 

confirmed that the supportive factors for learning in organization directly affected the 

learning  process  and  outcomes  of  the  learning  organization.  The  learning  process 

directly  affected  outcomes  of  the  learning  organization.  And  lastly,  the  supportive 

factors for learning in the organization indirectly affected the outcomes of the learning 

organization through the learning process.  

  In  summary,  the  outcomes  of  the  learning  organization  were  directly  and 

indirectly  affected  by  the  supportive  factors  for  learning  in  the  organization  with  a 
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beta value of .79 and were directly affected by the learning process with a beta value 

of  .38.  Both  supportive  factors  for  learning  in  the  organization  and  the  learning 

process accounted for 66% of the variance in outcomes of the learning organization. 

 

5.4  Further Findings and Discussion 

 

  Regarding  the  path  analysis  of  this  study,  it  showed  the  relationships  among 

the supportive factors for learning in organization, the learning process, and outcomes 

of  the  learning  organization.  This  research revealed  that  the  outcome  of  the  Thai 

electronic companies was directly influenced by the learning process and supportive 

factors  for  learning  in  the  organization. At  the  same  time,  it  was  directly  and 

indirectly influenced by the supportive factors in the organization through the learning 

process. The findings mean that higher the degree of supportive factors for learning in 

the organization that exists in the Thai electronics companies, the higher is the degree 

of  the  learning  process;  and  the  higher the  degree  of  the  supportive  factors  for 

learning  and  the  learning  process,  the  higher  is  the  degree  of  the  outcomes  that  the 

Thai electronics companies gain. Since the supportive factors for learning consist of a 

supportive  organizational  environment,  employee  characteristics,  and  supportive 

leadership, and the outcomes gained from learning are measured through productivity, 

innovation,  and  quality  improvement,  it  can  be  concluded  that  the  supportive 

organizational  environment,  employee  characteristics,  and  supportive  leadership 

influenced  the  learning  process,  and  consequently  influenced  the  productivity, 

innovation  and  quality  improvement  of  the Thai  electronics  industry.  This  result 

conforms  to  the  study  of  Sirirat  Chamnannarongsak  (2004),  which  indicates  that  the 

leadership role directly affects an organization’s culture and the learning organization. 

The study of Britton (1998) indicates that a supportive culture affects learning in the 

organization. The study of Škerlavaj et al. (2006) also indicates that a learning culture 

affects the performance of the organization.  

 

  5.4.1.  Leadership as an Essential Supportive Factor  

  The  quantitative  findings  showed  that leadership  was  the  most  important 

factor that supported learning in the organization. This finding was confirmed by the 
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interview  results,  which  indicated  that  the  management  or  leaders  of  the  Thai 

electronics  companies  were  the  most  important  persons  in  fostering  learning  in  the 

organization since they were the only persons that initiated the vision and policy of 

the  companies  and  provided  the  budget  and necessary  resources  for  employees  to 

learn. These findings conform to the work of Edmondson et al. (2006), who proposes 

that  leader  reinforcement  is  one  of  the  important  parts  in  building  a  learning 

organization,  and  Škerlavaj  et  al.  (2006),  who  proposes  that  leaders  can  enable  and 

reinforce  their  people  to  learn.  Moreover,  this  study  also  conforms  to  the  ideas  of 

Gephart  et  al.  (1996),  who  proposes  that  encouraging  people  and  ensuring  the 

dissemination  of  knowledge  and  learning are  critical  in  supporting  leaders  and 

managers in a learning organization.  

  When focusing on the sub-category of leadership, the findings showed that the 

leadership’s  role  model  was  the  most  important  role  that  supported  learning  in  the 

organization.  The  findings  from  the  interviews  also  indicated  that  the  leader  should 

exemplify  a  good-learner  for  the  employees. This  finding  conforms  to  the  study  of 

Sudharatna et al. (2004: 163), who proposes that leaders need to be a role model and 

share  what  they  have  learned  with  employees,  and  the  study  of  Marquardt  et  al. 

(1994), who proposes that the leader-learner is an important character for the learning 

organization. Other roles that are needed for fostering a learning organization are the 

motivator  role,  the  mentor  role,  and  the  facilitator  role.  The  interview  findings 

suggested  that,  as  a  motivator  in  the  learning  organization,  management  or  leaders 

should motivate their people by rewarding the employees or groups that can improve 

their  performance.  As  the  studies  of  Pedler et al. (1991)  and  Suwapak  Vesmavibool 

(2008)  suggested,  rewarding  flexibility  is  an  important  factor  for  a  learning 

companies. Regarding the mentor role, the findings from the interviews indicated that 

leaders  should  teach  employees  to  learn  and  improve  their  work  continuously. 

Leaders  serving  as  stewards  and  teachers  are  necessary  for  building  organizations 

where people grow and develop their capabilities (Senge, 1990a: 9).  As a facilitator 

for  a  learning  organization,  the  findings  from  the  interviews  also  suggested  that 

leaders can provide place, time, budgets, and resources, including specialists that are 

necessary for employees to learn. Top leaders can initiate a learning vision or policy 

that  directs  all  members,  while  the  middle  managers  must  put  those  policies  into 
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practice.  This  finding  conforms  to  the  studies  of  Ang  et  al.  (1996)  and  Pedler  et  al. 

(1991,  1996),  where  it  was  suggested  that  the primary  task  of  top  executives  in  the 

learning organization is to facilitate the companies’ members.  

  Finally,  the  findings  from  interviews  also  suggested  that  the  learning 

organization needs trustworthy leaders. Thus, they should to create trust among their 

people by being a good communicator, having a good attitude toward the employees, 

and playing close attention to them.  

 

  5.4.2  Organizational Environment as an Essential Supportive Factor 

  As found in chapter 4, the organizational environment is one of the essential 

factors  for  learning  in  the  organization.  The  findings  from  the  interviews  indicated 

that a supportive environment for learning in organization consists of a good vision or 

policy,  climate  and  culture  that  promote learning,  and  training  and  education  with 

facilities that support learning for all members. The vision and policy for learning can 

direct the employees to learning and performing excellently, so they need to be clear 

and  understandable  to  all  members.  The finding  also  showed  that  a  learning 

organization should have a good climate and supportive culture for learning so that all 

members  feel  free  to  express  their  opinions and  are  not  afraid  to  raise  questions  to 

their leader or colleagues. For training and education, the interview findings showed 

that internal and external trainings that aim at increasing the knowledge and skills of 

the employees are necessary in the learning organization. Regarding the facilities for 

learning,  the  finding  indicated  that  an  organization  with  places  and  facilities  for 

learning, such as learning corners, libraries or training rooms, computers with Internet 

connection can support individual and group learning in the Thai electronics industry. 

This  statement  also  conforms  to  the study  of  Pedler,  et al.  (1991,  1996),  which 

indicated  that  resources  and  facilities  need  to  be  made  available  for  learning  and 

development in the learning organization. 

 

  5.4.3  Employee Characteristics as an Essential Supportive Factor 

  As Marquardt (1996) views employees as a people subsystem in the System-

linked model, the interview finding of this study revealed that employees are the most 

important  resources  of  the  company.  Further,  employees  with  determination  or  that 
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are willing to learn new challenge tasks and develop themselves continuously are the 

most  important  employee  characteristics for  a  learning  organization.  The  findings 

from  interview  also  indicated  that  employees  with  a  good  attitude  toward  their 

company,  leaders,  and  peers  and  that  participate  in  all  activities  are  necessary  for  a 

learning organization. Lastly, the findings indicated that employees should have skills 

in  learning  individually  or  in  groups,  should  be  inquiring  and  willing  to  engage  in 

dialog. This finding conforms with the work of Edmondson et al. (2006), who propose 

that employee skills and competency re an important part of the building blocks for 

the  learning  organization.  Goh  (1998)  also  proposes  that  employee  skills  and 

competency  are  one  of  the  important  strategic  building  blocks  of  a  learning 

organization.  They  should  be  able  to upgrade  their  knowledge,  and  search  new 

techniques or methodologies related to their works. They should be flexible and self-

motivated,  eager  to  learn,  enjoy  experimenting,  and  want  to  improve  themselves 

continuously. They need to be able to observe their work, reflect and hypothesize the 

findings, and take action to improve their performance.  

 

  5.4.4  Further Findings on the Learning Process  

  The  result  from  the  quantitative  part  of  the  present  study  indicated  that  the 

Thai electronics industry had the highest degree of applying learning in the learning 

process, followed by the sharing of learning and gathering learning. The findings from 

the  interviews  suggest  that  applying  new  learning/ideas/knowledge  can  improve  the 

ways  of  doing  tasks  or  work  processes,  can  create  innovation,  and  increase  the 

company’s  productivity  and  quality  improvement.  The  interviews  also  furthered  the 

findings, as they indicated that that learning in the company is a process of creating or 

searching for new knowledge, collecting and memorizing the knowledge, transferring 

and sharing the knowledge, and applying the learnt knowledge. This finding conforms 

to the study of Škerlavaj et al. (2006), who propose that a learning culture is a process 

of  acquiring  information,  interpreting  the  information,  and  turning  the  learning  into 

action. The finding is also in line with the study of Britton (1998), who proposes that 

gathering internal experience, accessing external learning, and applying the learning 

are  functions  of  learning  in  the  organization.  The  findings  from  the  interviews  also 

explained the learning process as the level of individual learning, group learning, and 
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organizational  learning,  which  conforms  to  Marquardt’s  (1996)  learning  subsystem. 

Moreover, the findings also identified four types of learning; that is, learning to learn, 

learning to share, learning to connect, and learning to innovate.  

 

  5.4.5  Further findings on the Outcomes of the Learning Organization 

  The  findings  from  the  quantitative  and  qualitative  parts  of  the  study  showed 

that  the  supportive  factors  for  learning  in  the  organization  and  the  learning  process 

affected  the  outcomes  of  the  Thai  electronics  companies  by  improving  quality, 

productivity,  and  innovation  respectively.  This  finding  conforms  to  the  study  of 

Škerlavaj  et  al.  (2010),  who  proposes  that an  organizational  learning  culture  affects 

innovativeness.  The  interview  findings  also  suggested  that  learning  in  the 

organization  can  increase  the  company’s  efficiency  and  effectiveness,  such  as 

increasing  the  work  performance,  improving  the  work  process,  and  reducing  the 

production time and production costs. Moreover, it can improve intangible outcomes, 

such  as  the  company’s  image,  reputation,  brand  loyalty,  trust,  and  customer 

satisfaction. 

 

5.5  Implications of the Study 

 

 The  findings  of  this  study  increased  the  understanding  and  contributed 

empirical  knowledge  regarding  the  effects  of  supportive  leadership,  employee 

characteristics, and supportive environment on the learning process and outcomes of 

the  learning  organization.  This  section  summarizes  the  results  in  terms  of  academic 

implications, practical implications, and recommendations. 

 

  5.5.1  Academic Implications 

   The  academic  implications  of  this  study  contribute  to  the  theoretical 

generalization  of  the  area  of  the  learning  organization.  They  can  be  summarized  as 

follows: 

1)  The  results  showed  that  the  learning  organization  for  the  Thai 

electronics  industry  has  been  developed  at  some  level.  Large-size  companies  had  a 

higher level of supportive factors, the learning process, and organizational outcomes 
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than  small-size  companies.  Most  large-size  companies  were  certified  by  quality 

assurance,  and  the  companies  with  quality  certification  had  a  higher  level  of 

supportive factors, learning process, and organizational outcomes than the companies 

without quality certification. 

2)  There  were  no  significant  differences  in  the  supportive  factors  for 

learning,  learning  process,  and  organizational  outcomes  between  large-size  and 

medium-size companies. However, large-size companies and medium-size companies 

were  quite  different  than  small-size  companies.  Larger-size  companies  had  a  higher 

level  of  supportive  factors  for  learning,  the  learning  process,  and  organizational 

outcomes than the smaller-size companies.  

3)  As mentioned above, larger-size companies tend to be certified by 

quality  assurance  and  most  smaller-size  companies  do  not  have  any  quality 

certifications.  As  a  result,  companies  with  quality  assurance  tend  to  have  similar 

characteristics as those of the large-size companies and medium-size companies. This 

finding  shows  that  companies  with  quality certifications  have  a  higher  level  of 

learning  process  and  organizational  outcomes  than  companies  without  quality 

assurance.    

4)  The  supportive  factors  for  learning  in  the  organization  directly 

affected  the  learning  process  and  the  organizational  outcomes.  They  also  indirectly 

affected  organizational  outcomes  through  the  learning  process.  Lastly,  the  learning 

process directly affected the organizational outcomes.  

5)  As  seen  in  all  three  supportive  factors  for  learning  in  the 

organization,  leadership  was  the  most  essential  factor  that  affected  the  learning 

process  and  organizational  outcomes, followed  by  supportive  environment  and 

employee characteristics. 

6)  Regarding leadership, the role model is the most important element 

in terms of the leader fostering learning in the organization, followed by the motivator 

role, the mentor role, and the facilitator role. For the supportive environment, policy 

was  the  most  important  for  supporting  learning  in  the  organization,  followed  with 

climate  and  culture,  facility  for  learning, and  training  and  education.  And  lastly, 

regarding  employee  characteristics,  determination  was  the  most  important  characteristic 

that supported learning in the organization, followed by the employee’s attitude and 

the employee’s competency. 
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7)  Regarding the learning process that drives the organization to learn, 

applying learning was the most important practice, followed by gathering knowledge, 

and sharing learning. 

8)  From all of the organizational outcomes gained from learning, the 

quality  of  products/services  was  the  most  improvement  in  the  Thai  electronic 

industry, followed by productivity improvement and innovativeness.  

 

  5.5.2  Practical Implications  

  The  purpose  of  this  section  is  to  provide  information  that  will  help  the 

management  of  the  Thai  electronics  companies,  especially  for  the  small-size 

companies, to improve their learning capability and the outcomes of their companies. 

The  explanation  focuses  on  the  supportive  factors  for  learning  in  the  organization, 

which  includes  supportive  leadership,  organizational  supportive  environment,  and 

employee characteristics. 

    1)  Supportive Leadership 

    As  the  results  showed,  supportive leadership  is  the  most  essential 

factor  for  fostering  the  learning  in  organization;  thus,  it  is  necessary  for  the 

management  to  concentrate  on  its  roles  and interactions  with  employees  in  order  to 

promote  and  sustain  learning  in  the  company,  and  these  roles  are:  role  model, 

motivator role, mentor role, facilitator role, and evaluator role.  

(1)  Role Model: As a role model, management should act as a good 

learner  and  self-developer  in  an  exemplary  manner  for  the  employees  to  emulate. 

They should act in an exemplary manner in terms of intensity, collaboration, and leaning 

as  a  team  continuously.  Moreover,  they should  also  act  in  the  manner  of  an  innovator 

and change agent for their employees to emulate.  

(2)  Motivator Role: As a motivator, management should provide its 

employees  with  incentives  in  order  to  arouse  actions  toward  the  desired  goal. 

Motivation  can  make  employees  feel  flexible  regarding  learning  and  performing 

better work. Management can motivate its people by praising, rewarding, or honoring 

the  employees  that  provide  new  ideas  that are  useful  to  the  company.  However,  fair 

evaluations are needed in this circumstance. Moreover, employees can be motivated 

to  learn  what  they  are  held  accountable to  do,  thus  management  should  allow  its 
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employee  to  get  involved  in  setting,  owning,  and  implementing  a  joint  vision; 

responsibility is distributed close to decision making (Watkins et al., 1993, 1996). 

(3)  Mentor Role: As a mentor, management should provide teaching, 

guidance  and  support  so  that  employees  can  learn  new  knowledge  that  is  related  to 

their  work,  e.g.,  new  techniques  or  technologies.  Assigning  new  tasks  or  cross-

functional work to the employees is one way to force them to learn new experiences 

and, at the same time, the management will be forced to be their mentor to guide them 

in the right direction. 

(4)  Facilitator  Role:  Organizations  are  said  to  learn  when  they 

facilitate the learning of all individuals (Poper et al., 1998: 161-179) and the transfer 

of that learning between individuals and toward the organization (Crossan et al, 1999: 

522-537).  Thus,  as  a  good  facilitator,  management  needs  to  help  its  employees  to 

understand  the  learning  objectives  and  assist them  in  planning  to  achieve  that  goal. 

They should also facilitate visions and policies for learning and provide the necessary 

tools, place, budget, and time for their people to learn. Moreover, management should 

also provide the employees with feedback information such as customer satisfaction 

or performance evaluations so that the employees can use it as a source of learning to 

improve their work. 

    2)  Supportive Environment 

    The  organizational  supportive  environment  is  the  second  essential 

factor for a learning organization. This environment, which the management needs to 

provide,  consists  of  vision  and  policy,  learning  climate  and  culture,  facilities  for 

learning, and training and education. Each of them is deliberated below. 

(1)  Vision  and  policy:  Policy  and  strategy  should  be  consciously 

structured  for  learning  (Pedler  et  al.,  1991,  1996).  One  way  of  building  lessons 

learned into the fabric of an organization is to develop policies and procedures which 

reflect  organizational  learning  (Britton,  1998).  Management  must  create  clear  vision 

and  policy  that  are  understandable  to  all employees,  and  learning  as  part  of  the 

employees’  responsibility  should  be  included—employees  should  be  stimulated  and 

encouraged to learn. 

(2)  Learning climate and culture: The learning climate and culture 

represent an environment that makes employees feel that they want to learn. It cannot 
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be  built  in  a  command  and  control  atmosphere.  Management  needs  to  set  up  a 

learning climate that allows employees to practice learning and express their opinions 

freely,  asking  questions,  experimenting,  and collaborating  with  other  employees  or 

groups.  When  the  time  passes,  all  learning  practices  will  become  the  company’s 

learning culture. 

(3)  Training  and  education:  Training  employees  in  work-related 

topics  is  a  means  to  equip  them  with skills  to  handle  their  responsibilities.  This 

training  can  be  both  formal  and  informal.  Some  companies  also  provide  their 

employees with scholarships for higher education. Training and education should be 

systematic,  circulate,  and  cross-functional  for  all  employees.  The  training  topics 

should  include  the  past  successes  or  failures  of  the  companies,  how  to  be  a  good 

learner, how to learn as a team (Senge, 1990a: 3), and how to be a trainer.  

(4)  Facilities  for  learning:  Facilities  for  learning  are  needed  in  a 

successful  learning  organization.  Such  facilities  include  places,  equipment,  and 

specialists provided for particular training. Management should provide good-quality 

facilities  and  enough  for  all  members  to  learn.  The  findings  from  the  interviews 

suggest  that  learning  facilities  such  as  training  division,  learning  corners,  libraries, 

and computers with Internet connection are necessary for a learning organization. 

    3)  Employee Characteristics 

  The  findings  showed  that  employee  characteristics  for  supporting 

learning  in  the  organization  consist  of  the  employee’s  determination,  attitude,  and 

competency. Each of these characteristics is explained below. 

(1)  Determination:  To  be  a  learning  organization,  the  commitment 

and  willingness  of  everyone  to  learning  is  required  (Britton,  1998).  Determination 

implies  the  tendency  and  willingness  of  employees’  to  be  flexible  regarding  the 

direction  of  the  company.  Determination  enables  people  to  succeed.  Management  can 

foster  determination  in  their  employees  by praising  them  for  their  efforts  in  learning 

new  and  challenging  tasks,  individual  learning,  team  learning,  experimenting,  and 

improving themselves continuously.   

(2)  Attitude:  The  employee’s  attitude  is  the  pattern  of  behavioral 

characteristics  of  the  employee.  The  employees’  positive  attitude  is  an  important 

character skill that is required in fostering a learning organization (Britton, 1998). A 
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positive  attitude  can  be  created  through  persuasion  and  social  influence  in  order  to 

make all members have a good attitude about their company, their leaders, and their 

peers. Moreover, management may regularly provide attitude-development programs 

for all members of the company. 

(3)  Competency: Competencies are the skills of employees that fit 

the  organization’s  needs.  However,  to  be  a  successful  learning  organization,  the 

employees of the company should have the ability to collaborate and should possess 

high responsibility and be consistent and trustworthy. They should have the ability to 

learn  new  work  processes  by  themselves,  have  the  ability  to  communicate,  ask 

questions,  and  express  their  conflicted  opinions  to  others.  They  should  also  have  the 

ability to think systematically and holistically, and be able to solve problems step by step. 

Employees  should  be  able  to  work  as  a  team  and  initiate  or  create  new  things  that  are 

useful for the company. 

 

5.6  Future Research Study 

  

The results from this study provided several directions for future research 

which are summarized as follows: 

1)   The main intention of the researcher of this study was to cover all 

the  factors  that  support  learning  in  the  organization,  the  learning  process,  and  the 

outcomes  of  the  learning  organization.  The  hypothesized  causal  diagram  rather 

conforms  to  the  empirical  data.  However,  after  several  years,  future  research  may 

perform  a  follow-up  study  with  a  modified up-to-date  conceptual  framework  to  see 

the  levels  of  learning  in  the  organization  and  the  causal  relationships  among  the 

attributes. 

2)  The  results  clearly  showed  that  the  small-size  electronics 

companies have less a level of supportive factors for learning in the organization, and 

for  the  learning  processes  and  outcomes  of  learning  in  the  organization.  Thus,  it 

would be useful if future study focused on small-size companies in order to develop 

them to be better learning organizations. 

3)  The quantitative part of this study focused on the outcomes of the 

learning organization; that is, the productivity, innovation, and quality which relate to 
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the company. However, the qualitative part of this study showed that there were also 

intangible outcomes of the learning organization, such as the image of the company 

and the customers’ satisfaction. Thus, it would widen the knowledge of the learning 

organization if future research included both the tangible and intangible outcomes of 

the learning organization.  

4)  This study has brought about knowledge and understanding of new 

organizational  management  models  for  the  Thai  electronics  industry  and  can  be 

applied to other businesses. Thus, replication of this study in other industries would 

be useful. 
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Questionnaire (Thai Version) 

 

แบบสอบถาม 
 

 

ตอนที่ 1 สอบถามข้อมูลทั่วไปเกี่ยวกับบริษัทของท่าน ทําเครื่องหมาย  ลงในช่อง   

ท่ีตัวเลือกตามความเป็นจริงที่เกี่ยวข้องกับบริษัทของท่าน 

1. บริษัทของท่านมีทุนจดทะเบียนเท่าไร       

       1) ต่ํากว่า 50 ล้านบาท   2) 50 – 200 ล้านบาท   3) เกิน 200 ล้านบาทขึ ้นไป 

2. การถือครองหุ้นในบริษัทของท่านมีลักษณะอย่างไร  

       1) ผู้ถือหุ้นมีสัญชาติไทย 100%  

       2) ผู้ถือหุ้นเป็นชาวต่างชาติ 100% ส่วนใหญ่มีสัญชาติ............................................... 

       3) ผู้ถือหุ้นมีทั้งสัญชาติไทยและชาวต่างชาติ ส่วนใหญ่มีสัญชาติ........และถือหุ้น......% 

3. บริษัทดําเนินธุรกิจเป็นระยะเวลานานเท่าใด    

       1) ไม่เกิน 5 ปี             2) 6 – 10 ปี     3) 11 ปี ขึ ้นไป 

4. ธุรกิจของท่านจัดอยู่ในธุรกิจขนาดเท่าใด 

       1) ขนาดเล็ก          2) ขนาดกลาง          3) ขนาดใหญ่  

5. จํานวนพนักงานในบริษัทของท่าน ................................ คน 

6. ท่านคิดว่าปัจจัยใดต่อไปนี ้ มีผลกระทบต่อการเรียนรู้ขององค์กรมากที่สุด 

       1) ทุนจดทะเบียน   2) ขนาดของบริษัท         

  3) สัญชาติของผู้ถือหุ้นหลัก         4) อ่ืนๆ (โปรดระบุ) ................................ 

7. บริษัทของท่านได้รับการรับรองมาตรฐานใดบ้าง  

  1) ไม่มีการรับรองมาตรฐานใดๆ          

  2) ได้รับการรับรองจาก (ตอบได้มากกว่า 1 ข้อ) 

   2.1) ISO9000/9001    2.2) มอก.(TIS: Thailand Industry Standard)   

   2.3) QSME      2,4) อ่ืนๆ (โปรดระบุ) .................................... 
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ตอนที่ 2 – 4 ให้ทําเครื่องหมาย ลงในช่องว่างใต้หมายเลข 1- 4  
 

(1=เห็นด้วยน้อย,  2=เห็นด้วยค่อนข้างน้อย, 3= เห็นด้วยค่อนข้างมาก, 4=เห็นด้วยมาก) 
 

 

ตอนที่ 2 สอบถามความคิดเห็นเกี่ยวกับปัจจัยที่สนับสนุนการเรียนรู้ในองค์กร 

2.1 ปัจจัยด้านสภาพแวดล้อมขององค์กร  
 

สภาพแวดล้อมที่สนับสนุนการเรียนรู้ (Supportive Environment for Learning) ระดับ 

นโยบายที่สนับสนุนการเรียนรู้ (Policy) 1  2  3 4 

1) บริษัทมีนโยบายชัดเจนที่จะให้พนักงานทุกระดับมีการเรียนรู้อย่างจริงจัง     

2) มีนโยบายที่กระตุ้นให้พนักงานเรียนรู้ เช่น ให้พนักงานทําคู่มือการปฏิบัติงาน ให้

รวมกลุ่มเพื่อเรียนรู้  
    

3) มีนโยบายที่กําหนดให้การเรียนรู้เป็นหน้าที่และความรับผิดชอบของพนักงานทุกคน      

บรรยากาศที่ส่งเสริมการเรียนรู้ (Climate and Culture) 1  2  3 4 

4) พนักงานกล้าที่จะแสดงความคิดเห็น กล้าถามคําถาม และแลกเปลี่ยนการเรียนรู้

อย่างอิสระ 
    

5) มีบรรยากาศที่ส่งเสริมให้พนักงานทุกระดับเรียนรู้สิ่งใหม่ ๆ หรือแบ่งกลุ่มเพื่อ

การเรียนรู้ร่วมกัน  
    

6) พนักงานมีความสุขกับงาน มีเวลาสร้างสรรค์สิ่งใหม่ๆ และมั่นใจในความ 

สําเร็จของงาน 
    

7) พนักงานมีอิสระในการเรียนรู้ โดยไม่มีการเมืองภายใน อํานาจ หรือความ

ขัดแย้งใดๆ มาขัดขวางการเรียนรู้ 
    

8) บริษัทมีบรรยากาศสงบ ไม่มีเสียงรบกวนดังเกินไป เหมาะแก่การเรียนรู้ 

ของพนักงาน 
    

ส่ิงอํานวยความสะดวกสําหรับการเรียนรู้ (Facility for Learning)  1  2  3 4 

9) มีห้องฝึกอบรมสัมมนา/อบรมเชิงปฏิบัติการ ท่ีทันสมัยและเพียงพอ     

10) มีคอมพิวเตอร์ท่ีเชื่อมต่อกับเครือข่ายอินเทอร์เน็ตอย่างเพียงพอ      

การฝึกอบรม (Training and Education) 1  2  3 4 

11) มีการฝึกอบรมวิธีการเรียนรู้จากความสําเร็จและความล้มเหลวในอดีตให้แก่

พนักงานทุกคน  
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12) มีการฝึกอบรมเพื่อให้พนักงานกลายเป็นผู้สอนงาน (Trainer) แก่พนักงาน 

ทุกคน 
    

13) มีการฝึกอบรมที่ครอบคลุมด้านเทคนิคที่จําเป็นต่อการปฏิบัติงาน  

ให้แก่นักงานทุกคน 
    

14) มีการฝึกอบรมที่เป็นวงรอบ เป็นระบบ ทําให้พนักงานทุกคนได้รับการฝึกอบรม

อย่างทั่วถึงและเป็นธรรม 
    

15) มีการฝึกอบรมแบบข้ามสายงาน เพื่อให้พนักงานสามารถหมุนเวียนงานกับทีม

อ่ืนได้อย่างมีประสิทธิภาพ 
    

 
ตอนที่ 2.2 ความคิดเห็นเกี่ยวกับลักษณะของพนักงาน  
 

ลักษณะของพนักงานที่สนับสนุนการเรียนรู้ (Employee Characteristics) ระดับ 

ทัศนคติของพนักงาน (Attitude) 1  2  3 4 

16) พนักงานชอบการมีสัมพันธภาพ การเข้าสังคม การทํางานเป็นกลุ่ม  

และกล้าที่จะแสดงออก 
    

17) พนักงานมีความประนีประนอมผ่อนปรนกับผู้อ่ืน และมีความสามารถ 

ในการประสานงานที่ดี  
    

18) พนักงานมีความสุขุม รอบคอบ สามารถรองรับแรงกดดันและควบคุมอารมณ์ 

ได้เป็นอย่างดี 
    

19) พนักงานมีความรับผิดชอบสูง เสมอต้นเสมอปลาย และสามารถไว้วางใจได้       

20) พนักงานมีทัศนคติท่ีดีต่อการเปล่ียนแปลง และการเรียนรู้สิ่งใหม่ๆ      

21) พนักงานมีจิตเปิดกว้าง รับฟังความคิดเห็นผู้อ่ืน เปิดรับความแปลกใหม่  

และยอมรับการเปลี่ยนแปลง  
    

ความมุ่งมั่นของพนักงาน (Determination) 1  2  3 4 

22) พนักงานมีความมุ่งมั่นสู่ความสําเร็จ ไม่ย่อท้อต่อปัญหาและอุปสรรค์ใดๆ      

23) พนักงานมุ่งเน้นที่ความต้องการของลูกค้าเป็นหลัก      

24) พนักงานมีความมุ่งมั่นที่จะเรียนรู้สิ่งใหม่ๆ แบ่งปันความรู้ และแลกเปลี่ยน

ความรู้กับผู้อ่ืนเสมอ  
    

สมรรถนะของพนักงาน (Competency) 1  2  3 4 

25) พนักงานสามารถเรียนรู้สิ่งใหม่ ๆ หรือกระบวนการทํางานใหม่ๆ ได้ด้วยตนเอง     
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26) พนักงานสามารถสื่อสาร ถามคําถาม และแสดงความเห็นที่บางครั้งอาจ 

ขัดแย้งกับผู้อ่ืนได้ 
    

27) พนักงานสามารถคิดอย่างเป็นระบบ มองปัญหาแบบองค์รวม และแก้ปัญหา

อย่างเป็นขั้นเป็นตอน 
    

28) พนักงานมีความสามารถในการทํางานเป็นทีมได้เป็นอย่างดี     

29) พนักงานมีความสามารถในการคิดริเริ่มดําเนินการ และสร้างสรรค์สิ่งใหม่ๆ 

ให้กับบริษัท  
    

 

ตอนที่ 2.3 ความคิดเห็นเกี่ยวกับบทบาทของผู้บริหาร  
 

บทบาทผู้บริหารที่สนับสนุนการเรียนรู้ (Supportive Leadership for Learning) ระดับ 

บทบาทผู้เกื้อหนุนการเรียนรู้ (Facilitator Role) 1  2  3 4 

30) ผู้บริหารสนับสนุนงบประมาณ/อุปกรณ์ท่ีจําเป็นสําหรับการเรียนรู้ให้แก่

พนักงานอย่างเพียงพอ 
    

31) ผู้บริหารจัดสรรเวลาให้พนักงานสําหรับการเรียนรู้ ทบทวนความรู้ และ

แลกเปลี่ยนความรู้อย่างเพียงพอ 
    

32) ผู้บริหารกระจายอํานาจเพื่อให้พนักงานมีอิสระในการเรียนรู้ เช่น การนัด

ประชุมกลุ่ม การใช้ห้องประชุม 
    

33) ผู้บริหารจัดหาข้อมูลสําคัญ เช่น ข้อมูลลูกค้า คู่แข่ง แนวโน้มธุรกิจ เพื่อให้

พนักงานได้เรียนรู้อย่างต่อเนื่อง 
    

บทบาทการเป็นครูฝึกสอน (Mentor Role) 1  2  3 4 

34) ผู้บริหารสอนให้พนักงานเรียนรู้สิ่งใหม่ๆ รวมถึงเรียนรู้จากความสําเร็จและ

ความล้มเหลวในอดีต 
    

35) ผู้บริหารมอบหมายงานใหม่ๆ หรืองานที่คร่อมสายงานแก่พนักงาน เพื่อให้

พนักงานมีโอกาสหาความรู้ใหม่ๆ  
    

36) ผู้บริหารนําข้อมูลป้อนกลับ เช่น ผลการประเมินการสอน ผลประการ

ปฏิบัติงาน มาปรับปรุงการเรียนรู้  
    

บทบาทการเป็นผู้สร้างแรงจูงใจ (Motivator Role) 1  2  3 4 

37) ผู้บริหารยกย่องพนักงานที่มีความคิดใหม่ๆ โดยการเผยแพร่ผลงานให้พนักงาน

ทุกคนรับทราบ 
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38) ผู้บริหารกล่าวคําให้รางวัลแก่พนักงานที่นําเสนอความคิดใหม่ๆ ท่ีเป็ น

ประโยชน์ต่อบริษัท 
    

39) ผู้บริหารมีความยุติธรรมในการให้รางวัลแก่พนักงาน/ทีมงาน ท่ีมีการเรียนรู้เป็น

รูปธรรมและต่อเนื่อง  
    

40) ผู้บริหารมักจะไม่ตําหนิหรือลงโทษพนักงานที่ปฏิบัติงานบกพร่อง แต่จะสอนให้รู้

วิธีทํางานที่ถูกต้อง 
    

41) ผู้บริหารให้เกียรติและปฏิบัติต่อพนักงานเสมือนเป็นผู้ร่วมงานมากกว่าเป็น

ผู้บังคับบัญชาสั่งการ 
    

42) ผู้บริหารจัดกิจกรรมการประกวดผลงาน และมอบรางวัล/การเชิดชูให้แก่พนักงาน

อย่างเป็นทางการและต่อเนื่อง 
    

บทบาทการเป็นต้นแบบผู้เรียนรู้ (Role Model) 1  2  3 4 

43) ผู้บริหารประพฤติตนเป็นผู้เรียนรู้และนักพัฒนาตนเอง เพื่อเป็นแบบอย่าง

ให้แก่พนักงานอย่างต่อเนื่อง 
    

44) ผู้บริหารเป็นแบบอย่างในด้านการเอาจริงเอาจัง ร่วมคิดร่วมทํา และร่วมกัน

เรียนรู้กับพนักงานอย่างต่อเนื่อง 
    

45) ผู้บริหารประพฤติตนเป็นผู้มีความคิดริเริ่ม/สร้างสรรค์ และเป็นผู้นําการ

เปลี่ยนแปลง เป็นแบบอย่างให้แก่พนักงาน 
    

 

ตอนที่ 3 ความคิดเห็นเกี่ยวกับการเรียนรู้ในองค์กร  
 

การเรียนรู้ในองค์กร (Learning in Organization) ระดับ 

การรวบรวมความรู้ (Gather the Learning)  1  2  3 4 

46) มีการรวบรวมความรู้ท่ีได้จากประสบการณ์ของพนักงานแต่ละคนอย่างจริงจัง

และต่อเนื่อง 
    

47) มีการพิจารณาความสําเร็จหรือล้มเหลวของโครงการหรือกิจกรรมที่ผ่านมาเพื่อ

รวบรวมเป็นฐานความรู้ 
    

48) มีการแสวงหาความรู้จากภายนอกองค์กรเช่น จากลูกค้า คู่แข่ง หรือแหล่ง

ความรู้ต่างๆ อย่างต่อเนื่อง   
    

49) มีการแลกเปลี่ยนความรู้กับบริษัทอื่น หรือองค์กรอื่น เช่น สภาอุตสาหกรรมฯ 

สถาบันไฟฟ้าฯ อย่างต่อเนื่อง  
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การถ่ายทอดความรู้ (Transfer the Learning) 1  2  3 4 

50) มีการเผยแพร่ข้อมูลสําคัญ แนวโน้มธุรกิจ หรือความรู้ใหม่ๆ ให้พนักงานทุกคน

ได้ทราบอย่างต่อเนื่อง 
    

51) มีการจัดทําคู่มือการปฏิบัติงานที่ดี หรือบทความ เพื่อถ่ายทอดให้พนักงานทุก

คนได้เรียนรู้อย่างต่อเนื่อง 
    

52) มีการแลกเปลี่ยนความรู้ผ่านสื่อสิ่งพิมพ์ กระดานข่าว หรือทางอินเทอร์เน็ต

อย่างต่อเนื่อง 
    

53) มีการประชุมกลุ่มย่อย หรือพบปะระหว่างพนักงานเพื่อแลกเปลี่ยนความรู้กัน

อย่างสมํ่าเสมอ 
    

การนําความรู้ไปประยุกต์ใช้งาน (Apply the Learning) 1  2  3 4 

54) มีการนําฐานความรู้มาแก้ไขปัญหาต่างๆ ของบริษัทอย่างต่อเนื่อง     

55) มีการนําฐานความรู้มาปรับปรุงกระบวนการทํางานอย่างต่อเนื่อง     

56) มีการนําฐานความรู้มาใช้ในการพัฒนาบุคลากรให้มีประสิทธิภาพดียิ่งขึ ้น     

57) มีการนําฐานความรู้มาพัฒนา สินค้า/บริการให้ดีขึ ้นอย่างต่อเนื่อง      

 
 

ตอนที่ 4 ความคิดเห็นเกี่ยวกับผลลัพธ์ท่ีได้จากการเป็นองค์กรแห่งการเรียนรู้ 
 

ผลลัพธ์ท่ีได้จากการเป็นองค์กรแห่งการเรียนรู้ (Outcomes of the Learning 

Organizational) 
ระดับ 

ผลิตภาพของบริษัท (Productivity) 1  2  3 4 

58) บริษัทสามารถลดเวลาในการผลิตสินค้า ได้มากขึ ้น     

59) บริษัทสามารถลดเวลาในการจัดส่งสินค้าได้มากขึ ้น     

60) บริษัทสามารถลดเวลาในการให้บริการแก่ลูกค้า/บริการหลังการขายได้มากขึ ้น     

61) บริษัทสามารถควบคุมต้นทุนการผลิต/การให้บริการได้มากขึ ้น      

62) พนักงานมีอัตราผลิตภาพในการปฏิบัติงานเพิ่มขึ ้น     

63) บริษัทมีอัตราผลิตภาพโดยรวมเพิ่มขึ ้น     

นวัตกรรมของบริษัท (Innovation) 1  2  3 4 

64) บริษัทใช้นวัตกรรมใหม่ๆ ในการผลิตสินค้า/บริการของบริษัทเพิ่มขึ ้น      

65) บริษัทสามารถผลิตสินค้าใหม่ๆ หรือให้บริการใหม่ๆ เพิ่มขึ ้น      
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66) สินค้า/บริการของบริษัทสามารถเจาะตลาดใหม่ๆ เพิ่มขึ ้น     

67) บริษัทผลิตสินค้า/บริการที่มีความยืดหยุ่น ตอบสนองความต้องการที่

หลากหลายของลูกค้าได้มากขึ ้น 
    

คุณภาพของสินค้า/บริการ (Quality) 1 2 3 4 

68) สินค้า/บริการของบริษัทมีคุณภาพดีขึ ้น      

69) การบริการหลังการขายของบริษัทที่มีคุณภาพดีขึ ้น     

70) พนักงานให้บริการลูกค้าอย่างมีมารยาท ให้เกียรติ และสุภาพมากยิ่งขึ ้น      

 

ตอนที่ 5 สอบถามข้อมูลทั่วไปเกี่ยวกับผู้ตอบแบบสอบถาม 
 

1. ช่ือผู้ตอบแบบสอบถาม..............................................Email:…………....................................... 

2. ช่ือบริษัท................................................ เว็บไซต์ของบริษัท ..................................................... 

3. ตําแหน่งของท่าน 

      1) ผู้บริหารระดับสูง     2) ผู้บริหารระดับกลาง   

  3) ท่ีปรึกษาด้านองค์กร      4) อ่ืน ๆ (โปรดระบุ) ............. 

4. อายุของท่าน 

      1) ไม่เกิน 30 ปี        2) 31 – 40 ปี      

  3) 41 – 50 ปี     4) 51 ปี ขึ ้นไป 

5. วุฒิการศึกษาของท่าน 

     1) ต่ํากว่าปริญญาตรี       2) ปริญญาตรี/เทียบเท่า    3) สูงกว่าปริญญาตรี 

6. ระยะเวลาในการทํางานของท่านในบริษัทแห่งนี ้ ................... ปี 

7. บทบาทของท่านที่เกี่ยวข้องกับการเรียนรู้ของบริษัทแห่งนี ้................... ....................................... 
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Questionnaire (English Version) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



APPENDIX B  

Questionnaire (English Version) 

 

Questionnaire 

 
Part 1: Demographic data about  your company. Please put a in an appropriate 

box and fill in the bank the information that corresponds to the current reality of 

your company. 

1. How much is the capital investment of your company? 

     1) below 50 M.Baht   2) 50 – 200 M.Baht        3) More than 200 M.Baht 

2. What is the major nationality of the shareholders in your company? 

     1) 100% Thai nationality 

     2) 100% foreigner 

     3) Both Thai nationality and foreigner with……nationality and helds…% shares. 

3. How long has your company been in this business? 

       1) Below 5 years      2) 6 – 10 years      3) More than 10 years. 

4. What is the size of your company? 

       1) Small-size company  2) Medium-size company  3) Large-size company 

5. How many employees in your company? ................. employees. 

6. In your opinion, what factors do affect the learning in your company? 

     1) Amount of capital investment   2) Size of company 

     3) Nationality of shareholder    4) Other (Pls. specify) 

………………………… 

7. Has your company been certified by any standard? 

     1) No certification 

     2) Has been certified by (more than 1 answers) 

  1) ISO9000/9001    2) TIS: Thailand Industry Standard 

      3) QSME      4) Other (Pls. specify) ……………………… 
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Part 2: Please consider the following sentences and put a  in an appropriate 

box that corresponds to your opinion about the current reality of your company. 

(1 = Least, 2 = Little, 3 = Much, 4 = Very Much) 

Supportive Environment for Learning ระดับ

Learning-Supported Policy  1  2  3 4

1) Company has a clear policy for all employees to learn seriously         

2) Company has a policy that stimulates the employees to learn (eg. let 

employees create work manual or group them for learning) 
    

3) Learning is part of the duty and responsibility of all employees in this 

company. 
    

Climate and Culture 1  2  3 4

4) Employees dare to express their opinions, ask questions, and exchange 

their learning freely. 
    

5) Company’s culture allows all employees to learn new things and 

perform learning as teams. 
    

6) Employees are happy with their work, enjoy creating new things, and 

are confident in work success. 
    

7) Employees can learn freely without any internal conflicts that 

obstruct their learning. 
    

8) Company has good learning climate that is suitable for learning.         

Facility for Learning 1  2  3 4

9) My company has enough seminar room for group meeting or 

exchanging knowledge. 
    

10) My company has enough computers that are connected to the internet.         

Training and Education 1  2  3 4

11) Employees are trained to learn from the past success or failure.         

12) Employees are trained to be a trainer.        

13) Employees are trained with all techniques necessary for performing 

their tasks. 
    

14) Training programs are systematic and circulated to all employees.         

15) There are cross-functional trainings for employees.        
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Part 2.2: Perception about employees’ characteristics 

 

Employee Characteristics ระดับ

Attitude 1  2  3 4

16) Employees like to have social, work as groups and are courage to 

express themselves. 
    

17) Employees are flexible to compromise with others and have ability 

in collaboration. 
    

18) Employees have ability to remain calm under pressure and can 

control their emotions as well. 
    

19) Employees have high responsibility, are consistent, and trustworthy.     

20) Employees have good attitudes toward changes and learning new 

things. 
    

21) Employees have open-minded, listen to others, open to innovations 

and changes. 
    

Determination 1  2  3 4

22) Employees commit to success and do not discourage to any 

problems or barriers. 
    

23) Employees focus on customers’ needs.     

24) Employees commit to learning new things and share and exchange 

knowledge with others. 
    

Competency 1  2  3 4

25) Employees’ ability in learning new things or new work-processes 

themselves. 
    

26) Employees’ ability to communicate, ask question, and express their 

conflicted opinions to others. 
    

27) Employees’ ability to thinks systematically, holistically, and solve the 

problems step by step. 
    

28) Employees’ ability in working as a team.      

29) Employees’ ability to implement the initiative and create new things 

for the company. 
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Part 2.3: Perception about the role of leaders 

 

Supportive Leadership for Learning ระดับ

Facilitator Role 1  2  3 4

30) Leaders support enough budgets/resources for employees to learn.         

31) Leaders allocate enough time for employees to learn, reflect, and 

exchange their learning. 
    

32) Leaders empower enough authorities to employees for their learning 

activities. 
    

33) Leaders support important information for employees to learn 

continuously. 
    

Mentor Role 1  2  3 4

34) Leaders teach their employees to learn new things and learn from the 

past success or failure. 
    

35) Leaders teach their employees to learn by assigns new tasks or cross-

functional works to them. 
    

36) Leaders teach their employees to learn by providing them with 

feedback information such as customer satisfaction or performance 

evaluation.  

    

Motivator Role 1  2  3 4

37) Leaders always praise employees with new ideas by distributing them 

to all others. 
    

38) Leaders reward employees whose new ideas are useful to company 

as a whole. 
    

39) Leaders are fair in rewarding, salary raising, or promoting to all 

employees. 
    

40) Leaders rarely blame or punish their employees then they do not 

perform well. 
    

41) Leaders honor and treat employees as their colleagues than subordinates.         

42) Leaders continuously organize the work contest and reward or honor 

those who win.  
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Role Model 1  2  3 4

43) Leaders act as a learner and self-developer in an exemplary manner 

for their employees. 
    

44) Leaders are exemplary manner in intensity, collaboration, and leaning 

as a team continuously. 
    

45) Leaders are exemplary manner in innovator and change agents for 

their employees. 
    

 

 

Part 3: Perception about Learning in Organization 

 

Learning in Organization ระดับ

Gather the Learning 1  2  3 4

46) Experience and Knowledge are gathered from each employee 

seriously and continuously.  
    

47) Experience and Knowledge are gathered from the pass success or 

failure continuously. 
    

47) Experience and Knowledge are gathered from customers, rivalries, 

and other resources continuously. 
    

49) My company exchange and share knowledge with other company or 

other organization. 
    

Transfer the Learning 1  2  3 4

50) Information, business trend, or knowledge is distributed to all 

employees continuously. 
    

51) The company has created operational manual or articles for 

employees to learn continuously.  
    

52) Knowledge is circulated and exchanged thru printed media or internet 

continuously. 
    

53) There are small-group seminars or meetings among employees for 

exchanging their knowledge continuously. 
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Apply the Learning 1  2  3 4

54) Knowledge is utilized to solve the company’ problems continuously.         

55) Knowledge is utilized to improve working process continuously.         

56) Knowledge is utilized to develop the employees continuously.         

57)  Knowledge is utilized to improve the products / services 

continuously. 
    

 

Part 4: Perception about Outcomes from Learning in Organization 
 

Outcomes of the Learning in Organizational ระดับ

Productivity 1  2  3 4

58) The company can reduce time in producing products or in giving 

services. 
    

59) The company can reduce time in logistics.        

60) The company can reduce time in providing after-sale service to 

customers. 
    

61) The company can control the overall cost continuously.        

62) The productivity of employees increases continuously.        

63) Total productivity of my company increases continuously.         

Innovation 1  2  3 4

64) My company applies new innovation in producing products/services 

continuously. 
    

65) My company can increase new products/services continuously.         

66) Products/services of my company can penetrate new markets 

continuously. 
    

67) Products/services are flexible and can respond to various needs of 

customers. 
    

Quality 1  2  3 4

68) Quality of products/services is increasing continuously.      

69) Quality of after-sale services is increasing continuously.        

70) Employees treat our customers with manner, respect and more polite.     
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Part 5: Demographic of the respondent 

 

1. Name of respondent: ................................Email Address:…………............................ 

2. Name of company..................................Website of company:....................................... 

3. Your position 

       1) High-level management     2) Middle management  

   3) Consultant          4) Other (Pls. specify)  .............. 

4. Age 

     1) Below 30                  2) 31 – 40 Yrs. old          

     3) 41 – 50 Yrs. old  4) More than 50 

5. Education 

     1) Below bachelor degree      

     2) Bachelor degree or equivalent   

     3) Above Bachelor degree 

6. Years of experience in this company ………… years. 

7. Your role that related to learning in this company:.......................................................... 
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Form for Interview (Thai Version) 

 

ผู้บริหารระดับสูง / ผู้เชี่ยวชาญในด้านการพัฒนาองค์กร / ทรัพยากรบุคคล / ด้านคุณภาพ 

 

ช่ือผู้ให้สัมภาษณ์ ……………………………………………...................... 

ตําแหน่ง................................................................................................... 

บริษัท....................................................................................................... 

โทรศัพท์...................................... Email:…………………………………... 
 

1. ท่านคิดว่าสภาพแวดล้อมในองค์กรควรมีลักษณะอย่างไร (Supportive Environment) ท่ีจะช่วย  

    สนับสนุนให้เกิดการเรียนรู้ภายในบริษัทของท่าน 

2. ท่านคิดว่าพนักงานควรมีลักษณะอย่างไร (Employee Characteristic) ท่ีจะช่วยสนับสนุนให้    

    เกิดการเรียนรู้ภายในบริษัทของท่าน 

3. ท่านคิดผู้บริหาร/ผู้นําควรมีบทบาทอย่างไร (Leadership Role) ที่จะช่วยสนับสนุนให้เกิดการ 

    เรียนรู้ภายในบริษัทของท่าน 

4. ท่านคิดว่าการเรียนรู้ / กระบวนการเรียนรู้ (Learning Process) ในบริษัทของท่านมีลักษณะ 

    อย่างไร  

5.ท่านคิดว่าการเรียนรู้ในบริษัทของท่านก่อให้เกิดผลลัพธ์ในด้านใดบ้านต่อบริษัทของท่าน 

6. ท่านมีข้อคิดเห็นหรือข้อเสนอแนะอื่น ๆ เพิ่มเติม ท่ีเกี่ยวข้องกับการเรียนรู้ในบริษัทของท่าน 

    หรือไม่ ถ้ามีโปรดอธิบายรายละเอียด 
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Form for Interview (English Version) 
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Form for Interview (English Version) 

 
Executives/Organizational Development Experts/HR Experts/Quality Management 

 

Name ……………………………………………….................................................... 

Position............................................................................. ......................................... 

Company..................................................................................................................... 

Telephone............................................... Email:…………………………………... 

 

1. How would you define the organizational environment that support for learning in your  

   company? 

2. How would you define the employee characteristics that support learning in your    

    company? 

3. How would you define the leadership that support learning in your company? 

4. How would you define the learning process / learning practice in your company? 

5. What are the outcomes that your company gained from learning? 

6. Are there any other suggestions about learning in your company? If so, what are  

    they? 
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APPENDIX E 

Statistical Results 

 

 

 

File D:/AMOS3/Path Final V7.amw 

Parameter summary (Group number 1) 

Weights  Covariances  Variances  Means  Intercepts  Total 

Fixed  11 0  0  0  0  11 

Labeled  0 0  0  0  0  0 

Unlabeled  7 0  9  0  0  16 

Total  18 0  9  0  0  27 

 

Model Fit Summary 

CMIN 

Model NPAR  CMIN  DF  P  CMIN/DF 

Default model 16  19.659  12  .074  1.638 

Saturated model  28  .000  0 

Independence model  7  958.929  21  .000  45.663 
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RMR, GFI 

Model RMR  GFI  AGFI  PGFI 

Default model  .009  .970  .931  .416 

Saturated model  .000  1.000 

Independence model  .226  .287  .049  .215 

Baseline Comparisons 

Model 
NFI

Delta1 
RFI
rho1 

IFI
Delta2 

TLI
rho2 

CFI 

Default model  .979  .964  .992  .986  .992 

Saturated model  1.000  1.000  1.000 

Independence model  .000  .000  .000  .000  .000 

Parsimony-Adjusted Measures 

Model PRATIO  PNFI  PCFI 

Default model .571  .560  .567 

Saturated model  .000  .000  .000 

Independence model  1.000  .000  .000 

NCP 

Model NCP  LO 90  HI 90 

Default model  7.659  .000  23.921 

Saturated model  .000  .000  .000 

Independence model  937.929  840.277  1042.977 

FMIN 

Model FMIN  F0  LO 90  HI 90 

Default model  .109  .042  .000  .132 

Saturated model  .000  .000  .000  .000 

Independence model  5.298  5.182  4.642  5.762 

RMSEA 

Model RMSEA  LO 90  HI 90  PCLOSE 

Default model .059  .000  .105  .331 

Independence model  .497  .470  .524  .000 
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AIC 

Model AIC  BCC  BIC  CAIC 

Default model  51.659  53.139  102.923  118.923 

Saturated model  56.000  58.590  145.712  173.712 

Independence model  972.929  973.577  995.357  1002.357 

ECVI 

Model ECVI  LO 90  HI 90  MECVI 

Default model  .285  .243  .375  .294 

Saturated model  .309  .309  .309  .324 

Independence model  5.375  4.836  5.956  5.379 

HOELTER 

Model 
HOELTER

.05 
HOELTER

.01 

Default model 194  242 

Independence model  7  8 

 

Estimates (Group number 1 - Default model) 

Scalar Estimates (Group number 1 - Default model) 

Maximum Likelihood Estimates 

Regression Weights: (Group number 1 - Default model) 

Estimate  S.E.  C.R.  P  Label 

Learn  <---  SuppF  1.200 .077 15.546 ***

OutC  <---  SuppF  .559 .189 2.958 .003

OutC  <---  Learn  .346 .134 2.586 .010

SuppE  <---  SuppF  1.000

EmpC  <---  SuppF  1.164 .083 14.017 ***

SuppL  <---  SuppF  1.219 .076 16.008 ***

Prod  <---  OutC  1.000

Quali  <---  OutC  .971 .082 11.828 ***

Inno  <---  OutC  1.073 .096 11.207 ***
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Standardized Regression Weights: (Group number 1 - Default model) 

Estimate 

Learn  <---  SuppF  .892

OutC  <---  SuppF  .455

OutC  <---  Learn  .379

SuppE  <---  SuppF  .845

EmpC  <---  SuppF  .837

SuppL  <---  SuppF  .907

Prod  <---  OutC  .798

Quali  <---  OutC  .835

Inno  <---  OutC  .794

Variances: (Group number 1 - Default model) 

Estimate  S.E.  C.R.  P  Label 

e10 .204  .029  6.932 ***

e20 .076  .012  6.557 ***

e30 .106  .021  5.028 ***

e1 .082  .011  7.705 ***

e2 .118  .015  7.832 ***

e3 .066  .011  6.094 ***

e11 .176  .024  7.208 ***

e12 .127  .020  6.474 ***

e13 .208  .029  7.266 ***

Squared Multiple Correlations: (Group number 1 - Default model) 

Estimate 

SuppF .000 

Learn .795 

OutC .657 

Inno .630 

Quali .696 

Prod .636 

SuppL .822 

EmpC .700 

SuppE .714 
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Matrices (Group number 1 - Default model) 

Implied (for all variables) Covariances (Group number 1 - Default model) 

SuppF  Learn  OutC  Inno  Quali  Prod  SuppL  EmpC  SuppE 

SuppF  .204 

Learn  .245  .370 

OutC  .199  .265  .308 

Inno  .213  .284  .331  .563 

Quali  .193  .257  .299  .321  .418 

Prod  .199  .265  .308  .331  .299  .485 

SuppL  .249  .298  .242  .260  .235  .242  .369 

EmpC  .237  .285  .231  .248  .225  .231  .289  .395 

SuppE  .204  .245  .199  .213  .193  .199  .249  .237  .285 

Implied (for all variables) Correlations (Group number 1 - Default model) 

 
Supp
F 

Lear
n 
OutC  Inno 

Qual
i 
Prod 

Supp
L 

Emp
C 

Supp
E 

SuppF  1.000 

Learn  .892  1.000 

OutC  .792  .784 
1.00
0         

Inno  .629  .623  .794 
1.00
0           

Quali  .661  .654  .835  .663 
1.00
0         

Prod  .632  .625  .798  .633  .666 
1.00
0       

Supp
L 

.907  .809  .719  .571  .600  .573  1.000 
  

EmpC  .837  .746  .663  .526  .553  .529  .759  1.000 

Supp
E 

.845  .754  .670  .532  .559  .534  .766  .707  1.000 
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Implied Covariances (Group number 1 - Default model) 

Learn  Inno  Quali  Prod  SuppL  EmpC  SuppE 

Learn  .370 

Inno  .284  .563 

Quali  .257  .321  .418 

Prod  .265  .331  .299  .485 

SuppL  .298  .260  .235  .242  .369 

EmpC  .285  .248  .225  .231  .289  .395 

SuppE  .245  .213  .193  .199  .249  .237  .285 

Implied Correlations (Group number 1 - Default model) 

Learn  Inno  Quali  Prod  SuppL  EmpC  SuppE 

Learn  1.000 

Inno  .623  1.000 

Quali  .654  .663  1.000 

Prod  .625  .633  .666  1.000 

SuppL  .809  .571  .600  .573  1.000 

EmpC  .746  .526  .553  .529  .759  1.000 

SuppE  .754  .532  .559  .534  .766  .707  1.000 

Residual Covariances (Group number 1 - Default model) 

Learn  Inno  Quali  Prod  SuppL  EmpC  SuppE 

Learn  .000 

Inno  -.002  .000 

Quali  .003  -.006  .000 

Prod  -.002  .012  -.003  .000 

SuppL  .006  -.008  .014  -.018  .000 

EmpC  -.003  .007  .020  .018  -.009  .000 

SuppE  -.007  -.010  -.001  -.022  .000  .013  .000 

Standardized Residual Covariances (Group number 1 - Default model) 

Learn  Inno  Quali  Prod  SuppL  EmpC  SuppE 

Learn  .000 

Inno  -.057  .000 

Quali  .080  -.128  .000 

Prod  -.046  .252  -.069  .000 

SuppL  .175  -.194  .424  -.500  .000 

EmpC  -.089  .187  .571  .488  -.255  .000 

SuppE  -.226  -.290  -.041  -.709  .012  .427  .000 
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File D:/AMOS3/Measure Final V7.amw 

Parameter summary (Group number 1) 

Weights  Covariances  Variances  Means  Intercepts  Total 

Fixed  8 0  0  0  0  8 

Labeled  0 0  0  0  0  0 

Unlabeled  4 1  8  0  0  13 

Total  12 1  8  0  0  21 

 

Model Fit Summary 

CMIN 

Model NPAR  CMIN  DF  P  CMIN/DF 

Default model 13  12.572  8  .127  1.572 

Saturated model  21  .000  0 

Independence model  6  700.542  15  .000  46.703 

RMR, GFI 

Model RMR  GFI  AGFI  PGFI 

Default model  .010  .978  .942  .373 

Saturated model  .000  1.000 

Independence model  .216  .343  .081  .245 
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Baseline Comparisons 

Model 
NFI

Delta1 
RFI
rho1 

IFI
Delta2 

TLI
rho2 

CFI 

Default model  .982  .966  .993  .987  .993 

Saturated model  1.000  1.000  1.000 

Independence model  .000  .000  .000  .000  .000 

Parsimony-Adjusted Measures 

Model PRATIO  PNFI  PCFI 

Default model .533  .524  .530 

Saturated model  .000  .000  .000 

Independence model  1.000  .000  .000 

NCP 

Model NCP  LO 90  HI 90 

Default model  4.572  .000  18.354 

Saturated model  .000  .000  .000 

Independence model  685.542  602.600  775.887 

FMIN 

Model FMIN  F0  LO 90  HI 90 

Default model  .069  .025  .000  .101 

Saturated model  .000  .000  .000  .000 

Independence model  3.870  3.788  3.329  4.287 

RMSEA 

Model RMSEA  LO 90  HI 90  PCLOSE 

Default model .056  .000  .113  .375 

Independence model  .502  .471  .535  .000 

AIC 

Model AIC  BCC  BIC  CAIC 

Default model  38.572  39.618  80.224  93.224 

Saturated model  42.000  43.690  109.284  130.284 

Independence model  712.542  713.025  731.766  737.766 
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ECVI 

Model ECVI  LO 90  HI 90  MECVI 

Default model  .213  .188  .289  .219 

Saturated model  .232  .232  .232  .241 

Independence model  3.937  3.478  4.436  3.939 

HOELTER 

Model 
HOELTER

.05 
HOELTER

.01 

Default model 224  290 

Independence model  7  8 

 

Estimates (Group number 1 - Default model) 

Scalar Estimates (Group number 1 - Default model) 

Maximum Likelihood Estimates 

Regression Weights: (Group number 1 - Default model) 

Estimate  S.E.  C.R.  P  Label 

SuppE  <---  SuppF  1.000

EmpC  <---  SuppF  1.169 .081 14.437 ***

SuppL  <---  SuppF  1.161 .077 14.992 ***

Prod  <---  OutC  1.000

Quali  <---  OutC  .982 .085 11.611 ***

Inno  <---  OutC  1.077 .098 10.977 ***

Standardized Regression Weights: (Group number 1 - Default model) 

Estimate 

SuppE  <---  SuppF  .861

EmpC  <---  SuppF  .856

SuppL  <---  SuppF  .880

Prod  <---  OutC  .793

Quali  <---  OutC  .839

Inno  <---  OutC  .792
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Covariances: (Group number 1 - Default model) 

Estimate  S.E.  C.R.  P  Label 

SuppF  <-->  OutC  .202 .030 6.810 ***

Correlations: (Group number 1 - Default model) 

Estimate 

SuppF  <-->  OutC  .794

Variances: (Group number 1 - Default model) 

Estimate  S.E.  C.R.  P  Label 

SuppF .212  .030 7.043 ***

OutC .305  .050 6.073 ***

e1 .074  .011 6.655 ***

e2 .105  .016 6.780 ***

e3 .083  .014 6.110 ***

e11 .180  .025 7.111 ***

e12 .123  .020 6.131 ***

e13 .210  .029 7.123 ***

Squared Multiple Correlations: (Group number 1 - Default model) 

Estimate 

Inno .628 

Quali .705 

Prod .629 

SuppL .774 

EmpC .733 

SuppE .741 
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Matrices (Group number 1 - Default model) 

Implied (for all variables) Covariances (Group number 1 - Default model) 

OutC  SuppF  Inno  Quali  Prod  SuppL  EmpC  SuppE 

OutC  .305 

SuppF  .202  .212 

Inno  .328  .217  .563 

Quali  .300  .198  .323  .418 

Prod  .305  .202  .328  .300  .485 

SuppL  .234  .246  .252  .230  .234  .369 

EmpC  .236  .247  .254  .232  .236  .287  .395 

SuppE  .202  .212  .217  .198  .202  .246  .247  .285 

Implied (for all variables) Correlations (Group number 1 - Default model) 

OutC  SuppF  Inno  Quali  Prod  SuppL  EmpC  SuppE 

OutC  1.000 

SuppF  .794  1.000 

Inno  .792  .629  1.000 

Quali  .839  .666  .665  1.000 

Prod  .793  .629  .629  .666  1.000 

SuppL  .698  .880  .553  .586  .554  1.000 

EmpC  .680  .856  .538  .570  .539  .753  1.000 

SuppE  .683  .861  .541  .574  .542  .757  .737  1.000 

Implied Covariances (Group number 1 - Default model) 

Inno  Quali  Prod  SuppL  EmpC  SuppE 

Inno  .563 

Quali  .323  .418 

Prod  .328  .300  .485 

SuppL  .252  .230  .234  .369 

EmpC  .254  .232  .236  .287  .395 

SuppE  .217  .198  .202  .246  .247  .285 
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Implied Correlations (Group number 1 - Default model) 

Inno  Quali  Prod  SuppL  EmpC  SuppE 

Inno  1.000 

Quali  .665  1.000 

Prod  .629  .666  1.000 

SuppL  .553  .586  .554  1.000 

EmpC  .538  .570  .539  .753  1.000 

SuppE  .541  .574  .542  .757  .737  1.000 

Residual Covariances (Group number 1 - Default model) 

Inno  Quali  Prod  SuppL  EmpC  SuppE 

Inno  .000 

Quali  -.007  .000 

Prod  .014  -.003  .000 

SuppL  .000  .020  -.010  .000 

EmpC  .002  .013  .014  -.007  .000 

SuppE  -.014  -.006  -.025  .003  .003  .000 

Standardized Residual Covariances (Group number 1 - Default model) 

Inno  Quali  Prod  SuppL  EmpC  SuppE 

Inno  .000 

Quali  -.156  .000 

Prod  .307  -.071  .000 

SuppL  .010  .586  -.274  .000 

EmpC  .043  .367  .366  -.195  .000 

SuppE  -.403  -.212  -.798  .110  .095  .000 

 

 
FACTOR 
  /VARIABLES SuppE EmpC SuppL 
  /MISSING LISTWISE 
  /ANALYSIS SuppE EmpC SuppL 
  /PRINT UNIVARIATE INITIAL CORRELATION KMO EXTRACTION 
ROTATION 
  /CRITERIA FACTORS(1) ITERATE(25) 
  /EXTRACTION PC 
  /CRITERIA ITERATE(25) 
  /ROTATION VARIMAX 
  /METHOD=CORRELATION. 
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Factor Analysis 

Notes

Output Created 09-ส.ค.-2555, 19 นาฬิกา 40 นาที 

Comments   

Input Data D: 

ida LO\My Proposal\AMOS4 (OK 

and Working)\Data182.sav 

Active Dataset DataSet1 

Filter <none> 

Weight <none> 

Split File <none> 

N of Rows in Working 

Data File 

182

Missing Value 

Handling 

Definition of Missing MISSING=EXCLUDE: User-

defined missing values are treated 

as missing. 

Cases Used LISTWISE: Statistics are based on 

cases with no missing values for 

any variable used. 

Syntax FACTOR 

  /VARIABLES SuppE EmpC 

SuppL 

  /MISSING LISTWISE 

  /ANALYSIS SuppE EmpC SuppL

  /PRINT UNIVARIATE INITIAL 

CORRELATION KMO 

EXTRACTION ROTATION 

  /CRITERIA FACTORS(1) 

ITERATE(25) 

  /EXTRACTION PC 

  /CRITERIA ITERATE(25) 

  /ROTATION VARIMAX 

  /METHOD=CORRELATION. 

 

Resources Processor Time 00 00:00:00.016

Elapsed Time 00 00:00:00.016

Maximum Memory 

Required 

1860 (1.816K) bytes

 
 
[DataSet1] D:\nida LO\My Proposal\AMOS4 (OK and Working)\Data182.sav 
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Descriptive Statistics

 Mean Std. Deviation Analysis N

SuppE 2.8681 .53148 182

EmpC 2.8402 .62822 182

SuppL 2.8999 .60715 182

 

 

Correlation Matrix

 SuppE EmpC SuppL 

Correlation SuppE 1.000 .683 .720

EmpC .683 1.000 .735

SuppL .720 .735 1.000

 

KMO and Bartlett's Test

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy. .742 

Bartlett's Test of 

Sphericity 

Approx. Chi-Square 290.227 

df 3 

Sig. .000 

 

Communalities 

 Initial Extraction

SuppE 1.000 .791

EmpC 1.000 .803

SuppL 1.000 .831

Extraction Method: Principal 

Component Analysis. 

 

Total Variance Explained

Component 

Initial Eigenvalues 

Extraction Sums of Squared 

Loadings 

Total 

% of 

Variance 

Cumulative 

% Total 

% of 

Variance 

Cumulative 

% 

1 2.425 80.841 80.841 2.425 80.841 80.841

2 .319 10.621 91.463    

3 .256 8.537 100.000    

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
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Component Matrixa 

 
Component 

1 

SuppE .890 

EmpC .896 

SuppL .912 

Extraction Method: 

Principal Component 

Analysis. 

a. 1 components 

extracted. 

 
 
FACTOR 
  /VARIABLES Prod Inno Quali 
  /MISSING LISTWISE 
  /ANALYSIS Prod Inno Quali 
  /PRINT UNIVARIATE INITIAL CORRELATION KMO EXTRACTION 
ROTATION 
  /CRITERIA FACTORS(1) ITERATE(25) 
  /EXTRACTION PC 
  /CRITERIA ITERATE(25) 
  /ROTATION VARIMAX 
  /METHOD=CORRELATION. 
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Factor Analysis 

Notes 

Output Created 09-ส.ค.-2555, 19 นาฬิกา 41 นาที 

Comments   

Input Data D: 

ida LO\My Proposal\AMOS4 (OK and 

Working)\Data182.sav 

Active Dataset DataSet1 

Filter <none> 

Weight <none> 

Split File <none> 

N of Rows in Working Data 

File 

182

Missing Value 

Handling 

Definition of Missing MISSING=EXCLUDE: User-defined 

missing values are treated as missing. 

Cases Used LISTWISE: Statistics are based on cases 

with no missing values for any variable 

used. 

Syntax FACTOR 

  /VARIABLES Prod Inno Quali 

  /MISSING LISTWISE 

  /ANALYSIS Prod Inno Quali 

  /PRINT UNIVARIATE INITIAL 

CORRELATION KMO EXTRACTION 

ROTATION 

  /CRITERIA FACTORS(1) ITERATE(25)

  /EXTRACTION PC 

  /CRITERIA ITERATE(25) 

  /ROTATION VARIMAX 

  /METHOD=CORRELATION. 

Resources Processor Time 00 00:00:00.046

Elapsed Time 00 00:00:00.046

Maximum Memory Required 1860 (1.816K) bytes

 
[DataSet1] D:\nida LO\My Proposal\AMOS4 (OK and Working)\Data182.sav 
 

Descriptive Statistics

 Mean Std. Deviation Analysis N

Prod 2.9258 .69628 182

Inno 2.7967 .75061 182

Quali 3.1264 .64625 182
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Correlation Matrix 

 Prod Inno Quali 

Correlation Prod 1.000 .655 .659

Inno .655 1.000 .651

Quali .659 .651 1.000

KMO and Bartlett's Test 

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy. .733 

Bartlett's Test of Sphericity Approx. Chi-Square 231.696 

df 3 

Sig. .000 

Communalities 

 Initial Extraction 

Prod 1.000 .774

Inno 1.000 .767

Quali 1.000 .770

Extraction Method: Principal 

Component Analysis. 

Total Variance Explained 

Component 

Initial Eigenvalues Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings 

Total 

% of 

Variance 

Cumulative 

% Total 

% of 

Variance 

Cumulative 

% 

1 2.311 77.025 77.025 2.311 77.025 77.025

2 .349 11.646 88.670    

3 .340 11.330 100.000    

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 

Component Matrixa 

 
Component 

1 

Prod .879 

Inno .876 

Quali .878 

Extraction Method: 

Principal Component 

Analysis. 

a. 1 components 

extracted. 
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